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Background and my motivation to perform this research 
During my many years of clinical experience as a physiotherapist specialising in musculo-
skeletal disorders, approximately half of my clients have sought help for back-related 
problems. An acute phase of low back pain can be very painful, but is in most cases self-
limiting. These observations are well supported by current literature (1, 2). My expertise 
in manual therapy and exercise therapy has allowed me in many cases to effectively man-
age this condition (3-5). Through my commitment as a faculty member at the McKenzie 
Institute (Mechanical Diagnosis and Therapy) (6, 7), my special interest in patient educa-
tion and patient self-treatment was enhanced. However, in line with the results of a re-
cent review, as well as the Swiss National Survey of 2014, I also observed recurring pain 
episodes and chronicity of pain and complaints in some patients (2, 8). The wish to pro-
vide my patients with a means to prevent these recurrent episodes was my motivation 
for the further development of my skills. But what treatment should we be recommend-
ing to patients whose problems had become chronic: what advice, which exercises and 
what type of behaviour? Is it enough to simply improve “general fitness”? Can we tackle 
the specific physical impairment of the individual patient? In general, how do we achieve 
long-term benefits for the patient? 
All these questions were being addressed by a nationally-funded multi-centre trial at 
the Zurich University of Applied Sciences, in which I had the opportunity to participate. 
The aim of this project, namely to test a treatment that had already been in use for many 
years but which had not been studied under structured, controlled, experimental condi-
tions, was absolutely in line with my professional experience (9). 
From a personal viewpoint, it was about changing my perspective: from clinical expe-
rience to research – both quantitative and qualitative - and back again. My clinical expe-
rience was of considerable value in the management of this multi-centre project, since a 
large number of people were involved. Another of my objectives was to deliver evidence-
based results for the benefit of my fellow physiotherapists. Evidence helps them to un-
derstand their clinical processes and provides indications for clinical decision making. 
Thus, ultimately, improves treatment and brings greater wellbeing to patients. 
Implications of low back pain for society and the individual patient 
The high prevalence rate of low back pain (LBP) and the associated large socio-economic 
burden on societies is well documented. The most recently published study on the global 
burden of this disease reviewed 117 articles and 5 surveys on acute and chronic low back 
pain (10). They concluded that LBP was ranked as the greatest contributor to global dis-
ability, measured in terms of Years lived with Disability (YLD). Globally, point prevalence 
for low back pain was shown to be 9.4% (95% CI 9.0 to 9.8). Age-standardised prevalence 
was highest in Western Europe, with 15% of the population (between 0 and 100 years of 
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age) suffering from low back pain. In terms of the overall burden, LBP ranked sixth when 
measured by Disability-Adjusted Life Years (DALY). DALY is calculated by combining Years 
of Life Lost (YLL) due to premature mortality and Years Lived with Disability (YLD). For LBP, 
YLD and DALY are equal, since no early mortality is assumed. 
In Switzerland in 2012, a point prevalence of 40% for mild-to-severe low back pain 
was reported by adults living in private households (2). This rate is rising with increased 
age. The typical course of acute LBP is initially favourable, with a marked and spontaneous 
reduction in pain and disability being expected within the first six weeks. Despite this, in 
2010, statistics revealed that 32,096 patients in Switzerland (0.4% of total population) 
were hospitalised as a result of back pain (8). In patients suffering from LBP, a recurrence 
of symptoms has been recorded in the majority of cases (11). The strongest predictor of 
the occurrence of a new episode of LBP is a history of previous episodes of LBP (12). 
Where LBP had occurred at least once in the previous four years, the recurrence rate was 
88.1% (12). In the previous 12 months, every one in four women (25%) and every one in 
six men (16.9%) had reported chronic back pain, defined as persistent pain lasting longer 
than three months (13). 
Statistics for indirect, non-curative costs (e.g. work absence) in Switzerland are avail-
able only for all musculoskeletal disorders combined. But the latter accounted for costs 
of some 4.4 billion Swiss Francs in 2009. As the Ministry of Economics (Seco) reports, 26% 
of all illness-related work absenteeism cases are due to musculoskeletal disorders (14). 
However, a survey of 1,000 Swiss inhabitants between the ages of 15 and 75 years re-
ported work absenteeism of 1 to 6 days due to back pain in 18.6% of the participants. 
Some 6% missed work for a period of weeks and some 2.5% even for months (15). 
These numbers are comparable across most European countries. In Germany, for ex-
ample, 20.7% of participants in a National Survey (2009) reported chronic back pain, using 
the definition of three months or longer of daily back pain in the last year(13). Direct 
medical treatment costs of 3.6 billion Euros were related to non-specific low back pain 
(NSLBP) (13). Again, 75% of total per patient low back pain costs are indirect costs result-
ing from work absenteeism or disablement (16).The total United Kingdom (UK) economic 
burden in 1998 from low back pain alone was calculated at around 18.6 billion Euros. 
Some 9% of patients in the UK complaining of back pain sought treatment from a physi-
otherapist. An estimated 150 million Euros annual costs for this physiotherapy were cal-
culated (17). 
In conclusion, a first episode of LBP is relatively “normal” in our society, with symptom 
reduction expected within a relatively short period of time. However, recurrences of ep-
isodes are common, with a small number of patients developing chronic non-specific low 
back pain. These patients account for the high costs resulting from this disorder, mainly 
due to work absenteeism and disablement. Therefore, physiotherapy treatment needs to 
be not only aimed at resolving the first episode, but also at addressing secondary or ter-
tiary prevention of future LBP problems (7, 18). 
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Exercise therapy and non-specific low back pain 
The positive effects of exercise therapy in treating non-specific low back pain (NSLBP) 
have been well described (4, 19, 20). NSLBP is defined as “low back pain that is not at-
tributable to a recognisable, known specific pathology (e.g. infection, tumour, osteopo-
rosis, fracture, structural deformity, inflammatory disorder (e.g. ankylosing spondylitis), 
radicular syndrome or cauda equina syndrome)” (1). In this large group with NSLBP, mul-
tifactorial aetiology (e.g. personal characteristics, psychosocial factors and workplace en-
vironment) is responsible for a great variability in clinical presentations. It can therefore 
be assumed that the NSLBP population can be further subdivided into various subgroups 
(4, 21). The latest guidelines point out the high evidence for the beneficial effects of ex-
ercises in patients with subacute and chronic NSLBP (22, 23). Implementation of these 
recommendations may be difficult because of the wide variety of exercises that were 
tested (22, 23); however, most guidelines report that no one form of exercise is superior 
to another (22, 23). A meta-analysis showed a significant effect on chronic NSLBP of 
strength/resistance and coordination/stabilisation programs when compared to other in-
terventions (21). The questions remain, however, as to which patients benefit from which 
exercises; which subgroup of NSLBP improves faster with which type of treatment; which 
factors influence the long-term benefit of the exercises? 
Subgroups and classifications of LBP and the introduction of movement 
control impairment 
One possible explanation for the lack of evidence for the effects of specific types of exer-
cises may be the failure of research to adequately identify subgroups of patients with 
different presentations within the total group of NSLBP patients (24). Over the years, sev-
eral classifications of NSLBP and specially targeted treatment programs have been devel-
oped. Subgroups have been classified based on different aspects, e.g. biomechanical as-
sessment, psychosocial findings, neurophysiological or behavioural processes (25-27). In 
NSLBP with mainly biomechanical aspects, classifications are based on the assessment of 
movement. Firstly, major movement-oriented classifications can be drawn on the basis 
of the assessment of range of movement and movement repetitions in relation to pain 
as, for example, in Mechanical Diagnosis and Therapy (MDT) (28) or in Pathoanatomic 
Based Classification (PBC) (29). Secondly, classification can be based on the results of the 
assessment of the quality and alignment of movements and their relationship to pain, as 
in Movement System Impairment (MSI) (30) or the O’Sullivan Classification System (OCS) 
(31). The different classification systems became increasingly complex, were difficult to 
distinguish from one another and showed some overlap (26). 
A new classification of Movement Control Impairment (MCI) resulted from the studies 
carried out by Luomajoki (32-35). Movement tests, formerly described in MSI and OSC 
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classifications, were assessed for intrarater and interrater reliability. Tests showing the 
best results were grouped and formed the “movement control test battery”. A further 
study discovered that two or more positively assessed movements can be discriminative 
for patients with low back pain. The MCI classification test battery can be easily applied 
in clinical practice since it does not need additional technical equipment; it is reasonably 
short and can be reliably performed without excessive training or experience. A con-
trolled case series study (n=38) was performed to test the possible relationship between 
subgroup and outcomes. Firstly, the MCI subgroup was identified using the test battery; 
secondly, movements were sub-classified into direction-specific impairments, as de-
scribed in OSC. The subsequent exercise treatment had the aim of improving the move-
ment control deficit with practice-based and home-based exercises. Results showed a 
significant post-treatment effect using the MCI tests, disability (Roland-Morris Disability 
Questionnaire) and function (Patient Specific Functional Scale). 
These studies formed the basis of the present thesis. It was hypothesized that patients 
with MCI and a further sub-classification can be effectively treated using specific exer-
cises. Although the studies did not show the causality of MCI on NSLBP, the close rela-
tionship of the outcomes described above were further supported by pathoanatomical 
and biomechanical explanations. Firstly, subacute and chronic LBP maladaptive pro-
cesses, such as avoidance or overuse, may lead to potentially harmful postures and move-
ments (36-38). These ‘faulty’ unaligned movements damage tissues and may cause pain 
(37, 39, 40). Further, an additional rationale originates from the theory of “Relative Flex-
ibility” which suggests that movement is always lead by the pathway of least resistance, 
i.e. a stiff hip will lead to potential overload of the lumbar spine and vice versa (30). This 
overload may also lead to damaged tissue and pain in the lumbar spine. Thus, a specific 
exercise program for this MCI subgroup, addressing the dynamic and static control of 
movements in the lumbar spine, the pelvic area and the hip, was a promising treatment 
option and of interest to research. 
Historical perspective to movement control exercise treatments 
Different concepts have been used over the past decades to improve posture and/or 
movement alignment. Early physiotherapy approached postural problems through very 
strict stabilising exercises, using isometric muscle training and general advice to keep a 
“straight back” (41). In the early 1990s, the “segmental stabilisation” concept, one of the 
first in physiotherapy to be based on the results of research, treated the signs and symp-
toms of the patient. It addressed a specific finding, i.e. the delayed activation of the local 
stabilising muscles of the spine, m. transversus abdominis or mm. multifidi (42, 43). The 
developed treatment strategy is known as Motor Control Exercise (MCE) and incorpo-
rates a voluntary contraction of the deep abdominal muscles during exercise. The de-
scribed exercises progress from low load static performance to individually adjusted high 
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load demands. Many other therapeutic programs have included the so-called “abdominal 
hollowing” concept - activation of transversus abdominis muscels - in exercise programs 
for NSLBP. About 15 years ago, Sahrmann presented her comprehensive work named 
“Movement Systems Impairment” (MSI) (44). The test and treatment procedures ad-
dressed movement systems with suboptimal sequences when changing positions. The 
treatment approach is based on individual assessment and changing movement se-
quences which are relevant to the patient’s symptoms. 0’Sullivan presented his direction-
specific O’Sullivan Classification system (OSC) in 2005 (31). This classification is named 
after the painful movement direction arising from a control deficit of the symptom-pro-
voking spinal segment. His treatment approach combines the learning process of per-
forming non-provocative movements with a cognitive psychosocial approach, and is 
known as Cognitive Functional Treatment (CFT). 
All these treatment approaches have been studied during the past eight years, since 
the start of our projects. Two Cochrane reviews, published in 2016, summarise the effects 
of Motor Control Exercises (MCE). They report no positive benefits of MCE over other 
forms of exercise in the acute and subacute phases of NSLBP (45), as well as for patients 
with chronic NSLBP (46, 47). As for the treatment in Movement System Impairment (MSI), 
no differences were reported when compared to a non-specific exercise program in the 
chronic pain population (48). Furthermore, a randomised controlled trial reported supe-
rior (but not significant) effects of the Cognitive Functional Treatment (CFT) over com-
bined manual therapy/exercise treatment (49, 50). However, the authors emphasise the 
importance of the psychosocial approach, including the therapeutic alliance between 
physiotherapist and patient. Additionally, the CFT approach includes patient-specific be-
havioural aspects in information, exercise dosage and functions in daily life. This cognitive 
aspect was not part of our treatment procedure. 
The studies presented in this thesis are closely related and based on these three con-
cepts. The treatment of Movement Control Impairment (MCI) is based on the OSC classi-
fication and the treatment progressions are influenced by MSI and MCE. However, at the 
start of our project, the treatment had not been tested under controlled conditions. The 
question remains as to whether patients in the MCI subgroup can benefit from a specific 
treatment procedure. Is this newly determined subgroup the first that can be efficiently 
treated with specifically-tailored exercises? In general, it remains to be seen whether the 
concept of an impaired movement control can be responsible for NSLBP. 
Objectives of this PhD thesis 
The objectives of this thesis are: 
To analyse the effects of specifically-tailored exercises on function and activity in patients 
with NSLBP, who have been assessed and classified into the subgroup with movement 
control impairment (Chapters 2, 3, 4,) 
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• To evaluate the quantitative and qualitative long-term effects of this specific exercise 
treatment when compared with general exercise treatment (Chapters 4, 6) 
• To explain the results, influences and mechanisms of the trial from the critical theo-
retical and patient-perceived perspectives (Chapters 5, 6) 
• To generate knowledge for evidence-based practice recommendations in the treat-
ment of a specific subgroup of NSLBP patients with MCI (all chapters) 
 
The following outline summarises the aims and perspectives of the chapters comprising 
this thesis. 
Chapter 2 – Protocol 
The research protocol of the randomised, controlled trial (RCT) builds on previous reports 
concerning the stages of NSLBP, subgroups in NSLBP, effects of exercise therapy and treat-
ment modalities. The subgroup of movement control impairment (MCI) is defined, to-
gether with its inclusion/exclusion criteria. This chapter further describes the methodolog-
ical procedures of the RCT, in which a tailored exercise program is compared to general 
exercise for a subgroup of patients with low back pain and movement control impairment. 
Chapter 3 – Short-term results and Supplement 
This chapter reports the short-term results of the RCT. In the supplement, it also includes 
a detailed description and illustration of the two treatments. 
Chapter 4 – Long-term results 
This chapter reports the long-term results by group comparison in the RCT. The main 
outcome measures are disability and activity.  
Chapter 5 – Clinimetrics of the Patient Specific Functional Scale 
This chapter reports on the clinimetric properties of the primary outcome used in the 
RCT, namely the Patient Specific Functional Scale (PSFS). Results of two trials (shoulder 
pain, low back pain) were merged to evaluate the validity and responsiveness of this 
measurement instrument for both research and clinical purposes.  
Chapter 6 – Patients’ perceptions of adherence – qualitative evaluation 
This chapter identifies themes which are of importance to the patient in the long-term 
exercise process. Of particular interest to us was the analysis of the topic “adherence to 
exercise” and the influencing factors.  
Chapter 7 – General discussion 
In this chapter, the main results of the thesis are discussed against the background of 
recent studies and from a research methodological perspective. It includes a critical ap-
praisal of the results with regard to the objectives of this thesis. 
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Outline of the thesis 
Development of the 
RCT
Randomised 
controlled trial
Evaluation of 
outcome 
measurement
Influencing factors
Protocol (2)
Short term results of RCT (3)
Interventions Supplement (3a)
Long term results (4)
PSFS (5)
Qualitative Analysis (6)
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Abstract 
Background: Non-specific low back pain (NSLBP) in subacute and chronic stages can be 
treated effectively with exercise therapy. Research guidelines recommend evaluating dif-
ferent treatments in defined subgroups of patients with NSLBP. A subgroup of patients 
with movement control impairment (MCI) improved significantly on patient specific func-
tion and disability in a previous case series after movement control exercises. Current 
Controlled Trials ISRCTN80064281. 
Methods/Design: In a randomised controlled trial (RCT) we will compare the effectiveness 
of movement control and general exercise in patients with MCI. 106 participants aged 18 
– 75 will be recruited in 5 outpatient hospital departments and 7 private practices. Pa-
tients randomly assigned to the movement control exercise group will be instructed to 
perform exercises according to their MCI. The general exercise group will follow an exer-
cise protocol aimed at improving endurance and flexibility. Patients in both groups will 
receive 9-18 treatments and will be instructed to do additional exercises at home.  
The primary outcome is the level of disability assessed using the patient specific func-
tional scale (PSFS) which links the perceived pain to functional situations and is measured 
before treatment and at 6 and 12 months follow-up. Secondary outcomes concern low 
back pain related disability (Roland Morris questionnaire, RMQ), graded chronic pain 
scale (GCPS), range of motion and tactile acuity.  
Discussion: To our knowledge this study will be the first to compare two exercise pro-
grams for a specific subgroup of patients with NSLBP and MCI. Results of this study will 
provide insight into the effectiveness of movement control exercise and contribute to our 
understanding of the mechanisms behind MCI and its relation to NSLBP. 
 
Trial registration: Current Controlled Trials ISRCTN80064281 
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Background 
Low Back Pain (LBP) is one of the major concerns of current health care (1-5). Only 10% 
of LBP cases can be attributed to specific disorders like nerve root compression, vertebral 
fracture, tumour, infection, inflammatory diseases, spondylolisthesis or spinal stenosis. 
Consequently, NSLBP, in which the cause of symptoms is unknown, is diagnosed in about 
90% of all patients and is a health problem of high economic importance (6). 
Patients with NSLBP present diverse clinical findings, courses of disease and progno-
ses. They therefore make up a heterogeneous group of patients, which may explain why 
treatment effects in numerous studies looking at specific physiotherapy treatments in 
the NSLBP group are often discouraging. Identifying defined subgroups of patients within 
the NSLBP population has been a major focus in recent research (7-12). Current European 
guidelines encourage outcome studies in subgroups of patients with a shared diagnostic 
pattern or prognosis that might benefit from specific treatments (1). This research 
agenda is expected to reveal further evidence for the effect of treatments designed for 
specific subgroups (13). Of 767 RCTs about the effect of conservative treatment on 
chronic LBP performed and published between 1982 and 2008, 68 publications examined 
manual or exercise therapy, of which five studies had an additional subclassification and 
matched treatments (14).  
There is no evidence for the effectiveness of exercise in patients with acute LBP of a 
less than 6 week duration (1, 15-17), but exercise therapy is effective in chronic and sub-
acute LBP (16). There is evidence that home exercise may be effective in decreasing pain 
and disabiltiy, but results have shown no significant difference between exercise types 
on work disability (1, 18). There is moderate evidence suggesting that exercise therapy 
may prevent recurrences of LBP, but there is no evidence for a difference in effect be-
tween types of exercise (19, 20). Individually designed exercise programs are recom-
mended (17) but the question remains as to which types of exercise are effective for 
which subgroups of patients. 
Within the framework of a new NSLBP classification system developed by O’Sullivan, 
one of the subgroups of patients that can be distinguished contains those suffering from 
MCI (11). In a first step, this classification of NSLBP distinguishes between patients with 
non-mechanical disorders, and patients with mechanical disorders. Whereas in patients 
with non-mechanical NSLBP, psychosocial factors, fear and catastrophising play central 
roles, pain in relation to posture and movement is predominant in patients with mechan-
ical NSLBP. Patients with mechanical NSLBP are further divided into those with movement 
impairment (MI) and movement control impairment (MCI). Patients with MI may suffer 
movement restrictions in single or multiple directions. MCI is defined as a deficit in the 
control of movements during functional daily activities. The range of the movement is 
not restricted in the MCI group.  
Clinical tests to identify MCI were developed in recent research (11, 21-27). Further 
evaluation revealed six tests which reliably detect MCI in patients (28). (Add. files 1) These 
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tests will be used to select patients with MCI for this study. Movement control tests are 
easy to perform in clinical practice. Tests and clinical presentation allow a further classi-
fication of movement control dysfunctions according to direction in extension, flexion, 
frontal plane and multi-directional MCIs. (Table1) 
Table 1: Five distinct directional patterns of movement control impairment (29) (personal communication) 
Direction of movement 
control impairment 
Pain aggravation Pain relief Movement control deficit 
Flexion Sustained flexion of 
lumbar spine, e.g. when 
sitting 
Extension of lumbar spine, 
e.g. when standing and 
walking 
Difficulty controlling 
lordosis in sitting and 
flexed positions 
Active Extension Sustained extension of 
lumbar spine 
Flexion of lumbar spine, 
relaxing in flexed posture. 
Breathing exercises 
Difficulty flexing when 
sitting or breathing with 
diaphragm  
Passive extension Extension of lumbar spine, 
e.g. when standing or 
walking slowly 
Flexion of lumbar spine, 
e.g. while sitting 
Tilting pelvis posteriorly 
Frontal pain control unilateral pain in unilateral 
loading and sidebending 
Control pelvis and thorax 
in frontal plain 
Maintain symmetric 
posture  
Multidirectional pattern Multidirectional 
 
Changing lumbar spine 
position 
Difficulty assuming neutral 
lordotic spinal positions 
Specification of main symptoms and signs to classify the direction of movement control impairment 
 
Two mechanisms are proposed to explain the impaired movement control behaviour. 
One relates to conditioning and habituation, which are important factors in motor learn-
ing. Patients use postures and movements that are potentially harmful due to maladap-
tive processes, like avoidance or overuse during the acute pain phase(30). Another mech-
anism is non-awareness of the posture’s pain provocation. Altered cortical representa-
tion of the lumbar spine in the presence of pain may play an important role (31). Two 
point discrimination is decreased in patients with NSLBP, indicating changes in cortical 
representation because of NSLBP (32). Both mechanisms can either be induced by pain 
or be the cause of pain.  
It is hypothesised that, once movement control is impaired, it results in repetitive me-
chanical deformation of innervated tissue and leads to increased nociceptive input to the 
central nervous system and, therefore, pain (33). All joint capsules, ligaments, tendons 
and muscles are possible pain sources, especially due to continuous strain or longstand-
ing repetitive movements (33, 34). Repeated misuse of these tissues can also initiate the 
inflammatory cascade, a further cause of pain (35). 
The inter-rater reliability of the clinical classification of NSLBP in MI and MCI is very 
high; in experts and raters with less experience, k=0.85 and k=0.6 respectively (36, 37). 
The inter- and intra-rater reliability of the previously described 6 active tests performed 
by the patient was evaluated as good to substantial (28). Validity of MCI tests is supported 
by significantly different results in healthy subjects, with 0.75 positive MCI tests (95% CI 
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0.55-0.95) and low back pain patients with 2.21 positive MCI tests (95%CI 1.94-2.48, ef-
fect size d=1.18) (38). 
In a preceding prior controlled case series, 38 preselected patients with positive MCI 
tests were treated with an individualised movement control exercise program and 
showed improvements in MCI test performance associated with improvements in patient 
specific functional complaints and disability (39). The present study will compare move-
ment control training with general exercise in a randomised controlled trial. 
MCI exercises are often and falsely referred to as motor control exercises, spinal sta-
bilisation or core stability exercises. While MCI exercises aim to improve function through 
repetitive normal use, the latter retrain delayed muscle activity first in order to improve 
control of the spine. Several trials and systematic reviews have evaluated the effect of 
stabilising exercises with conflicting results (40-44). A recent randomised placebo-con-
trolled trial with a specific stabilisation program in a population with chronic low back 
pain found a significant improvement in activity in both the short and long term when 
measured with a patient specific functional scale (PSFS), and a short term improvement 
for global impression of recovery and disability (45). However, they did not subgroup the 
patients and the effects were not beyond the smallest minimal meaningful clinical 
change.  
The general exercise treatment is based on treatments used in previous studies. Ex-
ercises were developed to improve endurance, strength and flexibility of the spinal tis-
sues (14). Experimental studies have shown that these exercises involve many global and 
local muscles and improve the stability of the spine (46, 47). In an RCT of patients with 
subacute and chronic NSLBP, a course of only general exercise was compared with a com-
bination of general exercise and stabilisation exercise.  Immediately after treatment, dis-
ability was significantly lower in the general exercise group. No differences were found in 
other outcomes or at follow-up time points (48).  
Psychosocial factors have an important impact on treatment outcome in NSLBP pa-
tients who also show non-acute (49) depression, pain catastrophising, fear of pain and 
avoidance. These aspects are part of the fear-avoidance model of chronic pain, and pre-
vious data has reported its various effects on treatment outcome (50). Pain-related fear 
and subsequent avoidance of movements that patients believe to be harmful can also 
lead to disability and physical deconditioning (51). In our study patients with a high risk 
of psychosocial problems are excluded based on an assessment with the Örebrö Muscu-
loskeletal Pain Questionnaire (ÖMPSQ) (52) (53). This influential variable will be observed 
using the Fear-avoidance beliefs questionnaire. 
This randomised controlled trial will, to our knowledge, be the first to compare two 
exercise programs for a well-defined subgroup of patients with NSLBP and MCI. We eval-
uate the effect of individualised movement control exercise versus general exercise on 
disability during a one year follow-up period.  
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Methods 
Design 
In this randomised controlled trial we will include patients with non-acute NSLBP and 
MCI. Patients will be recruited and treated in 5 hospital outpatient departments and 8 
private practices in Switzerland. Movement control exercise will be compared to general 
exercise. Treatment outcomes are to be measured at baseline, post-treatment, and at 6 
and 12 months follow-up. (Fig. 1) 
 
 
Figure 1 flow-chart of research design 
 
Ethical approval has been granted by the Swiss Ethics Commission for Clinical Trials in the 
cantons of Zurich, Basel and Aargau (Switzerland). Reporting of the RCT will follow the 
recommendations of CONSORT Statement 2010 (www.consort-statement.org) (54). 
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Hypotheses  
In NSLBP patients with MCI, treatment with movement control exercises will result in a 
significant decrease in disability compared to general exercise, measured with the patient 
specific functional scale. 
In NSLBP patients with MCI, improvement in motor control of the lumbar spine, as-
sessed with standardised clinical tests, is associated with functional improvement and 
pain reduction. 
Participants and recruitment 
Admission criteria for the study are described in Table 2. Eligible are patients with NSLBP 
referred to physiotherapy by their physician. Patients will be recruited by the participat-
ing physiotherapists. Patients are included in the study if at least 2 MCI tests are positive 
and if they present clinical symptoms of MCI as described by (22, 25, 26, 28, 32, 38). 
Patients with specific LBP, identified by the physician or by the physiotherapist are ex-
cluded from the study. To prevent floor effects in outcome measurement, a minimal dis-
ability of 5 points on the Roland and Morris Disability Questionnaire (RMQ) (55) is re-
quired. Excluded are patients with predominant psychosocial factors, defined as a score 
of more than 130 points on the Örebrö Musculoskeletal Pain Questionnaire (ÖMPSQ) (52) 
(53). An ÖMPSQ score of over 130 has been shown to correctly predict failure of return 
to work in 86% of cases (52). The German version of the ÖMPSQ has been used in a pre-
vious study in Switzerland (56, 57).  
Table 2  - Inclusion and exclusion criteria 
Inclusion criteria  - Age 18 to 75 years 
- Non-acute LBP (> 6 weeks duration of symptoms) and less than 3 months of sick leave 
due to LBP 
- Two or more positive tests for impaired movement  control (Luomajoki et al 2007) 
- At least 5 points on Roland Morris Disability questionnaire (55)  
- Clinical behaviour: posture and movement aggravate and ease symptoms; symptoms are 
relieved by reducing the strain on  the lumbar region  
- Written informed consent 
Exclusion criteria - Specific LBP (Fractures, carcinoma, anomalies, nerve root affection with neurological 
signs e.g. sensitivity or reflex loss, muscle weakness, radicular pain below the knee) 
- Less than 6 weeks post-surgery following all surgery on the  lower back 
- post-surgery with spondylodesis 
- high level of psychosocial risk factors  (>130 points on the ÖMPQ)  
- Peripheral or central neurological disease  
- Contraindications for exercise, e.g. major cardiovascular disease or postural hypotension 
- Inability to understand the purpose of the study 
- Psychological or psychiatric problems 
- Chronic abuse of toxic substances such as drugs or alcohol 
- Use of neuroleptics, sedatives, anti-epileptics and antidepressants 
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Baseline assessment and randomisation 
After eligibility has been confirmed, patients will be informed about the study comparing 
two treatments that are widely used in physiotherapy. After obtaining written informed 
consent, baseline measurements will be performed (see next paragraph). Participants will 
then be randomised using block allocation with a block size of four, to receive either 
movement control or general exercise. Randomisation is concealed and performed by an 
independent assistant at the School of Health Professions at the Zurich University of Ap-
plied Sciences via telephone. 
Outcome measurements 
Criteria for the selection of the outcome measurements are reliability, validity and sensi-
tivity for statistical change.  
Primary outcome: 
Patient-specific LBP-related disability will be assessed using the patient specific functional 
scale (PSFS), a self-reported measurement for up to three individual activity limitations 
rated on an 11-point numeric rating scale ranging 0-10 (58). Measurement is taken at 
baseline, post-treatment, and at 6 and 12 months follow-up. Reliability and validity have 
been reported to be good (59) (60). Internal and external responsiveness are good, indi-
cating that the test detects a change in active limitation and that this change is meaning-
ful (61). In patients with low levels of activity limitations, the PSFS has better responsive-
ness than the RMQ (62). 
Secondary outcomes: 
General LBP-related disability will be assessed with the RMQ (55). It consists of 24 dichot-
omous questions to be answered with yes or no, and has a maximum disability score of 
24 points. Measurement is taken at baseline, post-treatment and at 6 and 12 months 
follow-up. Reliability and validity have been widely tested, reliability is high, and construct 
and internal validity are good (63). The reliability and validity of the German version have 
been confirmed (49). 
Pain, daily activities, social participation and professional participation will be assessed us-
ing the Graded Chronic Pain Scale (chronic pain grade = CPG) (64). The German version 
of the questionnaire shows significant correlations with other assessments of disability 
and staging of chronic pain, and a good internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha =.82) (65). 
Measurement is taken at baseline, post-treatment, and at 6 and 12 months follow-up. 
Sports and leisure activities will be assessed with a self-administered questionnaire de-
veloped for this study. 
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Range of motion is measured pre- and post-treatment by finger to floor distance, a valid, 
reliable and responsive measurement correlating with radiography in patients with 
chronic low back pain (66). 
Tactile acuity (two point discrimination TPD) is measured in the paravertebral lumbar 
region using a plastic caliper ruler between L1 and the iliac crest. Measurements are 
taken horizontally and vertically. The two point discrimination threshold is where the 
smallest distance at which the patient correctly reports feeling two points of the caliper 
instead of one is located. We will calculate the average of two procedures; one starting 
with an extended position of the calipers with the distance being decreased, the other 
starting with calipers in a contracted position and the distance being increased. Out of 
sequence tests are performed to avoid the recognition of a pattern. This test was recently 
used in patients with NSLBP (32). Reliability was not formally evaluated in this population. 
TPD is measured pre- and post-treatment. 
Direct and indirect LBP related costs will be calculated based on the use of medication and 
medical treatment. Data are recorded according to information given by the patient. In-
direct costs are calculated in sick leave days costs based on Swiss average salary data 
(Statistisches Jahrbuch der Schweiz, 2011). 
Treatment effect modifiers 
The following relevant covariates will be recorded in order to allow them to be controlled 
for in the analysis of this study. Movement control and endurance are addressed in the 
two treatment groups and are expected to modify treatment effect. 
Movement control impairment of the lumbar spine is assessed using 6 tests described in 
the backgrounds section (67). Post-treatment the test will be recorded on videotape. The 
evaluation of video footage will be carried out by a specially trained physiotherapist who 
will be blinded to the treatment allocation and data from previous measurements.  
Endurance of lumbar and abdominal muscles is assessed using static isometric strength 
tests for trunk extension and for trunk flexion pre- and post-treatment.  
Fear avoidance beliefs will be measured with the self-report Fear-avoidance beliefs ques-
tionnaire for physical activities and work developed by Waddell et al (68, 69). The vali-
dated Swiss German Version will be used, allowing prediction of treatment outcome (68). 
It will be administered at baseline.  
Patient’s regular use of home exercises will be assessed at 6 and 12 months follow-up. 
Personal characteristics (age, gender, previous episodes of back pain) will be collected at 
baseline.  
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Interventions 
Assessors and treating physiotherapists in both groups are trained for at least 4 hours 
and receive a manual containing descriptions of procedures and checklists. To support 
adherence to the treatment procedures, a structured recording form is provided. This 
study uses a pragmatic approach to treatment progression in both intervention groups. 
The therapist responsible for treatment has to select from exercises permitted for the 
relevant treatment group. The exercise prescription for the individual patient is deter-
mined by the clinical judgement of the therapist. Patients in each group will be treated 
by their specially trained physiotherapists in individual 30 minute sessions. Patients will 
receive 9-18 treatments within a period of 12 weeks. The number of treatments will be 
recorded. At least 20 minutes of each session are to be used for exercise according to the 
protocol. If required, a maximum of 10 minutes can be used for other physical therapy 
applications. Therapy will be monitored and evaluated using a therapists’ treatment di-
ary. 
Patients are instructed to do at least three home exercises of either movement con-
trol or general exercise. They are strongly encouraged to continue them during the fol-
low-up year. Patients are informed about frequency, number of repetitions and the in-
tensity at which they are to perform the exercises.  
Movement control exercise group 
The patients in the movement control group will receive exercise treatment aimed at 
improving movement control of the lumbar spine as described in previous publications 
(22, 36, 70). Patient education addresses awareness of positive and negative postural and 
movement related behaviour and increasing self-efficacy. Exercises are selected based 
on the direction of the impairment i.e. flexion, extension or frontal plane. The first step 
for patients is to learn to control the position and movement of the lumbar spine in dif-
ferent postures such as standing, squatting, 4 point kneeling and sitting. Movement con-
trol is practiced in combination with upper and lower extremity movements. In a second 
step, the difficulty level of exercise is increased through additional loading using long 
leavers or weights. If necessary, stretching/lengthening is applied after movement con-
trol has improved. Sports and strength training are allowed once good movement control 
is achieved.   
General exercise group  
Patients in this group are to be treated with the aim of improving endurance, strength 
and flexibility of the lumbar region. Patient education will address the importance of ex-
ercise and strength to reduce LBP. Exercises will address abdominals, erector spinae, glu-
teals, quadriceps and hamstrings muscle groups. The standardised exercise program 
starts in non-weight bearing positions and can be progressed by increasing load. Weights 
and resistance will be individually and progressively increased according to the guidelines 
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of the American College of Sports Medicine (71). The use of equipment is not standard-
ised and will be left to the discretion of the therapists.  
Main treatment contrast 
The main difference between the two treatments is the instruction of movement control 
in the MCI group, which will not be applied in the general exercise group.  
Sample size calculation 
Based on the results of our previous case series, inter-group difference in improvement 
of 0.9 points on the PSFS is to be used (72). This difference is also clinically relevant as it 
displays an improvement of approximately 20% compared with an expected PSFS base-
line score of 5 points. We used a standard deviation of 1.5 points, alpha was set at 0.05 
and the power was set at 0.9. In each group, 48 patients are needed. Anticipating a 10% 
drop-out rate, the required sample size was set at 106 patients to be randomised. 
Data analysis 
The comparability of both groups on prognostic and outcome variables at baseline will 
be analysed using two-sample t-tests in data with a normal distribution, Wilcoxon tests 
in non-parametric data and Chi-square tests in nominal data. An intention-to-treat anal-
ysis will be utilised in which all participants will be analysed in the group to which they 
were originally assigned. Differences between the groups over time are measured by 
Mann-Whitney-U-test. The influence of baseline differences on outcome measurements 
will be assessed in a multivariable linear regression analysis. A regression analysis of the 
factors being positive or negative predictors will be conducted based on covariates meas-
ured at baseline. Statistical significance is set at p < 0.05. 
Blinding 
Patients and therapists cannot be blinded to treatment. To keep patients unaware of any 
expected treatment group benefit, patients will be informed that the effect of two well-
established therapies is to be evaluated. An independent and blinded assessor will record 
videos of the movement control tests at the end of the treatment phase and perform the 
post-treatment physical examination. A second blinded assessor will rate the video re-
cordings of the MCI tests. Statistical analysis will be blinded regarding treatment group 
code. The researcher who will perform the statistical analyses will not be involved in tak-
ing the measurements. 
Results 
Inclusion of patients began in July 2010 and is expected to last until the end of 2011. 
Results are expected in 2013. 
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Discussion 
This randomised controlled trial will compare the effectiveness of two exercise-based 
physiotherapy treatment protocols in a well-defined subgroup of NSLP. Inclusion is based 
on the clinical diagnosis of MCI with clinical tests shown to be reliable. The MCI tests allow 
easily applicable selection of participants. We will evaluate whether a treatment protocol 
addressing movement control problems is more beneficial than a general exercise proto-
col.  
The multicentre design of the study allows treatment by different physiotherapists 
and improves generalisability. The selection of patients reflects the population usually 
found in different clinical settings. Randomisation is organised centrally and prevents se-
lection bias.  
Both treatment protocols are widely used and well-established in physiotherapy. The 
physiotherapists treating each group are equally instructed and experienced in applying 
the respective treatments. This prevents a disadvantage for the participating patients re-
garding group allocation. 
Blinding the therapists is generally not possible. To minimise measurement bias, the 
measurements taken after the treatment will be taken by an assessor not involved in the 
treatment procedures.  
The results of this study will provide evidence to improve the selection of exercise 
treatments for patients with NSLBP and MCI. Results will also contribute to the under-
standing of the mechanisms behind MCI and its relation to low back pain. 
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Appendix 1 
Luomajoki H, Kool J, de Bruin ED, Airaksinen O: Reliability of movement control tests in 
the lumbar spine. BMC Musculoskelet Disord 2007, 8:90. 
Test set description 1 – 6 
Rating description: As the subjects did not know the tests, only clear movement 
dysfunction was rated as “not correct”. If the movement control improved by instruction 
and correction, it was considered that it did not infer a relevan movement dysfunction. 
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Abstract 
Background: Exercise is an effective treatment for patients with sub-acute and chronic 
low back pain (LBP). Patients with a movement control impairment (MCI) can be diag-
nosed as a subgroup of patients with LBP. Unknown is which exercise intervention is most 
beneficial for this subgroup. 
This study assessed the short-term effect of a specific exercise program targeting 
movement control impairment versus general exercise treatment on disability in patients 
with LBP and MCI. 
Methods: In a multicentre parallel group randomised controlled pragmatic trial, patients 
with sub-acute and chronic LBP were included. Further inclusion criteria were disability 
of ≥5 points on the Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaire and ≥2 positive tests out of a 
set of 6 movement control impairment tests. 
A total of 106 patients were randomly assigned to either tailored movement control 
exercise intervention (MC, n=52) or a general exercise intervention (GE, n=54); both 9-18 
individual treatment sessions, over a maximum of 12 weeks. . The primary outcome was 
disability measured with the Patient Specific Functional scale (PSFS). Secondary outcome 
was the Roland-Morris disability scale (RMDQ). Measurements were taken pre- and post-
treatment. 
Results: No significant difference was found following the treatment period. Baseline-ad-
justed between-group mean difference for the PSFS was 0.5 (SD = 0.5; p = 0.32) in favour 
of MC exercises. The Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaire revealed a significant, but 
not clinically relevant, between-group difference of 2.0 points (SD = 0.8; p= 0.01). 
Conclusion: Disability in LBP patients was reduced considerably by both interventions. 
However, the limited contrast between the two exercise programs may have influenced 
outcomes. 
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Introduction 
Societal cost of treatment and absence from work due to low back pain (LBP) are a major 
economic burden (Airaksinen et al., 2006); in Switzerland, an estimated fourteen billion 
Swiss Francs (15 billion US dollars) are spent annually on direct and indirect costs due to 
LBP. In 2007, 41% of the working population in Switzerland reported LBP during the pre-
vious month (SNF, 2009). In most cases a specific diagnosis cannot be identified and the 
condition is labelled as non-specific low back pain (NSLBP)(Grob et al., 2007). Due to the 
heterogeneity of this patient group, it has been recommended to focus research on de-
fining and treating subgroups (Foster et al., 2011). 
Within the spectrum of NSLBP, a subgroup of patients with a movement control im-
pairment (MCI) can be identified. These patients present with mechanical pain, related 
to movement and positioning of the spine, in combination with an impairment of control 
during movement of the lumbar spine. To allow a more specific categorisation, the con-
dition is further classified based on the direction of the reported control deficit, i.e. flex-
ion, extension, frontal plane or multidirectional, as described by O’Sullivan (O'Sullivan, 
2005). The rationale of MCI is based on the concept of repeated mechanical overload of 
tissues in the lower back. The clinical diagnosis of these categories showed a good relia-
bility (Dankaerts et al., 2006; Fersum et al., 2010). 
Definition and treatment of subgroups requires plausible explanations for concepts 
or models to underpin targeted interventions. The identification of subgroups requires 
clinically feasible and reliable screening procedures (Foster et al., 2011). The validity of 
the clinical diagnosis of the subgroup with MCI and its functional representation is gaining 
increasing support (Dankaerts &  O'Sullivan, 2011; Fersum et al., 2009). To further im-
prove the screening procedure for MCI, six active movement tests have been identified 
in a previous study which showed substantial intra- and interrater reliability and repre-
sent the clinical classification as described above (Luomajoki et al., 2007); validity of the 
test series was supported by research, showing that two or more positive tests, out of a 
total of six tests, could distinguish between patients with LBP and healthy controls 
(Luomajoki et al., 2008). Results of a case series, in which patients were classified as MCI 
by means of the set of six tests,  showed significant improvement in disability and pain 
when patients were given tailored exercises that aimed to improve their control impair-
ment (Luomajoki et al., 2010). However, the direct cause-effect relationship between MCI 
and NSLBP remains unclear. 
While exercise as a treatment modality has been shown to be ineffective in the acute 
phase of LBP (< 6 weeks) (Airaksinen et al., 2006; Hayden et al., 2005a; Hayden et al., 
2005b; Hayden et al., 2005c), several studies support the positive effect of exercise on pain 
and function in sub-acute and chronic pain patients (Hayden et al., 2005c). The question 
remains which exercises are most beneficial for which patients. Specific exercise programs 
to treat MCI are widely used in physiotherapy practice. In these programs, the impaired 
control is addressed with individually tailored exercises, according to the classification 
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based on MCI tests. The postulated rationale for a treatment program for MCI are mani-
fold: A positive influence on mechanically induced pain is assumed, due to a decrease of 
the load on nociceptive innervated tissues. Furthermore, improved activity in daily life, 
due to decreased disability and prevention of LBP recurrences, due to increased aware-
ness of body positions (Kavcic et al., 2004; Moseley, 2008; Solomonow et al., 2003; 
Solomonow et al., 2001) may explain a positive effect. However, evidence for the effec-
tiveness of this treatment in a healthcare setting is still lacking. 
A general exercise program has previously been tested in a sub-acute and chronic 
population in comparison with low-load stabilisation exercises plus general exercise 
(Koumantakis et al., 2005). Results showed that, in the short term, disability was reduced 
to a greater extent by general exercise alone. However, in this study patients with all 
types of NSLBP were included, not only patients with NSLBP and MCI. 
Comparison of an individually tailored, specific MCI treatment against other active 
treatments for this subgroup is lacking. This article reports the short-term results of a 
pragmatic randomised controlled trial (RCT) in outpatient physiotherapy settings on dis-
ability in LBP patients with MCI, testing the effectiveness of an individualised exercise 
program targeting MCI versus general exercise treatment. 
Methods 
Trial Design 
A multicentre parallel group pragmatic RCT was executed in five hospital outpatient de-
partments and eight private practices in Switzerland. Patients were recruited between 
August 2010 and February 2012 through referrals from hospitals and general practition-
ers, as well as through advertisements aimed at staff and students of the Zurich University 
of Applied Sciences, Winterthur. The study protocol has been published (Saner et al., 
2011). 
Participants 
Patients (age 18 to 75) presenting with sub-acute or chronic LBP persisting longer than 
six weeks were invited to participate in the baseline screening and assessment procedure. 
Included were patients with MCI complaints, in which pain was provoked by movements 
and static positions of the spine (Mannion et al., 2010). At baseline assessment a mini-
mum score of 5 points on the Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaire (RMDQ) was re-
quired to ensure at least a minor level of disability (Pengel et al., 2004). At least two pos-
itive tests out of six MCI tests were required for inclusion (Luomajoki et al., 2008, 2010). 
Patients were excluded (1) when spinal pathology was suspected or diagnosed (fractures, 
carcinoma, nerve root compression with neurological signs, e.g. reflex loss, muscle weak-
ness); (2) in case of previous spinal surgery or spondylodesis; (3) if comorbid health 
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conditions prohibited exercise training. (4) To focus on patients with LBP responding to 
movement, we excluded patients with constant pain and pain below the knee. (5) To 
avoid confounding with high psychosocial factors, patients with scores of more than 130 
on the Örebro Musculoskeletal Pain Screening Questionnaire and more than 3 months of 
sick leave due to LBP, were excluded (Linton &  Boersma, 2003). For more details see flow 
chart Fig. 1. 
Randomisation and Blinding 
Once informed consent was signed, baseline assessments were taken by an independent 
and specially-trained physiotherapist. The randomisation schedule used to assign partic-
ipants to either movement control (MC) or general exercise (GE) treatment group was 
generated electronically using a block size of four. Allocation to treatment of eligible pa-
tients was performed (by means of a telephone contact) by a research assistant of the 
university, who was not otherwise involved in the study. Blinding of participants and phys-
iotherapists to allocation was not possible due to the nature of the treatment. Outcome 
assessors and data analysts were blinded to treatment allocation and were not involved 
in the interventions. The involved therapists and researchers were masked from the out-
come measurements and trial results, except for physiotherapists in the MC group, who 
were informed of the results of the initial six physical MCI tests in order to apply MCI 
direction specific treatment. 
Intervention 
Participants in both groups were scheduled for treatment in the outpatient departments 
of the clinics and practices where they had been recruited. 
Movement control (MC) treatment, as illustrated in Appendix, focused on specific active 
exercises to improve the individual movement control impairment as diagnosed previ-
ously. Initially, participants learned to control the impaired movements (either/and in 
flexion/extension/frontal plane) in closed-chain positions. They then progressed to open-
chain positions and to exercises with controlled movements and increased load. Postural 
and movement awareness was practiced in various situations. Strength training was al-
lowed once control of pain provoking movements was achieved. 
General exercise (GE) treatment, as illustrated in Appendix, followed a non-specific stand-
ardised program, in which strength and endurance of muscles of the lumbar/pelvic region 
and legs were exercised. All relevant muscle groups (abdominals, erector spinae, gluteals, 
quadriceps and hamstrings) were included in each treatment session. The progression of 
exercises followed the guidelines of the American College of Sports Medicine (Whaley, 
2006). This exercise intervention was chosen as the control intervention because of its 
credibility as a treatment alternative for movement-related NSLBP (Hides &  Stanton, 
2012). 
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Treatment description: All participants received individual treatment sessions of 30 
minutes, generally twice per week, for a maximum of 12 weeks. Recommendations of 
twice per week and a maximum of 12 weeks in total were chosen in line with current 
clinical practice (which includes 9-18 therapy sessions). This allows enough time for a 
comprehensive treatment which is effective in achieving optimal changes of movements 
and tissues. 
Treatment progression followed a pragmatic approach and was determined by the 
clinical judgement of the physiotherapist. In each session, a timespan of maximal 10 
minutes was allowed for other physiotherapy applications; duration (minutes) and types 
of interventions were recorded. All participants should have mastered at least three 
home-exercises by the end of treatment. Two regular exercise sequences per week of 
self-directed home-exercise were strongly recommended for the following year. 
The main contrast between the two treatments was the instruction of specifically and 
individually tailored movement control exercises applied in the MC group, as opposed to 
the generalised approach in the GE group. 
The physiotherapists treating the MC group were either qualified to OMT (Orthopae-
dic manual therapy) standards or novices working under supervision of experts at the 
university. 
All therapists underwent at least four hours of training on the study procedures and 
received a manual of exercise interventions. Therapists reported on exercise programs, 
number of home exercises and minutes of other interventions for each patient in a writ-
ten log. 
Baseline Descriptives 
Demographic data, including age, sex, height, weight, sports activities, workload, work 
status, medication usage and duration of symptoms, were documented. Descriptive 
measures also included the Fear-Avoidance Beliefs Questionnaire (FABQ)(Sieben et al., 
2005; Staerkle et al., 2004) and the Graded Chronic Pain Scale (GCPS) version 2.0 with 
subscales for pain intensity, disability and state of chronicity (Turk, 2011). 
Measures 
Measurements were taken at baseline and after treatment (see flowchart Fig1.). The pri-
mary outcome was LBP-related disability as measured with the Patient-Specific Func-
tional Scale (PSFS) (Hall et al., 2011; Stratford P, 1995). PSFS was chosen as the primary 
outcome, because it represents the clinical reality and personal relevance for patients, as 
it refers to the activity which is most important in limiting daily life. Additionally, clinimet-
ric studies regarded PSFS as more responsive than RMDQ in patients with mild NSLBP 
(Horn et al., 2012; Pengel et al., 2004). 
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The secondary outcome measure was disability, as measured with the Roland-Morris 
Disability Questionnaire (RMDQ). More details on the outcome measures are described 
in the study protocol (Saner et al., 2011). 
Size Calculation 
Based on a previous case series (Luomajoki et al., 2010), sample size was calculated in 
order to detect a mean difference between the two groups of 0.9 points on the PSFS, 
with an assumed standard deviation of 1.5 points. With alpha set at 0.05 and statistical 
power at 90%, 48 participants were required in each group. Accounting for a drop-out 
rate of 10%, 106 participants were included. 
Analysis 
Descriptive statistics of demographic data and clinical measures were performed. 
Given the finding that on the PSFS the correlation between the average of three ac-
tivities and the first activity mentioned by the patient was very high (0.9), the value of 
only the first activity was used in further analysis. 
Analyses were performed according to intention-to-treat principles. Missing values 
after treatment were substituted by group average. For between-groups analyses, mean 
differences between baseline and short-term measurements, their SDs and confidence 
intervals were calculated, followed by a one-way between-group analysis of variance for 
each clinical outcome. Influences of baseline differences between the groups, and of po-
tentially confounding variables were assessed with analysis of covariance. All analyses 
were conducted using IBM SPSS Statistics 20. Two-sided significance for all values was set 
at p<0.05. 
Based on literature, a minimal clinically important difference for slightly disabled LBP 
participants was set a priori, at 30% of baseline score for PSFS and RM (Dworkin et al., 
2009; Maughan &  Lewis, 2010; Saner et al., 2011). Relative risk (RR) and number needed 
to treat (NNT) were calculated. 
Results 
Participants 
A total of 201 patients were evaluated for eligibility. Reasons for exclusion (n=48) are 
described in the flow chart in figure 1. A total of 153 patients were assessed for baseline 
variables, of which 47 were excluded, mainly because of not meeting minimal require-
ments for RMDQ (n=24) and MC test series (n=12). The remaining 106 participants were 
randomized (MC=52, GE=54). Baseline characteristics across groups (see table 1) were 
well balanced, except that the MC group had longer pain duration. 
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Participants checked for eligibility by 
telephone
n = 201
Excluded n = 48
Older than 75 years of age
n = 5
< 6 wKs with pain n = 3
Constant pain n = 7
> 3 months off work n = 2
Other illness; 
surgery recent n = 17
pain below knee n = 6
not fluent in German n = 8Baseline assessment
 for subgroup
n = 153
Eligible subjects 
randomised 
n = 106
Excluded n = 47
<5 Roland Morris n = 24
<2 Movement Control Tests 
n = 12
no consent n = 2
no reason n = 4
logistic/no time/no referral 
n = 5
Allocated to Movement Control  
n = 52
Allocated to General Exercise
  n = 54
Received allocated intervention 
n = 48
Withdrawn/lost to follow up n = 3
Discontinued other illness n = 1
Received allocated intervention 
n = 52
Withdrawn/lost to follow up n = 2
Assessed posttreatment n = 41
Non response n = 7
Analysed n = 52
Assessed posttreatment n = 49
Non response n = 3
Analysed n = 54  
Figure 1 Flow chart of participants through the trial 
 
Measurements after treatment were taken in 41/49 MC/GE cases respectively. Three par-
ticipants in the MC group and two in the GE group either withdrew from the study or were 
lost to follow up. Seven participants in the MC group and three in the GE group finished 
treatment but were not assessed post-treatment. Baseline characteristics did not differ be-
tween assessed and non-assessed participants, except for the duration of pain. 
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Table 1 Baseline demographic data and baseline results of questionnaires 
 
 
 Movement Control 
n = 52 
General Exercise 
n = 54 
Total Group  
n = 106 
Age (y) mean (SD) 42.8 (13.8) 40.5 (14.7) 41.6 (14.1) 
Gender female, n 16 24 40 
Height (cm) mean (SD) 173.0 (8.5) 173.9 (8.0) 173.6 (8.3) 
Weight (kg) mean (SD) 75.5 (11.7) 74.7 (11.9) 75.4 (12.1) 
Physical workload low, n 23 (44.2%) 21 (38.9%) 44 (41.5%) 
 medium, n 22 (42.3%) 26 (48.1%) 48 (45.3%) 
 heavy, n 5 (9.6%) 6 (11.1%) 11 (10.4%) 
 missing, n 2 (3.8%) 1 (1.9%) 3 (2.8%) 
Sport participation No, n 19 (36.5%) 16 (30.8%) 35 (33.0%) 
 1– 2x week, n 21 (42.0%) 23 (43.1%) 44 (41.5%) 
 > 2x week, n 10 (20.0%) 13 (25.0%) 23 (21.7%) 
 missing, n 2 (3.8%) 2 (3.8%) 4 (3.8%) 
Work status sick leave, n 1 (1.9%) 5 (9.3%) 6 (5.7%) 
 part-time leave, n 3 (5.8%) 3 (5.6%) 6 (5.7%) 
 full-time, n 39 (75.0%) 38 (70.4%) 77 (72.6%) 
 no paid job, n 5 (9.6%) 8 (14.8%) 13 (12.3%) 
 missing, n 4 (7.7%) 0 4 (3.8%) 
Pain Duration* (y) mean (SD) 11.6 (12.8) 8.4 (8.9) 10.0 (11.0) 
 < 1 year, n 4 8 12 (11.3%) 
 1 – 5 years, n 17 15 32 (30.2%) 
 > 5 years, n 26 27 53 (50.0%) 
 missing, n 5 4 9 (8.5%) 
ÖMPQ mean (SD) 78.3 (24.3) 81.5 (20.4) 79.9 (22.3) 
FABQ Total mean (SD) 29.9 (13.7) 34.7 (15.4) 32.3 (14.7) 
 missing, n 2 (3.8%) 3 (5.6%) 5 (4.7%) 
 mean (SD) 25.9 (9.8) 29.5 (11.0) 27.8 (10.4) 
GCPS Pain Intensity score mean (SD) 14.7 (4.7) 16.5 (4.2) 15.6 (4.5) 
GCPS  Disability score mean (SD) 11.5 (7.2) 13.3 (8.3) 12.4 (7.6) 
GCPS  Chronic Pain score Grade I, n 21 (41.2%) 16 (30.8%) 37 (35.9%) 
 Grade II, n 17 (33.3%) 20 (38.5%) 37 (35.9%) 
 Grade III, n 10 (19.6%) 11 (21.2%) 21 (20.4%) 
 Grade IV, n 3 (5.9%) 5 (9.6%) 8 (7.8%) 
 missing, n 1 (1.9%) 2 (3.7%) 3 (2.8%) 
* Overall duration of LBP 
ÖMPQ: Oerebrö musculoskeletal pain questionnaire (Linton &  Boersma, 2003) 
FABQ: Fear-avoidance beliefs questionnaire - 0 (low fear); 96 (highest fear) (Sieben et al., 2005; Staerkle et al., 
2004) 
GCPS: Graded Chronic Pain Scale: subscale for pain (0-30); subscale for disability (0-40); subscale for pain grade 
(0-IV;0=no pain, no disability; IV=high disability) (Turk, 2011) 
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Adherence  
Seventy-nine (74.5%) treatment logs (MC=41; GE=38) were returned by physiotherapists 
for analysis. The mean number (SD) of treatment sessions for MC and GE groups was 
8.4(2.9) and 8.8(3.4) respectively; the number of home exercises recommended at end 
of treatment was 3.9(1.3) and 5.0(2.7), respectively. Participants in both groups started 
with a mean number of impaired movement control tests of 3.9; after treatment the MC 
group improved to a mean of 1.8 and the GE participants to 2.8 positive tests. 
Primary outcome 
There was no statistically significant difference on the PSFS between the two exercise 
groups after treatment (p=0.32; see table 2). Based on literature and baseline differences, 
pain intensity, pain duration and baseline PSFS were tested for their influence on group 
differences (primary outcome) using univariate analysis of variance. The baseline PSFS 
was identified as a potentially influencing factor (p<0.001). Analysis of covariance (AN-
COVA) showed no significant change on the primary outcome, however. 
Table 2 Results of disability scores pre- and post-treatment and between-group differences  
 Pre-treatment  Post-treatment  Difference between groups 
post-treatment (change scores 
pre-post-treatment) 
Outcomes MC 
(n=52) 
mean (SD) 
GE 
(n=54) 
mean (SD) 
MC 
(n=52) 
mean (SD) 
GE 
(n=54) 
mean (SD) 
Mean (SD, 95%CI) p-value 
PSFS activity1 4.3 (1.9) 4.0 (2.0) 7.4 (1.9) 6.6 (2.2) 0.5 (0.5)-0.5-1.5 0.32 
RMDQ 9.1 (3.2) 8.2 (3.3) 4.2 (3.7) 5.2 (4.0) 2.0 (0.8) 0.4-3.5 0.01** 
MC: Movement control group GE: General exercise group; PSFS: Patient-Specific Functional Scale self-score 
activity mentioned first, ranging from 0 (unable to perform) to 10 (able to perform without difficulties); RMDQ: 
Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaire score, ranging from 0 (no difficulties) to 24 (extreme difficulties); SD: 
standard deviation; CI: confidence interval 
Secondary outcome 
For the RM a significant difference in mean change scores between the two groups was 
found (mean=2.0; 95%CI=0.4-3.5; p=0.01). 
Minimal Clinically Important Difference 
The minimal clinically important difference, defined a priori as 30% of the baseline scores, 
was 1.26 and 2.7 for the PSFS and RM respectively (Dworkin et al., 2009). Concerning the 
absolute number of participants with a clinically significant change, no significant differ-
ence could be found at follow-up for both variables (Table 2). However, as table 3 shows, 
relative risk, the factor reflecting improvement, differed in favour of the MC group for 
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both outcomes with PSFS/RM;1.25/1.39 respectively. The average number of partici-
pants who need to be treated to provide improvement with MC is shown as numbers 
needed to treat (PSFS/RM;7/5). 
Table 3 Patients with a minimal clinically important difference post-treatment; relative risk and number needed 
to treat (NNT) for clinical important improvement  
Outcomes Total group (n=106) 
n(%) 
MC group (n=52) 
n(%) 
GE group (n=54) 
n(%) 
Relative risk (95%CI) NNT 
PSFS 73 (68.9) 40(76.9) 33(61.1) 1.25(0.97-1.42) 7 
RMDQ 70 (66.0) 40(76.9) 30(55.6) 1.39 (1.04-1.83) 5 
MC: Movement control group; GE: General exercise group; PSFS: Patient-Specific Functional Scale; RMDQ: Ro-
land-Morris Disability Questionnaire; CI: confidence interval; NNT: numbers needed to treat 
Co-interventions 
Four participants (1 in GE and 3 in MC) reported additional self-financed treatments (ac-
upuncture, massage) during the treatment period. 
Work Status and Return to Work 
Of the 12 participants who were on sick leave due to LBP at baseline, eight returned to 
unrestricted work post-treatment. One participant in the GE group (id73) remained on 
restricted work status. Three participants who were initially on sick leave withdrew from 
the study for personal reasons. Work status post-treatment was not reported by three 
participants. 
Discussion 
This multicentre randomised controlled trial is, as far as we know, the first study to 
uniquely include NSLBP participants with MCI. Differences in primary outcome between 
the MC and GE groups were small and insignificant. Only between-group differences in 
improvements on the Roland-Morris questionnaire, the secondary outcome, reached sig-
nificance. Both groups improved substantially in all treatment outcomes. Given the posi-
tive natural course of NSLBP, this improvement was to be expected. 
Methodological Limitations 
Several limitations of this study must be noted. Since recruitment from participating prac-
tices was below expectations, thirty participants were recruited among staff and students 
of the university through an additional internal advertisement. These participants were 
not referred by a physician. However, analysis showed that these participants were com-
parable to referred patients for baseline characteristics and outcomes. 
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Sixteen participants were not assessed post-treatment. Six withdrew from the study 
or developed other illnesses. Final assessment after participants had completed their 
treatment was not possible in ten cases for logistic reasons, since the procedure required 
an additional consultation with an independent assessor. 
To improve recruitment from participating physiotherapists, the protocol allowed for 
a maximum of ten minutes per treatment session to be used for other techniques, such 
as muscle stretching and mobilisation. Log books showed a wide variety of additional in-
terventions, which was comparable in both groups. Our research aim was to evaluate, 
whether for a specific subgroup of patients with MCI, a MCI intervention is more effective 
than a general exercise physical therapy program. These strict design choices may have 
diminished the treatment contrast between groups. For example, a comparison of MCI 
exercise versus usual care by a physician, prescribing physical therapy only in a few cases, 
might yield larger between-group differences. However, the design used for this RCT to 
our opinion best reflects current treatment choices in everyday physical therapy practice. 
Other possible influences on the results could originate from treatment frequency 
and number of treatment sessions. A treatment frequency of 2 sessions per week was a 
recommendation rather than a rule; the number of sessions was reported in the log book 
and showed no difference between the groups. Similarly the number of home exercises 
is comparable in both groups. Controlling the quality of and adherence to exercise during 
the treatment phase was up to the physiotherapist. However, we think the influences are 
comparable in both groups and we have no reason not to believe the reports of patients 
or therapists. 
Theoretical and Clinical Implications 
We used two measures of disability (PSFS, RMDQ). PSFS did not show significant be-
tween-group differences, while difference in RMDQ was significant. The PSFS was chosen 
as primary outcome, because in previous research sensitivity to change was reported to 
be higher than for the RMDQ in participants with low levels of disability (Beurskens et al., 
1999; Pengel et al., 2004). With the PSFS the patient individually selects his limited activ-
ities, which we expected to be more responsive for disability outcome. 
The RMD questionnaire, on the other hand, assesses the disability over the past 48 
hours using 24 standard items, to be valued in a dichotomous manner. With a mean of 
eight to nine points at baseline, our patient sample was only mildly affected. Although a 
floor effect could be expected, the short term between-group difference in RMDQ im-
provement was significant in favour of the MC group. 
We had planned to evaluate disability using the average of three PSFS activities. However, 
several participants were unable to name three activities. A frequent reason was, that 
participants mentioned activities that were not currently performed (snow shovelling or 
digging the garden), making these activities unsuitable for the assessment of disability 
during the past week. Therefore, we assessed correlations and found a very high 
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correlation (0.9) between the first activity mentioned and the average of the maximal 
three activities. To ease the evaluation process, we proceeded with only the first activity 
mentioned in all further analysis. 
Between-group differences for the minimal clinically important change were smaller 
than the a priori set level of 30%. However, on evaluation of participants with a minimal 
clinically important change of improvement, 77% of participants within the MC group 
improved more than the determined 30% for both outcomes. The general exercise group 
improved 61% for PSFS and 55% for RMDQ above minimal clinical importance. This re-
sulted in numbers needed to treat of 7/5 patients in favour of the movement control 
treatment, when measured with PSFS or RMDQ respectively. 
This study showed that in the short-term, movement control exercise was not signif-
icantly superior to general exercise for patients with MCI. One reason could be the low 
contrasts between the two treatment programs. Although MC and GE exercises were dis-
tinctly different at the beginning of the intervention, there was an increasing similarity of 
exercises between the two programs as treatment progressed. MC treatment progres-
sion shifted from closed chain to open chain exercises, with incremental loading, intro-
ducing strengthening components. GE treatment focused on strength without specifically 
paying attention to movement control impairments. 
A second explanation for the non-significant differences in outcome may be that, in 
patients with positive MCI tests, the loss of movement control is not the only factor con-
tributing to NSLBP. Treatments in this study focused on the physical functional impair-
ment of movement. Through the addition of cognitive characteristics to subgroup defini-
tion and treatment, as recently proposed, predictive models and patient outcomes may 
improve (O'Sullivan, 2012).  
Theoretical background 
The physiological and cognitive rationales for movement control exercise have not been 
widely validated and are based on smaller studies. The physiological rationale of reducing 
mechanical overload on connective tissue, caused by uncontrolled movements, has been 
proposed by Kavic (Kavcic et al., 2004). In the current study, the attempt to control the 
load through improved muscular coordination, which resulted in a reduction in the num-
ber of positive MCI tests and improved disability, was achieved with both types of inter-
vention. 
The intervention using MC exercises also addressed body and movement awareness, 
positive experiences with pain-free movement and explanations for the improved move-
ment control. These cognitive aspects may have had a potential impact on the reorgani-
sation of the cerebral cortex representing areas of the low back and on the reversal of 
central sensitisation processes in the nervous system (Nijs et al., 2010; Voss et al., 2010; 
Wand et al., 2011). However, questions about changes in the nervous system could not 
be answered in the current study. 
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Conclusion 
This randomized controlled trial, comparing 9-12 weeks of specific movement control 
training to general exercise, showed no difference in improvement of LBP disability. Fu-
ture research should extend the criteria for the definition of clinical subgroups among 
patients with LBP, as well as further develop treatments focused on these subgroups. 
Distinctly different exercise programs are essential in future investigations concerning 
the question, “Which exercise is best for whom?”. We recommend longitudinal studies 
to explore cognitive changes in patients with impaired movement control and NSLBP as 
well as treatment-induced biological changes.  
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Exercise procedures for MC treatment 
Exercises depend on the initially classified impairment. Home exercises depend on the 
stage of progression in the physiotherapy treatment and are recommended from several 
times per day initially to at least twice per week over one year. 
Flexion impairment 
 
If “waiter’s bow” is incorrectly performed: 
The patient is asked to move his upper body forward by flexion of the hip (50 - 70 degrees) 
without flexion of the lumbar spine. Initially in sitting (alternatively lean on table with 
hands). As progression change to standing or in combination with squatting. A tape adds 
proprioceptive input. 
 
 
 
If “sitting straight leg” is incorrectly performed: 
The patient learns to find his “neutral” position in sitting. He is asked to straighten one 
knee, as far as he notices that the spine wants to move as well. 
1
20-40 degrees
50-70 degrees
A B C
BA2
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If “rocking backwards” is incorrectly performed: 
Initial positioning in “neutral position” with 90 degree hip flexion and a slightly curved 
lumbar spine. The patient is then asked to move the pelvis backwards and keep the posi-
tion of the spine. 120 degrees of hip flexion without movement of the lumbar spine is the 
expected range. 
Extension impairment 
 
If the “pelvic tilt” is performed incorrectly: 
Initially the patient learns to roll back the pelvis in supine. Progression includes standing 
against a wall with decreasing distance of the heel to the wall. Or sitting in a chair with 
ﬂexed lumbar spine combined with breathing exercises (specially for patients with an ac-
tive extension impairment). To be able to tilt the pelvis without bending the knees in free 
standing is expected. For a long term standing position the patient learns the position in 
neutral. 
  
90° 120°
3 A B
4
+ breathing excercises
A B C
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If “prone knee bend” is performed incorrectly: 
Initially the patient learns the “neutral” position of the lumbar spine. Bending the knee in 
prone, bending and lifting the ﬂexed knee lifting with the extended knee are the progres-
sions. This exercise can be progressed to standing with and without support by leaning 
on hands. 
 
 
 
 
If “rocking forward” is performed incorrectly: 
As in all positions the “neutral “positioning in four-point kneeling is the ﬁrst phase. The 
trunk is then moved forward along the longitudinal axis. 60 degrees of hip ﬂexion without 
movement in the lumbar spine is the target. 
  
5 90° 90°A B
90°
6
60°
A B
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Frontal plane impairment 
 
If “one leg stance” is performed incorrectly: 
Initially the patient is standing in front of a mirror and corrects his trunk position while 
unloading/lifting one leg. As the patients is able to perform symmetrical movements, the 
impaired side progresses to single leg exercises on uneven surfaces or combined with 
dual task performance. 
Multidirectional impairment 
Patients in this category typically show diﬃculties of ﬁnding a “neutral” lumbar spine po-
sition in any condition. Movements which are connected to pain may be exercised pri-
marily. How much support a patient needs is up to the individual performance in the 
testing procedure. 
  
7 A B C
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Exercise procedures for GE treatment 
All exercises are included in every treatment session. Home exercises are introduced con-
secutively; recommendations included at least three exercises, to perform twice per week 
over one year. 
 
 
Rectus abdominis and oblique ab-
dominal muscle training with half sit ups. 
All directions are allowed. Progression 
with lifting and extension of legs.  
Back extensor training. The lumbar spine is 
supported with pillows. Progression possi-
ble with straight arms and weights. 
 
 
 
 
 
Back extensor training in four-point 
kneeling. Initially patients lift arms and/or 
legs solely, progression is with weights in 
all directions. 
 
Back extensor training with Swiss Ball. 
Lumbar spine is supported at all times. 
Levers of arm can be changed according 
to the patients’ abilities 
 
 
  
1 2
3 4
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Leg muscles are generally exercised by step ups and downs in varying dosage according 
to the abilities of the patient. Progression of step exercises by keeping load on one leg 
during flexion/extension of knee and hip without stepping off. Can be progressed with 
weight 
  
5 6
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Abstract 
Background: Exercise is an effective treatment for patients with sub-acute and chronic 
non-specific low back pain (NSLBP). Previous studies have shown that a subgroup of pa-
tients with NSLBP and movement control impairment (MCI) can be diagnosed with sub-
stantial reliability. However, which type of exercises are most beneficial to this subgroup 
is still unknown.  
Objectives: The effectiveness of a specific exercise treatment to improve movement con-
trol was tested in this study.  
Methods: Using a multicentre randomised controlled trial (RCT), we compared exercises 
that targeted MCI (MC) with a general exercise (GE) treatment. After randomisation, pa-
tients in both groups n(MC=52;GE=54) were treated in eight private physiotherapy prac-
tices and five hospital outpatient physiotherapy centres. Follow-up measurements were 
taken at post-treatment, six months and 12 months. The primary outcome measurement 
was the Patient Specific Function Scale (PSFS).  
Results: PSFS showed no difference between groups after treatment, or at six months and 
12 months. Secondary outcome analysis for pain and disability, measured with the 
Graded Chronic Pain scale and the Roland Morris Disability Questionnaire respectively, 
showed that a small improvement post-treatment levelled off over the long term. Both 
groups improved significantly (p<0.001) over the course of one year.  
Conclusion: This study found no additional benefit of specific exercises targeting MCI. 
Keywords: randomised controlled trial, movement control impairment, exercise, low back 
pain, clinical trial, disability 
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Introduction 
Sixty to eighty percent of the adult population suffers from low back pain (LBP) at some 
point during life (Airaksinen et al. , 2006). A previous episode of back pain is highly pre-
dictive of future episodes (Kolb et al. , 2011, Stanton et al. , 2008). In most cases, accord-
ing to guidelines, a specific diagnosis is not possible and the complaints are labelled as 
non-specific low back pain (NSLBP) (Airaksinen, Brox, 2006, Waddell, 1987). 
Evidence shows that exercise in general is an effective treatment for patients with 
sub-acute or chronic NSLBP (Hayden et al. , 2005). Due to the great heterogeneity of this 
patient group, clinicians and researchers have tried to identify subgroups of NSLBP that 
respond positively to and benefit most from a specific exercise treatment (Foster et al. , 
2011, Karayannis et al. , 2012). One potential subgroup are patients with movement con-
trol impairment (MCI), as classified by O’Sullivan (O'Sullivan, 2005). Patients with MCI 
present with mechanically induced pain in static postures together with visible move-
ment abnormalities, such as decreased or increased movement of parts of the lumbar 
spine, or discrepancies in the proportion of hip, leg and spine movements. It is assumed 
that these movement abnormalities are influenced by current pain, previous pain epi-
sodes and the belief that pain provoked by movement is harmful (O'Sullivan, 2005). The 
classification of MCI is based on the observation of aberrant movements accompanied by 
postural pain (O'Sullivan, 2005). A further sub-classification of MCI identifies the specific 
movement direction in which control is reduced (Dankaerts and O'Sullivan, 2011, 
Dankaerts et al. , 2006). The sub-classification categories are flexion, active extension, 
passive extension, lateral shift or multidirectional MCI (O'Sullivan, 2005). Many MCI test 
procedures have been developed in recent years, (Carlsson and Rasmussen-Barr, 2013, 
O'Sullivan, 2005, Sahrmann, 2002). In order to define MCI subgroups more clearly, sev-
eral tests have been evaluated by Luomajoki with a set of 6 MCI tests showing substantial 
intra-rater and inter-rater reliability (Luomajoki et al. , 2007). MCI tests were shown to 
effectively distinguish healthy persons from patients with LBP (Luomajoki et al. , 2008, 
2010). 
On the assumption that MCI patients would show better outcomes from treatment 
targeted at the individual MCI sub-classification, specific exercises were developed that 
aimed at relearning normal movement patterns (Luomajoki, Kool, 2010). These exercises 
were performed with increasing levels of difficulty (Luomajoki, 2010). Patients performed 
initial, easy, low load exercises, e.g. the positioning of the spine in a neutral position, and 
progressed to increased load and more complex functional requirements. Finally, uncon-
scious application of the learnt movement patterns in daily activities was trained. These 
MCI subgroup specific exercises were targeted at the functional movement problems of 
the individual patient. However, it remains unclear as to whether individually-tailored 
treatment leads to superior outcomes. 
To date, the proposed mechanisms and treatment of local stabilising muscles, such as 
multifidi and transversus abdominis, have received considerable attention in spinal 
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control research. Two recent meta-analyses measuring pain and disability outcomes com-
pared specific motor control exercises with other forms of exercises but obtained differ-
ent results. Both papers showed favourable outcomes on both pain and disability for mo-
tor control over other forms of exercise in the short and intermediate term. They also 
agreed that no long term benefit on pain was seen. However, there was disagreement 
regarding the long term effect on disability. (Bystrom et al. , 2013, Smith et al. , 2014). An 
RCT assessing the effectiveness of exercises and behavioural treatment for MCI, as pro-
posed by O’Sullivan, showed some evidence of improved disability and pain when com-
pared with manual therapy and exercise (Vibe Fersum et al. , 2013). However, the latter 
study is regarded of moderate quality due to the substantial loss of patients in follow-up 
and to a lack of intention to treat analysis. Furthermore, the question remains unan-
swered as to which was responsible for the difference: the exercises or the behavioural 
approach. 
To clarify, which exercise approach is superior for patients in the MCI subgroups, 
movement control (MC) exercises were compared with general exercises (GE) in this cur-
rent study. A clearly described general exercise programme was selected for the control 
group to allow for a realistic treatment option. A previous study, in which patients were 
not assessed for subgroups, had found a better short term effect on disability in patients 
with LBP than lumbar stabilising exercise plus general exercise (Koumantakis et al. , 2005). 
We studied the effects of specific movement control exercises versus general exercise 
in a multicentre RCT. This article reports on the results at the six-month and 12 months 
follow-up and demonstrates the effect on disability and pain of specifically-tailored, ac-
tive exercise treatment compared with general exercise treatment in patients with NSLBP 
and MCI. 
Methods and material 
Trial Design 
A parallel-group RCT with follow-ups at six months and 12 months was performed in five 
hospital outpatient departments and eight private practices in Switzerland. Patients were 
recruited from referring hospitals and resident physicians, as well as through advertising 
amongst the staff and students of the Zurich University of Applied Sciences, Winterthur, 
Switzerland (ZHAW). The trial was registered (ISRCTN80064281) and ethical approval ob-
tained from the Swiss Ethics Committee KEK-ZH-NR: 2010-0034/5. The protocol has been 
previously published (Saner et al. , 2011). 
Participants 
Patients presenting with sub-acute or chronic low back pain (persisting for longer than 
six weeks and no radiating symptoms below the knee) were recruited. Age had to be 18 
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to 75 years. Eligible patients also had to present with: predefined MCI complaints (pain 
provocation in static positions) (Dankaerts and O'Sullivan, 2011), together with a score of 
two or more positive results out of the six MCI tests (Luomajoki, Kool, 2007). Disability 
levels had to be at least five points on the Roland Morris Disability Questionnaire (RMDQ) 
(Pengel et al. , 2004, Roland and Morris, 1983, Wiesinger et al. , 1999). 
Excluded were patients (1) with LBP due to known or suspected specific causes¸ with 
recent surgery on the spine (< 6 weeks); (2) with spondylodesis; (3) with comorbid health 
conditions, which limited exercise training. (4) To focus on patients with pain responding 
to movement, we also excluded patients complaining of constant pain and/or pain below 
the knee. (5) To avoid confounding by psychosocial factors, patients with a score of more 
than 130 on the Örebrö Musculoskeletal Pain Screening Questionnaire (ÖMPSQ) (Linton 
and Boersma, 2003) and/or (6) more than 3 months of sick leave due to LBP were also 
excluded. German language had to be sufficient to understand study information, instruc-
tions and questionnaires. For further details see flow chart Figure 1. 
Randomisation and blinding 
Following signing informed consent, patients attended baseline assessment, which was 
conducted by an independent, experienced and specially-trained physiotherapist. Eligible 
patients were randomly allocated to one of two groups. The computer-generated ran-
domisation schedule was produced before trial start, using block-randomisation with a 
block size of four. Group allocation was communicated to the therapist by means of tel-
ephone contact from an independent research assistant at the ZHAW. Outcome asses-
sors and data analysts were blinded to the allocation and were not involved in treatment 
throughout the trial. Blinding of patients and physiotherapists to the allocation was not 
possible, but patients were kept naïve to the specific research goal. Physiotherapists of 
the MC group received all baseline information concerning the MCI sub-classification and 
instruction on the six physical tests, in order to plan and apply a specific treatment. All 
other physiotherapists involved remained masked for initial assessments and trial results. 
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Figure 1 Flowchart of participants through the trial.  
Non-response rate is only valid for the equivalent follow up. 
Interventions 
Patients in both groups received individual treatment sessions of 30 minutes, preferably 
twice per week, over a period of nine to 12 weeks. Progression of the treatment, in ac-
cordance with the treatment protocol, was determined by the physiotherapist. Ten 
minutes of each session was allowed for other physiotherapy applications, where neces-
sary. The length and type of additional interventions were recorded and monitored. All 
patients received instructions for a minimum of three home exercises and were encour-
aged to practise them at least twice a week for up to one year after treatment. Patients 
were contacted by telephone after six months and encouraged to maintain the training. 
Movement control (MC) treatment consisted of active exercises addressing the pain-pro-
voking postures and control of the impaired movement(s). These were assessed and 
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classified at baseline, as proposed by O’Sullivan and Luomajoki (Dankaerts, O'Sullivan, 
2006, O'Sullivan, 2005) (Luomajoki, Kool, 2010). As initial exercises, patients learned to 
perform controlled movements with low load in supported positions. Later they pro-
gressed to open chain positions, to exercises involving controlled movements with in-
creased load and to specific functional tasks. Strength and endurance training was al-
lowed once movement control was achieved. Following the rationale that the MC test 
battery is representative of functional MCI, the focus of the treatment was on functional 
restoration of the impaired movement(s). Exercises aimed specifically at local lumbar sta-
bilising muscles (Hides et al. , 2001), or treatment according to behavioural classification 
as recently proposed by O’Sullivan (O'Sullivan, 2012), were not included in the MCI treat-
ment protocol. For example, patient A, when asked to bend forward without moving the 
lower part of the spine, was not able to stabilise the lumbar spine: this MCI was classified 
as flexion impairment, and the corresponding test is called “waiter’s bow”. In treatment, 
the patient learns to control the lumbar spine stepwise: initially performing exercises with 
hip movements only in well-supported body positions (such as lying and sitting) and grad-
ually progressing to exercises in standing. Load, frequency and velocity can gradually be 
increased once the movement is retrained. The ultimate goal is that patient A should be 
able to move freely and automatically in complex functional situations according to his 
personal needs in daily life. 
General exercise (GE) treatment aimed to improve the muscular strength of the lumbar 
and pelvic region and legs. In a standardised programme, as described in a study manual, 
all relevant muscle groups (abdominals, erector spinae, gluteals, quadriceps and ham-
strings) were addressed in each treatment (Koumantakis, Watson, 2005). Start load and 
progression were assessed individually and followed a submaximal training protocol, ac-
cording to the guidelines of the American College of Sports Medicine (Whaley, 2006). 
The main contrast between the two programmes was the tailored-exercise training 
targeting functional improvement of MCI in the experimental group, as opposed to the 
non-specific general strength training performed by the control group. 
All therapists showed a positive attitude towards their treatment group and had used 
the treatments in their daily practice. Therapists in the MC group were either trained to 
OMT (Orthopaedic Manual Therapy) standard or were novice physiotherapists working 
under the supervision of a highly-qualified OMT clinician of the ZHAW. All physiothera-
pists attended at least four hours of specific training on the protocol of their respective 
treatment. Additionally, they received a manual of conduct and exercise procedures. The 
therapists reported the trained exercises, number and description of home exercises and 
other interventions for each patient in a written log. 
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Baseline descriptives 
Demographic and psychosocial characteristics of age, sex, height, weight, sports activities, 
work load, work status, sickness abscence, medication, duration of LBP-related symptoms 
and Örebrö musculoskeletal pain questionnaire (ÖMPQ) were recorded at baseline. 
Table 2 Baseline demographic data and baseline results of questionnaires 
 
 
 Movement Control 
n = 52 
General Exercise 
n = 54 
Total Group  
n = 106 
Age (y) mean (SD) 42.8 (13.8) 40.5 (14.7) 41.6 (14.1) 
Gender                    female, n 16 24 40 
Height (cm)  mean (SD) 173.0 (8.5) 173.9 (8.0) 173.6 (8.3) 
Weight (kg)  mean (SD) 75.5 (11.7) 74.7 (11.9) 75.4 (12.1) 
Physical workload      low, n 23 (44.2%) 21 (38.9%) 44 (41.5%) 
                                medium, n 22 (42.3%) 26 (48.1%) 48 (45.3%) 
                                heavy, n 5 (9.6%) 6 (11.1%) 11 (10.4%) 
                                missing, n 2 (3.8%) 1 (1.9%) 3 (2.8%) 
Sport participation  no   19 (36.5%) 16 (30.8%) 35 (33.0%) 
                                1 –  2x week 21 (42.0%) 23 (43.1%) 44 (41.5%) 
                                > 2x week 10 (20.0%) 13 (25.0%) 23 (21.7%) 
                               missing 2 (3.8%) 2 (3.8%) 4 (3.8%) 
Work status, n        sick leave 1 (1.9%) 5 (9.3%) 6 (5.7%) 
                               part-time leave 3 (5.8%) 3 (5.6%) 6 (5.7%) 
                               full-time 39 (75.0%) 38 (70.4%) 77 (72.6%) 
                               no paid job 5 (9.6%) 8 (14.8%) 13 (12.3%) 
                               missing 4 (7.7%) 0 4 (3.8%) 
Pain Duration* (y)   mean (SD) 11.6 (12.8) 8.4 (8.9) 10.0 (11.0) 
                               < 1 year, n 4 8 12 (11.3%) 
                               1 – 5 years, n 17 15 32 (30.2%) 
                               > 5 years, n 26 27 53 (50.0%) 
                               Missing, n 5 4 9 (8.5%) 
ÖMPQ                    mean (SD) 78.3 (24.3) 81.5 (20.4) 79.9 (22.3) 
Abbreviations: y = year; SD = standard deviation; ÖMPQ: Oerebrö musculoskeletal pain questionnaire. * Overall 
duration of LBP 
Outcome measures 
Measurements of outcome were taken at baseline, post-treatment, after six months and 
12 months. Outcome measures pre- and post-treatment were obtained by a research 
assistant onsite. Research assistants at the study centre collected primary outcome 
measures at six months and 12 months by telephone. On this occasion, they communi-
cated the questionnaire on secondary outcomes, which were delivered and returned by 
postal mail. 
Primary outcome was patient-specific LBP-related activity limitation measured with 
the Patient Specific Functional Scale (PSFS), the latter having shown excellent reliability 
for mechanical and chronic LBP (Hall et al. , 2011, Horn et al. , 2012, Stratford P, 1995) 
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and concurrent validity with Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaire (RMDQ). PSFS was 
selected because it showed good responsiveness in patients with moderate LBP com-
plaints and reflected patients’ individual relevant limitations (Hall et al. , 2010, Pengel, 
Refshauge, 2004). 
Secondary outcome variables were pain over the last three months (measured with 
the subscales “Characteristic Pain Intensity” of the Graded Chronic Pain Scale (GCPS) 
(Turk, 2011) (v. 2.0)) and disability (measured with the subscales “Disability Score” of the 
GCPS and the Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaire (RMDQ) (Roland and Morris, 1983)). 
Total GCPS scores for pain ranged from 0-30 and for disability from 0-40. Reliability and 
validity of GCPS and RMDQ were high for the English and the German versions 
(Klasen et al. , 2004, Roland and Fairbank, 2000, Wiesinger, Nuhr, 1999). More details 
about outcome measurements are described in the study protocol (Saner, Kool, 2011). 
Adherence and satisfaction 
Adherence to treatment by patients and therapists was monitored using log books and a 
comprehensive questionnaire, both during and after treatment. Patient satisfaction was 
assessed with a numeric rating scale from 0 (extremely dissatisfied) to 10 (completely 
satisfied) after six months and one year. 
Data analysis 
Descriptive statistics of demographic and clinical measures were performed. Analyses fol-
lowed the intention-to-treat principle. For the primary outcome, only the first activity 
mentioned in the PSFS was used for analysis, i.e. the first open-ended response item, 
since correlation between the averages of the three activities versus the first activity was 
very high at 0.9. Univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA) for the primary outcome and 
subsequent analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) analysed the potential influence of the iden-
tified covariates of baseline differences and pain duration. Missing data for this analysis 
were replaced by the group mean value (Hollis and Campbell, 1999). 
For primary and secondary outcome, we fitted a linear mixed model (LMM) to the 
data with time, treatment group and the interaction time: treatment group as fixed ef-
fects, subject was included as random intercept (Son et al. , 2012). Random intercept 
models are equivalent to repeated measures ANOVA and take into account the correla-
tion between repeated measurements. In contrast to classical repeated measures 
ANOVA, they can deal naturally with missing observations. All missing values were han-
dled in the model as missing at random. In a first step, the parameters of the model were 
estimated; in a second step, specific contrasts were estimated. 
For the intervention, we described differences of adherence between both groups 
regarding frequency of home exercises and patient satisfaction. For work status descrip-
tive data over one year were provided. 
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Analyses were conducted using IBM SPSS Statistics 20. Two-sided significance was set 
at p≤0.05. 
Results 
Participants 
Between August 2010 and February 2012 a total of 201 patients were evaluated for eli-
gibility. As described in the flow chart (Figure 1), 48 patients did not meet the primary 
inclusion criteria. A further 47 patients were excluded from randomisation after baseline 
assessment. The main reasons for exclusion were minimal disability (<5 RMDQ) or no 
movement control impairment (<2 MCI tests positive). After signing informed consent, 
106 patients were randomised (MC=52, GE=54). The final number of participants equates 
to the sample size calculation (power 0.9; 2-sided α 0.05; 10% drop out)(Saner, Kool, 
2011). Follow-up data collection ended in March 2013. 
Table 1 shows that most baseline characteristics were similar in both groups. There 
were more men than women, participants were relatively active in sports, only 11% were 
absent from work or on restricted work because of their LBP. Participants with LBP for 
longer than one year comprised 80%. Patients in the MC group had experienced a longer 
mean duration of pain than those in the GE group. 
For unknown reasons, three patients in the MC and two in the GE group withdrew 
from the study during treatment. One patient withdrew for other unrelated medical rea-
sons. Baseline characteristics did not differ between assessed and non-assessed patients 
during follow-up, except for the duration of pain (MC/GE;9.0/15.7 years). The attrition 
rate of six % was within the anticipated 10%.  
Primary outcome 
Table 2 and Figure 2 show outcomes for LMM of treatment effects of PSFS at all follow-
ups. Both groups improved significantly over time (p<0.001). The time and group interac-
tion effect for the PSFS was not significant (p > 0.05). A slight post-treatment trend in 
favour of the MC group (mean -0.4; -1.4 - 0.6, 95%CI) levelled off at 6 months. Baseline 
differences and information from the literature identified pain duration as potentially 
having an influence on outcomes (Dunn and Croft, 2006, Hill et al. , 2008, Von Korff and 
Dunn, 2008). However, the results were not changed to a level of significance and these 
variables were not taken into account for further analysis (LMM)(Ryoo, 2011). 
The minimal clinical important change was reported >0.9 on PSFS for mechanical pain 
(Stratford P, 1995)and >1.9 for chronic pain (Maughan and Lewis, 2010). 95 patients 
(89.9%) reached the first (MC/GE;90.4%/88.9%) and 81 (76.4%) the second value 
(MC/GE;75.0%/77.8%) 
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Secondary outcomes  
Figure 2 and Table 2 show the results of GCPS and RMDQ. Pain differences were non-
significant at all follow-ups. The between-group difference for the RMDQ in favour of the 
MCI group, which was significant post-treatment, was no longer significant after six and 
12 months.  
As in the primary outcome, all secondary outcomes improved significantly over time 
in both groups. Again, the main effect over time was shown between pre- and post-treat-
ment and improvements were maintained for up to one year. 
All patients, who were initially on full or partial sick leave because of their back pain, 
improved their work status. One patient in the GE group remained on partial sick leave.  
 
 
Figure 2: Long term results of primary and secondary outcomes.  
Patient Specific Functional Scale (PSFS) (0-10); Graded Chronic Pain Scale (GCPS) subscale for characteristic pain 
(0-30); Roland Morris Disability Scale (RMDQ) (0-24); GCPS subscale disability (0-40); measured at baseline 
(time1), post-treatment (time2), after 6 months (time3) and 12 months (time4). 
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Table 2: Outcomes of linear mixed model (LMM) for primary and for secondary results of each group. Treatment 
effects measured post-treatment, 6 months and 12 months. 
Primary outcome  
  Movement Control  
n=52 
General Exercise  
n=54 
Estimated Mean difference 
(95%CI) 
 
p 
Patient Specific Functional Scale (PSFS)  
Overall time x group interaction effect:  F = 0.2 p = 0.89 
Baseline 4.3 4     
Post-treatment 7.3 6.6 -0.4 (-1.4 - 0.6) 0.48 
6 months 7.6 7.0 -0.2 (-1.3 - 0.7) 0.62 
12 months 7.9 7.5 -0.08 (-1.1 - 0.9) 0.88 
Secondary outcome  
Graded Chronic Pain Scale - Characteristic Pain Intensity in last 3 months (GCPS sub-score pain)  
Overall time x group interaction effect:  F = 0.6 p = 0.6 
Baseline 14.5 16.5     
Post-treatment 10.1 13.0 0.8 (-1.4 - 3.1) 0.47 
6 months 8.7 10.0 -0.7 (-3.0 – 1.8) 0.55 
12 months 7.6 9.2 -0.5 (-2.8 – 1.8) 0.69 
Roland Morris Disability Questionnaire (RMDQ)  
Overall time x group interaction effect:  F = 1.6 p = 0.19 
Baseline 9.1 8.2     
Post-treatment 4.5 5.3 1.6 (0.1 – 3.1)  0.04* 
6 months 4.3 4.5 1.0 (-0.5 – 2.5) 0.19 
12 months 4.0 4.3 1.6 (-0.4 – 2.6) 0.13 
Graded Chronic Pain Scale - Disability in last 3 months (GCPS sub-score disability)  
Overall time x group interaction effect:  F = 0.05 p = 0.9 
Baseline 11.5 13.3     
Post-treatment 7.0 8.7 -0.2 (-6.1 – 5.8) 0.9 
6 months 5.3 6.2 -1.1 (-7.1 – 5.0) 0.7 
12 months 7.3 9.0 -0.2 (-6.2 – 5.8) 0.9 
Graded Chronic Pain Scale (GCPS total score)  
Overall time x group interaction effect:  F = 0.6 p = 0.6 
Baseline 25.9 29.5   
Post-treatment 17.5 21.8 0.4 (-4.2 – 5.1) 0.8 
6 months 14.2 16.6 -1.5 (-6.3 – 3.3) 0.5 
12 months 12.4 14.4 -2.4 (-7.1 – 2.3) 0.3 
For PSFS self-score activity mentioned first from 0 (unable to perform) to 10 (able to perform without difficul-
ties). 
RMDQ score on 24 items on a 0 (able to perform without difficulties) to 1 (perform with difficulties) scale. 
GCPS characteristic pain intensity on three items (actual pain, worst pain, usual pain). 
GCPS disability score on four items (days kept from activities, inference with daily, social and work activities) 
both on a 0 (for no pain) to 10 (for pain as bad as could be) scale. 
GCPS total score 0 to 70 adding sub-score for pain and disability. 
Overall effect shows results over 12 months. Data are unadjusted mean for each time point. Estimated Mean 
difference (95%CI) contains results between each time period. Minus scores of mean difference in PSFS favour 
MC, in all secondary outcomes minus scores favour GE. 
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Treatment descriptives 
Patients received a mean of 8 – 9 treatment sessions (range MC 4 – 18; GE 5 – 25) in both 
groups. Patients completing treatment reported a mean number of recommended exer-
cises of MC/GE 3.9/5.0, respectively. One year after randomisation, approximately 46% 
of the patients in both groups (MC/GE;n=20/22) reported that they still did their exercises 
in accordance with the recommended twice per week or daily. Patient satisfaction with 
treatment was comparable between groups. At the six months and twelve months follow-
ups 70% and 80% of the patients in both groups rated satisfaction with treatment as high 
to very high (8 or more on a 0 - 10 scale)(Kool et al. , 2007). 
Patients in both groups started with a mean number of impaired movement control 
tests of 3.9, the MC group improved to a mean of 1.8 and the GE patients to 2.8 positive 
tests after treatment. The 10 minutes allocated to other physiotherapy applications was 
monitored in the log book and did not exceed the allowance for any patient. 
A total of 28 physiotherapists performed the treatments. Therapists in both groups 
had mixed levels of experience. Due to the two different recruitment processes, thera-
pists in private practice reported mean years of experience MC/GE; 12.9/9.8. Physiother-
apists from the ZHAW (four therapists in each group) were novices and were treating 15 
patients in each group.  
Discussion 
The findings of this study indicate no additional benefit on disability and pain to patients 
with NSLBP and MCI of movement control exercise versus general exercise. Both groups 
improved significantly on all outcomes over time. 
Strengths of this study 
This trial was prospectively registered, the protocol was published and every attempt was 
made in the design to minimise bias. 
In general, patients were representative of people with mild to moderate pain and 
disability as a result of their long-lasting low back disorders. Patients with a high risk of 
psychosocial burden were excluded, in order to principally address the physical aspects 
of NSLBP. 
For the interventions, we chose two exercise programmes, which had previously 
shown positive effects, with the aim of clarifying the choice of treatment for the physio-
therapist. The pragmatic approach, with 28 physiotherapists in different clinical settings 
and therapists with different length of work experience, shows that the treatments are 
widely applicable. 
The adherence to the intervention protocol was high for therapists and patients in 
both groups. A blinded research assistant, who obtained the third and fourth PSFS results 
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by telephone, also encouraged participants to stay compliant with their home exercise 
programme. This might have supported the high adherence and follow-up rates (Evers et 
al. , 2012). 
Limitations of this study 
The unexpected improvements in both groups may be influenced by the inclusion criteria 
of the study. Previous observational studies, analysing the natural history of LBP, have 
stated repeatedly that patients with previous episodes of back pain are likely to remain 
in a stable situation over years with no improvement over time (Tamcan et al. , 2010, Von 
Korff, 1994). In our RCT, a selection bias towards a NSLBP population with low psychoso-
cial influence and high self-management competence may be present and must be con-
sidered when selecting either exercise programme for future treatment. Additionally, the 
inclusion criteria of MCI - 2 positive tests out of 6 - was designed to select patients who 
would have the best chance of improvement with specific exercises. Likewise, it was not 
possible to blind physiotherapists or patients due to the nature of the treatment; patients 
would have noticed during treatment whether they were performing a general exercise 
program or tailored, focused exercises that matched the tests they underwent at base-
line. The therapists treating patients in the MCI group had an OMT degree, which is a 
two-year postgraduate specialisation in musculoskeletal physiotherapy. It was assumed 
that they were sufficiently specialised in treating MCI. However, O’Sullivan claims that it 
needs a further 100-hour programme to learn to treat patients in this subgroup. There-
fore, the equal results might be due to insufficient training. However, in our opinion, 
treatment of MCI is achievable by every physiotherapist, should be not too complex and 
form part of every physiotherapists toolbox.  
Comparison with other studies 
We are not aware of any results from other RCTs with the same inclusion criteria and this 
type of MC treatment. In a study of moderate methodological quality, a similar patient 
group, identified with the same classification system, found a significant benefit from be-
haviourally-orientated exercises when compared with spinal manipulation plus exercise 
(Vibe Fersum, O'Sullivan, 2013). Other than in our study, patients were additionally clas-
sified according to their behavioural pattern. The intervention of the experimental group 
followed a mixed approach of exercise and cognitive behavioural treatment.  We are 
aware of changes to the assessment and treatment approaches in more recent years 
(O'Sullivan, 2012). Nowadays, non-specific low back pain disorders should be considered 
within the multidimensional bio-psycho-social framework. Implementation of this ap-
proach is of major concern regarding the „beliefs“ of the therapists in terms of how they 
understand and deal with NSLBP. 
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The importance of exercise in NSLBP 
The results of our study support previous findings that exercise in general, regardless of 
the type, is beneficial for patients with NSLBP. Alongside disability, pain, a major concern 
for patients, improved significantly and continuously. Clearly both treatments share gen-
eral effective aspects of exercise. All patients receive attention to their complaints, they 
are introduced to exercise at their level of fitness, and the exercises are controlled regu-
larly. As a result, they improve their physical activity levels, fitness and gain confidence in 
movement and adjustment of lifestyle. 
Furthermore, the importance of general influences of the therapeutic relationship 
and the effects on pain beliefs, as explained in the common factors model, may be un-
derestimated (Hall, Ferreira, 2010, Miciak et al. , 2012).This assumption is supported by 
the high level of satisfaction with treatment in both groups. Although all these factors are 
likely to explain a substantial part of the improvement in both groups, the previously 
mentioned effect of some degree of selection bias towards a sample with an existing 
good prognosis, cannot be ruled out. 
Conclusion 
Contrary to our expectation, MC exercise and GE exercise appear equally effective in the 
patient subgroup included in this study. We can conclude that the contrast between both 
types of intervention did not bring additional value to the shared effects. Decisions for 
the application of either active treatment approach can currently not be taken on the 
basis of the results of this study. It is possible that the type of exercise treatment is less 
important than previously presumed; that the patient is guided to a consistent long-term 
exercise lifestyle is of most importance. 
Based on the results of this study, we can recommend exercise therapy for patients 
with NSLBP and MCI, either using movement control or general exercise. Future research 
on treatment for NSLBP may reconsider the concept of testing exercises for specific sub-
groups. If the theoretical model, clinical findings, patients likely to respond to the treat-
ment (but with a prognosis that can be improved) and adequate treatment goals are 
found, the means to treat need to have sufficient contrast. The concept behind exercise 
may not be based so much on specific movements, but on activity per se, the dosage of 
exercise, the kind of information and general aspects of a physiotherapy treatment. 
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Introduction 
The use of assessment tools that can reflect the actual status or degree of restriction and 
which can measure change over time, is of crucial importance. For a therapist, it is essen-
tial to ascertain whether improvements in body function or structure also lead to in-
creased activity and participation levels. Improvements in body functions and structures 
are predominantly assessed through physical testing; activity and participation are com-
monly measured using questionnaires. Scores gathered using these measurement tools 
allow comparison at a group level and enable therapists and researchers to “measure” 
the impact of a disease, its progression over time or the effect of an intervention on a 
patient group. Since questionnaires often contain very specific items related to certain 
activities, it is possible that some items might not be relevant to all patients in a group. In 
addition, the importance of the items could vary between patients or “prefixed” items 
may exclude activities of importance to certain patients. Therefore, patients may be re-
quired to score questions that are of higher of lower relevance to them. As a result, these 
standard questionnaires might not adequately reflect a patient’s individual restrictions or 
the change in these restrictions over time.  
In an attempt to solve this problem, the Patient-Specific Functional Scale (PSFS) was 
developed with the intention to monitor a patient’s progress based on relevant re-
strictions chosen by the individual himself (1). The PSFS is comprised of 1 to 5 activities; 
each activity is rated on an 11-point numeric rating scale (NRS) from 0 (impossible to do) 
to 10 (fully capable). The PSFS is easy to administer, and takes only five to ten minutes to 
complete. However, the PSFS also has been used in the past by researchers to determine 
the current state of function and the development of activity restrictions over time at a 
group level. By choosing this approach, researchers have moved away from the originally 
intended individual focus of the instrument and applied the PSFS to situations for which 
it was not developed or validated.  
From a test-theoretical perspective, there are numerous problems in deviating from 
the original construct. Firstly, the interpretation of an average score across self-selected 
activities by individuals is a challenge. How to define the underlying construct and next 
the outcome? For researchers and clinicians who are familiar with interpreting data on a 
clearly defined aspect of disability, it is tempting to interpret outcomes using the same 
approach; but one is, in fact, averaging apples and oranges. Another problem is that ceil-
ing or floor effects could occur if a patient chooses activities at the baseline measurement 
that are out of the range of his individual capabilities over time, or when the initially cho-
sen activities become increasingly irrelevant as a problem due to a patient’s improved 
condition and reduction in complaints.  
Despite these problems, which have not as yet been adequately addressed, several 
researchers have investigated the psychometric properties of the PSFS on a group level 
for a variety of musculoskeletal conditions. Results have been formulated as “promising”, 
since the PSFS has been reported as having good construct validity, discriminant validity, 
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and responsiveness (2-4). In our opinion, based on these results, testing psychometric 
properties and comparisons at a group level can be justified by defining the PSFS as an 
instrument assessing “activity restriction based on items selected by an individual pa-
tient” as the overriding construct. We hypothesized that specific musculoskeletal disor-
ders (in our example subacromial shoulder pain and low back pain) lead to specific activity 
restrictions and specific pain patterns. Condition-specific outcome measures (CSOMs), in 
our case the Shoulder pain and Disability Index (SPADI) and the Roland & Morris Disability 
Questionnaire (RMDQ), summarize these typical activities and include a range of tasks 
from easy to more difficult; the items included cover the whole range of items assumed 
to be relevant for a patient group, although not every item may be of equal importance 
to each individual patient. Therefore, we assume that most activity restrictions chosen by 
individual patients for their PSFS can be traced back to the items listed in the CSOMs. If 
this is the case, the PSFS could be approached as a construct and, because of the hypoth-
esized close association between the operationalization of both types of measurement, 
assumed to deliver a relatively high correlation with the CSOM, especially in a cross-sec-
tional analysis. Outcomes in the PSFS could indicate higher disability compared to CSOMs 
when patients choose activities at baseline that they will be unable to perform, but may 
depend on instructions given to the patient. With this background, the aims of this paper 
are threefold: in two groups of patients, suffering from either subacromial pain syndrome 
(SPS) or low back pain (LBP), and using the CSOM as an external standard comparator: 1. 
To test for possible floor and ceiling effects of the PSFS; 2. To evaluate its construct valid-
ity compared to the CSOM; and 3. To assess the ability of the PSFS to detect changes over 
time. 
Methods 
Data was used from two different datasets; these were the results from randomized con-
trolled trials investigating effects of physiotherapy interventions on SPS and LBP in pri-
mary care. A detailed description of the inclusion process, applied treatments and pri-
mary analyses can be found in the published study protocols (5, 6) and trial results (7-10). 
Ethical approval was granted by the ethics committee of the Ludwig-Maximilians-Univer-
sity Munich, Germany (project-no. 018-10) (SPS trial), and the Swiss Ethics Committee 
KEK-ZH-NR: 2010-0034/5, (LBP trial). All patients in both trials gave informed consent. 
Datasets of the two samples were analyzed independently of each other. 
 
Dataset 1 – SPS patients 
Participants were recruited through referral for physiotherapy due to shoulder com-
plaints.  After baseline assessment they were randomly assigned to either an intervention 
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or control group. The intervention group received exercise therapy plus manual therapy, 
while the control group received only exercise therapy. Baseline characteristics of the 90 
participants included in the trial are presented in Table 1. 
The primary outcome measure was the SPADI, a shoulder-specific, self-reported ques-
tionnaire measuring pain and disability (15). SPADI sub-scales for pain (items 1 to 5) and 
function (items 6 to 13) are scored from 0 to 100, with higher scores reflecting higher 
pain or disability levels. Total SPADI score was calculated by averaging scores of the two 
sub-scales. The SPADI has been shown to be valid and highly sensitive (11, 12). The Ger-
man version of the SPADI has also been shown to have excellent reliability and internal 
consistency (13). The PSFS (1, 14) was also applied. Patients were instructed to choose 3 
activities important to them, in which they were also impaired, and to rate their ability to 
perform them on an 11-point NRS from 0 (impossible to do) to 10 (fully capable). The 
average score across all activities was calculated. , For the sake of legibility, the PSFS has 
been rescaled in this paper, so that 0 now means “fully capable” and 10 means “impossi-
ble to do”, in accordance with the other outcome measures used in this analysis. All meas-
urement instruments were applied at baseline (BL), after 5 weeks (T1), 12 weeks (T2), 
and at one year follow-up (T3) (except for pain on the NRS).  
Dataset 2 – LBP patients 
A total of 106 patients with LBP, defined as pain persisting for longer than six weeks and 
with no radiating symptoms below the knee were included in the original LBP trial. Eligible 
patients presented with defined complaints associated with movement control impair-
ment (MCI). Other inclusion criteria were, a score of at least two positive out of six move-
ment tests (representing MCI) and a minimal level of disability of 5 points on the RMDQ 
(6, 15). Participants were randomly allocated to either the intervention group that re-
ceived an individual complaint-specific exercise program, or to a control group that re-
ceived general exercise therapy. Baseline characteristics are presented in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Baseline demographic data and baseline results for SPS and LBP patients initially included in the original 
trials (Mean (SD) if not otherwise stated) 
 SPS (n=90)  LBP (n=106) 
Age in years 51.8 (11.2) 41.6 (14.1) 
Gender (female) % (n= ) 41.1 (46) 66.0 (40) 
Duration of the current episode in weeks 33.9 (42.8) -- 
Overall duration of complaints in years 8.7 (12.7) 10.0 (11.0) 
SPADI/RMDQ total score 40.4 (17.0) 8.7 (3.3) 
PSFS average score 6.0 (1.7) 5.7 (1.6) 
GCPS total score -- 27.8 (10.4) 
GCPS sub-score disability -- 12.4 (7.6) 
FABQ total score 32.7 (17.4) 32.2 (14.7) 
SD = standard deviation; SPADI = Shoulder pain and disability index; RMDQ = Roland Morris Disability Question-
naire; PSFS = Patient-specific functional scale; FABQ = Fear avoidance beliefs questionnaire; GCPS= graded 
chronic pain scale (total score: 70; pain intensity: 0-30; disability: 0-40) 
 
Primary outcome measure was the PSFS (1, 14, 16). Patients were given the same instruc-
tions as in the shoulder trial. A secondary outcome was the RMDQ, which measures LBP-
related disability. It consists of 24 dichotomous questions to be answered with either 
“yes” or “no”, with a “yes” score meaning high disability. Reliability was shown to be high 
and construct and internal validity to be good, also for the German version (17-20). All 
outcomes were measured  at baseline, at 9-12 weeks (T1), 6 months (T2), and at one year 
follow-up (T3). 
An overview and description of all outcome measures for both datasets are provided 
in Table 2. For this study, we decided only to include those patients with complete data 
who are relevant to our analysis. 
Table 2. Outcome measures used in the two trials 
Outcomes measures Dimension Scale  Scorings 
a) SPS 
Shoulder pain and 
disability index (SPADI) 
SPS - related pain        
& activity 
limitations 
 
0-100, continuous 
0-100, continuous 
 
Items 1-5 scored on a 100mm VAS 
Items 6-13 scored on a 100mm VAS 
Mean of item scores. Higher scores mean 
higher pain/disability. 
Patient-specific 
functional scale (PSFS) 
SPS - related 
disability 
0-10, continuous 11 point visual numeric rating scale (end 
descriptors of 0 = impossible to do, 10 = no 
difficulties at all) 
b) LBP 
Patient-specific 
functional scale (PSFS) 
LBP - related 
activity limitations 
0-10, continuous 11 point visual numeric rating scale (end 
descriptors of 0 = impossible to do, 10 = no 
difficulties at all) 
Roland-Morris disability 
questionnaire (RMDQ) 
LBP - related 
disability 
0-24, continuous Dichotomous questions (yes=with disability, 
no=no disability); Scores 0 – 24 (minimal 
enrolment to trial RMDQ = 5) 
SPS = subacromial pain syndrome; LBP = low back pain; VAS = visual analogue scale; SPADI = shoulder pain and 
disability index; RMDQ = Roland-Morris disability questionnaire.  
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Data analysis and hypotheses 
Floor and ceiling effects 
Since patients may be greatly restricted in their activities at the start of treatment, they 
may also have high scorings for their chosen activities on the PSFS. Data were checked 
for possible floor and ceiling effects by using stem-and-leaf-plots at every measurement 
point. Floor and/or ceiling effects were assumed when more than 15% of values were 
within 10% of the highest and/or lowest possible scores.  
Hypothesis 1: 
 There are no floor or ceiling effects at any measurement point.  
Construct validity 
To test the construct validity of the PSFS we calculated correlations between the PSFS 
and SPADI or RMDQ, respectively, at every measurement point using Pearson’s r. A high 
correlation was defined as r ≥ 0.75, a moderate correlation as r ≥ 0.5 and a low correlation 
as r ≥ 0.25. High correlations were expected for baseline scorings because both measure-
ments should reflect the current status of disability. For the consecutive time points T1, 
T2, and T3 progressively decreasing correlations were expected: from high at baseline to 
low at T3, especially in patients showing good improvement. This also is based on the fact 
that patients were not allowed to change the initially chosen PSFS activities over the 1-
year follow up period. Consequently, we expected that these activities would become 
increasingly irrelevant for patients as their health status improved over time. 
Hypothesis 2a:  
There is a high correlation between the PSFS and CSOMs (RMDQ/SPADI) at base-
line. 
Hypothesis 2b:  
The correlation between the PSFS and the CSOMs (RMDQ/SPADI) measured at 
every follow-up point in a cross-sectional independent way (T1, T2, and T3) is 
lower than the correlation of the preceding point: r-values will decrease from high 
at baseline to moderate, and to low at T3.  
Validity to change 
To test the ability of the PSFS to detect change over time we calculated correlations be-
tween the change scores in the SPADI/RMDQ and the change scores in the PSFS for the 
following intervals: BL to T1, T1 to T2, and T2 to T3. We expected that the correlation 
between change scores would be acceptable in the short term, but diverge over the 
longer term. Therefore, our third hypothesis was: 
Hypothesis 3: 
PSFS change scores show high correlations with both the SPADI and the RMDQ 
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between BL to T1, moderate correlations between T1-T2, and low correlations be-
tween T2-T3.The CSOMs are used as external anchors. 
Results 
Participants 
Complete datasets were available for 87 SPS-participants (96.7%), and for 60 LBP-partic-
ipants (56.6%). Characteristics of both samples are described in Table 3. 
Table 3. Baseline demographic data and baseline results for SPS and LBP samples included in this analysis (Mean 
(SD) if not otherwise stated) 
 SPS (n=87) LBP (n=60) 
Age in years 52.0 (11.4) 41.8 (13.9) 
Gender (female) % (n= ) 49.4 (43)  38.3 (23) 
Duration of the current SPS episode in weeks 33.6 (43.5) -- 
Overall duration of complaints in years 8.6 (12.9) 9.1 (10.4) 
SPADI/RMDQ total score 41.0 (17.0) 8.7 (3.3) 
PSFS average score 6.0 (1.6) 5.7 (1.6) 
GCPS total score -- 26.5 (10.1) 
GCPS sub-score disability -- 11.1 (7.4) 
FABQ total score 32.0 (17.2) 29.3 (13.8) 
SD = standard deviation; SPADI = Shoulder pain and disability index; RMDQ = Roland Morris Disability Question-
naire; PSFS = Patient-specific functional scale; FABQ = Fear avoidance beliefs questionnaire; GCPS= graded 
chronic pain scale (total score: 70; pain intensity:  0-30; disability:  0-40) 
Floor and ceiling effects (hypothesis 1) 
No evidence of ceiling effects at any measurement point was found. 
Floor effects were found in the SPS sample at T2 and T3, with 20.7% (n=18) and 48.3% 
(n=42), respectively, within 10% of the lowest possible score. However, at T2 these par-
ticipants had a mean (SD) SPADI score of 3.2 (4.0) points with only two participants scor-
ing 10 points or higher. At T3, the mean SPADI score was 2.2 (3.3) with again only two 
participants scored 10 points or higher.  
In the LBP sample floor effects were found at T1, T2, and T3, increasing from 21.6% 
(n=13), 28.3% (n=17) to 43.3% (n=26), respectively; as seen in the SPS sample, the aver-
age scores of these patients on the RMDQ were also comparably low. Results are sum-
marized in Table 4. 
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Table 4. n= (%) of patients scoring within the highest and lowest 10% of the PSFS  
SPS sample (n= 87) BL T1 T2 T3 
PSFS ≤ 1 0 (0) 9 (10.3) 18 (20.7) 42 (48.3) 
SPADI mean (SD) score*  -- --  3.2 (4.0)  2.2 (3.3) 
PSFS > 9 5 (5.8) 0 (0) 2 (2.3) 2 (2.3) 
LBP sample (n = 60) BL T1 T2 T3 
PSFS ≤ 1 0 (0) 13 (21.6) 17 (28.3) 26 (43.3) 
RMDQ mean (SD) score*  -- 1.3 (1.6) 1.8 (3.0)  0.45 (0.5) 
 
PSFS > 9 1 (1.8) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 
* = If more than 15% scored in the lower or higher 10% the mean (SD) SPADI/RMDQ score of this sub-sample is 
displayed. 
Construct validity (hypotheses 2a and 2b) 
The PSFS correlated well with SPADI and RMDQ at baseline. However, correlation coeffi-
cients were below our predefined cut-off level of r ≥ 0.75. Our hypothesis 2a, therefore, 
had to be rejected.  
Correlations for the time-points T1, T2 and T3 showed a progressive increase: we 
found the strongest correlations at T3, with r = 0.90 in the SPS and r = 0.74 in the LBP 
sample. This development was completely contrary to our stated hypothesis 2b. Based 
on these results, hypothesis 2b also had to be rejected. Detailed results are displayed in 
Table 5.  
Table 5. Correlations (Pearson`s r) between PSFS and condition-specific disability scores 
 BL  T1  T2  T3  Change       
BL-T1  
Change          
T1-T2 
Change        
T2-T3 
Change 
BL-T3 
Outcome 
measure 
SPS & 
LBP 
 5 
weeksa 
SPS 
9-12 
weeksa 
LBP 
 12 
weeks 
SPS 
6 
months 
LBP 
 12 
monthsb 
SPS & 
LBP 
     
SPADI 0.446  0.644 
 
 0.805 
 
 0.904  0.584 0.425 0.688 0.680 
RMDQ 0.301  
 
0.523   0.651  0.743  0.497 0.542  0.176 0.552 
BL = baseline; r = Pearson’s correlation coefficient; a = post intervention; b = final follow up; SPADI = shoulder 
pain and disability index; RMDQ = Roland Morris disability questionnaire; PSFS = patient specific functional scale 
Validity to change (hypothesis 3) 
Here we expected decreasing correlation coefficients for change scores over time. 
However, results did not support this hypothesis. Instead of decreasing correlation 
coefficients, we found alternating patterns which varied between samples. For the SPS r-
values varied in an up-down sequence, with the strongest correlation for the change 
score between T2 and T3. The sequence for the LBP sample was more variable with a 
down-up-down pattern. Here, a very low correlation was found between T2 and T3. Re-
sults are displayed in Table 5. 
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Discussion 
The aim of this paper was to test the following hypotheses regarding the PSFS when com-
pared to well-established CSOMs: no floor and ceiling effects, acceptable construct valid-
ity and validity to change in the short term. Other than for floor and ceiling effects our 
results showed opposite effects than we hypothesized, resulting in the rejection of our 
hypotheses regarding construct validity and validity to change.  
These results demonstrate that the umbrella construct defined in the introduction 
must be doubted. The PSFS certainly does not reflect change on a group level in the same 
way that CSOMs do. The development over time of the correlations between PSFS and 
CSOMs has led us to conclude that the underlying constructs are different and, therefore, 
should not be used for the same purpose. Although the PSFS has been used in several 
studies as a secondary outcome measure to analyze longitudinal development of activity 
restrictions on a group level (7, 10, 21-23) and seemed to perform well for this purpose, 
our data suggest that the underlying construct remains unclear. Therefore we cannot 
recommend the use of the PSFS on a group level (24).  
Validity aspects of the PSFS also have been investigated by other authors. Hall et al. 
(25) investigated responsiveness of RMDQ and PSFS in patients with LBP and attested 
both outcome measures an “acceptable” responsiveness. In a first step, they calculated 
correlations between RMDQ/PSFS and the global perceived effect scale (GPE), which they 
used as an external reference standard for change. In a second step, they used a receiver 
operating characteristics (ROC) curve to assess responsiveness. This methodological ap-
proach basically provides information about the relationship between RMDQ/PSFS and 
GPE as an external indicator of change. Although GPE is often used for this purpose, GPE 
(change) scores might be more a reflection of the current health status than of true 
change and GPE might, therefore, be insufficient to serve as a valid external reference for 
change (26). Furthermore, when using ROC it is necessary to dichotomize the external 
change scores which leads to a loss of information on the magnitude of change (27). Our 
purpose was to analyze whether the PSFS was responsive relative to our CSOMs. The 
different approach to Hall et al. (25) may explain the difference in conclusions drawn from 
these results. 
Abbott and Schmitt (2) investigated concurrent validity (which would be defined as 
construct validity in the absence of a gold standard according to Mokkink et al. (28)) and 
validity to change of the PSFS in a sample with mixed acute and chronic musculoskeletal 
disorders. According to our classification system for the correlation coefficient, they 
found a moderate correlation between PSFS and CSOMs at baseline in the subgroup with 
upper extremity disorders and a low correlation in the subgroup with LBP. Interestingly 
these correlations were stronger at 6-month follow-up, which were similar to the devel-
opments in our samples. The moderate correlations found for change scores between 
baseline and follow-up at 6 months were also similar to ours (between baseline and our 
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last measurement point at 1 year), although the use of different time frames may com-
plicate this comparison.  
Similar results regarding construct validity were also found by Heldmann et al. (29) in 
LBP-patients. They used the Oswestry Disability Index as reference measure and found 
low correlations at baseline and moderate correlations at follow-up.  
The fact that we obtained similar results to those of Abbott et al. (2) and Heldmann 
et al. (29) for patients with LBP and SPS has led us to the assumption that results could 
be independent of the population of interest. This assumption is underpinned by similar 
results found for lower extremity and neck disorders in the study of Abbott et al. (30), 
and by results from Stratford et al. who also found low correlations between change 
scores of PSFS and CSOM used in patients who underwent total knee arthroplasty (31). 
In our opinion, it is more likely that the similarity of results is mainly based on a basic 
difference between the constructs of the PSFS and CSOMs. 
In another study Mannberg-Bäckman et al. (32) investigated the validity and sensitiv-
ity to change of the PSFS in a group of patients after proximal humerus fracture. Although 
62% of the chosen items in the PSFS were also represented in the CSOM, correlation be-
tween the two instruments was low, whereas sensitivity to change was high in both in-
struments. 
Resnik et al. (33) investigated responsiveness of several CSOMs and the PSFS in pa-
tients undergoing rehabilitation for upper limb prosthesis. The PSFS showed the largest 
effect sizes from all outcomes analyzed. This difference between PSFS and other out-
comes was most obvious for long term results, where PSFS still showed significant 
changes while most of the other instruments did not. The authors concluded that the 
PSFS was one of the outcome measures most responsive to change. Heldmann et al. (29) 
also concluded that the PSFS is more responsive than the Oswestry Disability Index (ODI) 
because they found higher effect sizes for the PSFS. These results may also suggest that 
the PSFS measures a different construct than CSOMs. Besides, effect sizes are a reflection 
of quantitative properties and not necessarily of the validity of an instrument. These re-
sults suggest that larger effects can be reached when using the PSFS instead of a CSOM, 
but do not clarify the construct underlying the PSFS.  
Originally the PSFS was developed to address individual activity restrictions, to priori-
tize treatment goals, and, last but not least, to keep patients motivated by working on 
personally important goals. We would agree with using the PSFS for these purposes. We 
also  would agree with using the PSFS for risk assessment (34) and to monitor short-term 
effects in individual patients. The PSFS also may help to redirect focus towards function 
and ability rather than pain and disability in pain-focused patients. 
Based on our data, we believe that the PSFS does not provide a clinically meaningful 
unidimensional scale comparable to a CSOM, because it aggregates not only heterogene-
ous functional items in one scale but also averages item-dependent scores. This makes it 
difficult to compare scores between patients. 
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Limitations 
Both of our samples contained mainly patients with chronic complaints and our results 
could be different from studies that investigate samples including acute patients.  
A disadvantage of calculating correlations for assessing validity to change might be 
that different correlation coefficients may result from two samples drawn from the same 
population due to a different patient mix, even if the basic correlation between the two 
variables is the same. Furthermore, correlations measure the closeness to a linear rela-
tionship but the relationship between two measures may be close but non-linear. 
Our values set for the Pearson’s correlation coefficient for the acceptance of the 
stated hypotheses were to a certain degree subjective and certainly high and led to a 
more conservative interpretation of the results. 
However, an important strength of our study is that two samples were analyzed from 
different populations and that we found similar results for both. In addition, we incorpo-
rated 4 measurement points in our analysis and were able to present the development 
of the relationship between the PSFS and the CSOMs over the time-frame of one year. 
Conclusion 
Possibly one of the biggest advantages of the PSFS in the clinical context is its dynamic 
adaptability to measure a patient’s progress; using the PSFS as a longitudinal outcome 
would mean retaining the initially chosen activities and thus sacrificing this dynamic 
adaptability for the sake of standardization. If the goal is to assess the development of 
pathology or syndromes and to compare between patients on a group level, we would 
recommend relying on comprehensive CSOMs.  
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Abstract 
Background: Adherence to an exercise programme impacts the outcome of physiother-
apy treatment in patients with non-specific low back pain.  
Objectives: The aim of this study was to explore the strategies and barriers to long-term 
adherence to such exercise programmes from the patients’ perspective. 
Design: This qualitative study was embedded in a prior randomised controlled trial (RCT) 
which compared the effectiveness of two types of exercise programme on patients with 
nonspecific low back pain.  
Method: Open-ended questionnaires of 44 participants were analysed using thematic 
analysis. 
Results/findings: Patients’ perceptions include the following themes: 1) the role of good 
knowledge in long-term exercise adherence; 2) from knowledge to practise – strategies 
and barriers; 3) the role of the perceived effects of exercise.  
Conclusions: Results support the hypothesis that adherence can be improved through 
good knowledge of the exercises and their correct performance, combined with self-ini-
tiated training strategies. Prior, individually supervised physiotherapy treatment that in-
cludes the coaching of strategies for post-treatment exercise is recommended. 
Keywords: exercise therapy, exercise adherence, movement control, low back pain, pa-
tients’ strategies, qualitative research  
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Introduction 
We recently reported on a randomised controlled trial (RCT) (see Box 1) which tested the 
effectiveness of a specifically tailored exercise programme on a subgroup of patients di-
agnosed as suffering from NSLBP with MCI (Refxxx,yyy,zzz). MCI is defined as mechani-
cally induced pain accompanied by movement abnormalities. The diagnosis was assessed 
by means of a series of functional tests, as described by Luomajoki (1, 2). The RCT re-
vealed no difference between the tailored programme compared to a general exercise 
programme on all outcome measurements. However, both programmes resulted in sig-
nificant improvements in function, disability and pain, which were retained over the 
course of one year following treatment. In this paper we report on an analysis of the 
embedded qualitative data, with the aim of exploring the strategies and barriers which 
influence the successful application of long-term, self-directed exercise programmes, as 
seen from the patients’ perspective. 
 
Box 1: Short description of the RCT 
Patients (n=106) who participated in the RCT were randomised into two exercise 
groups (movement control exercise = MC/n=52; general exercise = GE/n=54). Both 
groups were treated in individual treatment sessions of 30 minutes, ideally twice per 
week, over a period of nine to 12 weeks. Patients were strongly encouraged to exercise 
further at home over the following year. Thirteen physiotherapy clinics and practices 
in the German part of Switzerland participated in the RCT, while thirty-three therapists 
provided treatments. The concept of the MC treatment included a specifically tailored 
exercise programme directed at the diagnosed movement abnormalities, in order to 
eliminate these irregularities and normalise the movements. Initially, patients learned 
to control movements in closed chain positions, following which they progressed to 
open chain positions and increased loading. Posture and movement awareness were 
practised. Strength training was allowed once movement control had been achieved. 
In the GE group, the exercises were following a prescheduled standardised programme 
and aimed at improving general endurance and the strength of the lumbar and pelvic 
regions and legs. 
Follow-up measurements were taken post-treatment, at six and 12 months. The pri-
mary outcome measurement was the Patient Specific Function Scale (PSFS); secondary 
measures were the Roland Morris Disability Questionnaire (RMDQ) and the Graded 
Chronic Pain Scale (GCPS) for disability and pain. 
 
For home-based, unsupervised exercise programmes to be effective, patient adherence 
is of utmost importance, but is nevertheless hard to achieve. Previous systematic reviews 
of qualitative and quantitative studies have described barriers to exercise adherence (3), 
reviewed patients’ perceptions towards exercise (4) and outlined interventions to im-
prove adherence (5). They concluded that there is a lack of research investigating barriers 
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to treatment adherence. In addition, they found large variations in the methods to im-
prove adherence to exercise as well as in the measurement of exercise adherence (6, 7). 
Patients generally show preference for a supervised exercise programme over receiving 
exercise advice alone (4). It is unclear how people continue to exercise on their own once 
supervised training in therapy sessions has ended. 
In a study among low back pain patients who participated in a stabilising exercise pro-
gramme, increasing participants’ knowledge and understanding was identified as a key 
theme in their treatment (8). However, the question remains as to which kind of 
knowledge is important and how patients successfully apply this knowledge in their daily 
lives on a long-term basis, and/or which factors prevent them from doing so. 
This study explores the influences which either support or act as barriers to exercise 
adherence from the patient perspective. Specific focus is put on the role of increasing 
knowledge and understanding regarding the relevant concepts to apply a long-term, self-
directed exercise programme. 
Methods 
Ethics 
The research was approved by the Swiss Ethics Committee (XXX) and registered with Cur-
rent Controlled Trials (YYY). All patients in the study were informed of the aim and the 
protocol of the study and gave their written consent. For reporting, we followed the 
COREQ (COnsolidated criteria for REporting Qualitative research) (9). 
Data collection  
The questionnaire used was part of the final follow-up assessment of the RCT, which took 
place one year after enrolment. Forms were sent out to the patients and returned by 
postal mail. Due to the large amount of other measurements, a comprehensive set of 
three open-ended questions, based on factors identified in previous studies, was used. 
Sufficient space was provided for extensive answers (3, 8): 
Question 1: “Describe if and how the physiotherapy treatment helped you in the 
past year” 
Question 2: “What did you learn in your physiotherapy treatment? Describe in 
your own words.” 
Question 3: “Describe if and how you implemented your new knowledge in your 
daily life. Describe in your own words.” 
The return process was supported through a reminder via telephone contact by a re-
search assistant. 
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Data analysis 
Coding was carried-out by three of the authors, JS1 (physiotherapist, primary researcher 
of the RCT), EB (PhD, human movement scientist, independent researcher) and JS2 (PhD, 
human movement scientist, RCT supervisor). 
Data was analysed using thematic analysis, which allows for the application deduc-
tively with pre-existing themes and codes, based on a theoretical hypothesis (10). 
An initial categorising system was established by JS1 based on literature and was used for 
the preliminary template of themes. All three researchers were in agreement. A sample 
of 10 questionnaires were read and re-read separately by JS1, EB and JS2, who identified 
new themes and sub-themes. These (sub)themes were discussed and a code list was cre-
ated. Another 3 sets of 10 questionnaires were coded and agreed on in alternating pairs 
of coders. Using this process the final coding list was developed. 
The final coding list was used to code the questionnaires of patients from various clin-
ical settings and both treatment groups, including recoding the questionnaires used to 
create the coding list. Coding led to little disagreement and consensus was always 
reached through discussion. After coding and discussing 44 questionnaires (consecutive 
patients 7-65) we reached saturation. The results of 14 participants were missing (with-
drawn or non-response) during the data collection within the RCT. 
Atlas.ti 7.0 was used for analysis. 
Results 
Participants 
The sample of 44 patients (MC=19; GE=25) represents 41% of the 106 participants ana-
lysed during the RCT. See Table 2 for patient characteristics. 
The median age of the sample was 43 years; mean pain duration of NSLBP was 9.5 
years. Sports participation, as a measure of the general activity level before intervention, 
differed between MC and GE, with more MC participants reporting “no sport” 
(MC=44.5%; GE=26.9%). Baseline assessment showed a mean disability of 6.1 (scale 0-
10, lower score means greater disability) as measured by the Patient-Specific Functional 
Scale (PSFS) and a score of 9.25 (scale 0-24, higher score means greater disability) on the 
Roland Morris Disability Questionnaire (RMDQ). 
Characteristics of both qualitative samples are similar to the group data in the total 
RCT. 
Adherence and satisfaction with exercise 
Participants in the RCT were encouraged to do their recommended exercises at least 
twice per week over the course of the follow-up year. One year after enrolment, 46% of 
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all participants reported that they had adhered to this exercise frequency or even exer-
cised more often. Patients’ satisfaction with their treatment after one year was rated high 
to very high (8 or more on an 11 point Likert scale) by 80% of the patients (11). 
Table 1: Baseline characteristics of participants taking part in qualitative research design and full sample of the 
randomised controlled trial 
 MC 
 
GE 
 
Both groups 
 
 Qualitative 
sample 
Total RCT Qualitative 
sample 
 
Total RCT Qualitative 
sample 
 
Total RCT 
n  18 52 26 54 44 106 
Gender, female, n 8 
 
16 11 24 19 
 
40 
Age, y, mean (SD) 43.1 (12.5) 42.8 (13.8) 44.9 (13.9) 40.5 (14.7) 44.2 (13.1) 41.6 (14.1) 
Pain duration, y, 
mean  
11 11.6 8 8.4 9.5 10.0 
Sport participation n (%) 
  no Sport  8  
(44.5%) 
19 (36.5%) 7  
(26.9%) 
16 (29.6%) 15 (34.1%) 35  
(33.1) 
  1 – 2 x week 6  
(33.5%) 
21 (40.4%) 11 (42.3%) 23 (42.6%) 17 
(38.6%) 
44 (41.5%) 
  >2 x per week 4  
(22.2%) 
10 (19.2%) 6  
(23.1%) 
13 (24.1%) 10 (22.7%) 23 (21.7%) 
PSFS mean (SD) 5.9 (2.1) 
 
4.3 (1.9) 6.4 (2.0) 
 
4.0 (2.0) 6.1 (2.0) 
 
4.2 (2.0) 
RMDQ mean (SD) 9.7  (3.2) 9.1 (3.2) 8.9 (4.1) 8.2 (3.3) 9.25 (3.8) 8.6 (3.3) 
MC: Movement control group GE: General exercise group  
PSFS: Patient-Specific Functional Scale self-score activity mentioned first, ranging from 0 (unable to perform) to 
10 (able to perform without difficulties)  
RMDQ: Roland Morris Disability Questionnaire score, ranging from 0 (no difficulties) to 24 (extreme difficulties)  
SD: standard deviation 
 
The analyses of the qualitative data let to four major themes: the role of knowledge in 
long-term adherence to exercise; strategies to support exercise adherence; barriers to 
exercise adherence; and the role of the perceived effects of treatment. The results for 
each theme are presented below with illustrative quotes. Participants are identified by 
the ID codes of the RCT and group allocation (Patient 25 refers to the 25th patient en-
rolled, GE refers to General Exercise group, MC refers to Movement Control group). 
The role of knowledge in long-term adherence to exercise 
With this topic, we explored how knowledge about exercise was perceived and 
whether new knowledge was accumulated during the year of training; as well as which 
knowledge remained of interest after one year and whether it had an impact on exercise 
adherence. 
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Participants regarded the perceived relevance of exercise as their main knowledge 
gain. They learned by experience about the association between exercise and the pre-
vention/resolution of their back problems. 
“If I do my exercises regularly, I don’t have low back pain. As soon as I become 
negligent, low back pain returns.” (Patient 25, GE) 
“As soon as I feel my back, I know which exercises I have to do in order to get rid 
of it.” (Patient 7, MC) 
Participants in both groups clearly described that they perceived that the exercises they 
learned were targeted at improving their back pain problem: 
“I learned, to feel/to train the low back muscles goal-oriented and intensive.” (Pa-
tient 46, GE) 
“The exercises were always targeted at my problem and not following a randomly 
applied scheme.” (Patient 31, MC) 
“I do goal-oriented exercises once a week.” (Patient 17, MC) 
Confidence in knowing the correct performance of the exercises was important to all par-
ticipants. Several participants mentioned that training under the guidance of the physio-
therapist, the repetitions and corrections increased their knowledge of the exercises. Par-
ticipants in the GE group reported that they had learned new exercises. 
“I received precise instructions on how to perform the exercise” (Patient 34, MC) 
“I trained the correct performance of the exercise.” (Patient 25, GE) 
“I got to know new exercises.” (Patient 20, GE) 
“We created a simple exercise plan together.” (Patient 25, GE) 
A good knowledge of the factors which aggravated their low back pain was frequently 
reported by all participants. Amongst other factors, sitting and lifting heavy loads were 
mentioned. The GE group participants referred more to strength training to overcome 
their deficits; the MC participants showed a trend towards regarding movement as better 
than static loading. These arguments are in line with the recommendations in the respec-
tive training programmes. 
“I learned that strengthening the abdominal and back muscles is important.” (Pa-
tient 61, GE) 
“I learned that movement helps. Sitting is not good.” (Patient 38, MC) 
“I learned the correct behaviour and movement.” (Patient 67, MC) 
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“I broke with the habit of sitting incorrectly. I learned the correct way of lifting 
loads. I listen to my back more often and end activities earlier, if they burden my 
back.” (Patient 13, GE) 
Interestingly, knowledge of their diagnosis, possible causes of LBP or detailed knowledge 
of anatomy was not mentioned by any patient. 
Strategies to support exercise adherence 
Given that patients had learnt new knowledge or skills, we were interested to learn how 
and how often they were applying them; which strategies they had developed to include 
their exercise programmes into their daily lives. 
Of general importance for the participants to be able to include their exercises into daily 
lives was their simplicity. They mentioned that the exercises were easy to perform at 
home and needed no additional equipment. 
“I can repeat the exercises during the day. They are simple, but very efficient.” 
(Patient 24, MC) 
“The exercises shown can easily be done at home.” (Patient 44, GE) 
“I can do the exercises during my jogging in the forest.” (Patient 48, GE) 
A self-initiated participation in some form of structured, organised training helped par-
ticipants to perform the exercises on a regular basis over the course of the year. Many 
participants reported this strategy and, it should be noted, that this advice was not part 
of the study protocol. Regularity in performing the exercises was often mentioned, to-
gether with discipline. The combination of general training and specific exercises made it 
easier to maintain discipline and acted as a reminder to do the exercises. They included 
their own exercises into other programmes of general fitness, back classes or general 
activity groups. 
“If possible (absences) I visit a strength training twice per week.” (Patient 51, GE) 
“I perform back stability exercises in my fitness training 2-3 times a week. This is 
what I need.” (Patient 27, MC) 
The vast majority of participants mentioned the positive impact of the physiotherapy 
treatment on the correct performance of daily tasks. This comment was often mentioned 
in combination with an increased awareness of posture and the body in general, and also 
with achieved ergonomic changes. While participants in the GE group mentioned the cor-
rect performance of activities more often, the participants in the MC group reflected 
more often on improvement of their body posture. Several mentioned that they followed 
the general advice to sit, stand and lift correctly. To know how to retain good posture in 
aggravating situations was perceived as a benefit. 
“I take care of how I walk and sit.” (Patient 36, GE) 
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“I’m standing the whole working day, I’m using a step now, where I can relax my 
legs.” (Patient 54, MC) 
“I’m more conscious of my posture, this means to correct it.” (Patient 35, GE) 
“I’m standing more consciously and also more relaxed.” (Patient 43, MC) 
Only in the GE group was the implementation of physical training into daily life perceived 
as increased general physical activity. They directly connected the physiotherapy inter-
vention to their more active life style. 
“I also do more sports and think this helps my back too.” (Patient 47, GE) 
“I climb stairs instead of using the lift or escalator.” (Patient 20, GE) 
Barriers to exercise adherence 
Only a few participants actually reported inconsistent or absent exercise behaviour. This 
could be due to the fact that we did not explicitly ask for difficulties or barriers in the 
questionnaire. However, a few spontaneously mentioned lack of time or difficulty in in-
cluding the exercises into their daily activities. 
 “I should take more time to do exercises.” (Patient 42, MC) 
“Rarely applicable, my possibilities to move are limited to work space, coffee area 
and WC.” (Patient 38, MC) 
“I can follow it partially, but I keep forgetting it from time to time.” (Patient 21, 
MC) 
One patient mentioned that he/she can’t remember the exercises. 
“I can’t remember which exercise I should do.” (Patient 56, GE) 
Two patients mentioned that they no longer do their exercises without specifying a rea-
son. 
The role of perceived effects of treatment 
This theme looks at which effects of treatment experienced were important to the pa-
tient and the connection between the perceived effects of the treatment and adherence 
to exercise afterwards. 
Most often mentioned by our patients was physical “gain”, described as: more muscle 
strength, elasticity or relaxation. 
“I have the feeling, that my back is stronger and I notice it in my work.” (Patient 
47, GE) 
“After treatment I very often had a good feeling in my back (relaxed low back and 
increased flexibility).” (Patient 10, GE) 
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If our patients described physical relief they always mentioned pain. Apparently, and un-
derstandably, this was the major symptom of importance. 
“When I started the therapy, it helped me a lot. At the end I was pain free.” (Pa-
tient 23, MC) 
“It did help me a lot, after the treatment my back pain only returned 1-2x per 
month.” (Patient 29, GE) 
The perceived effect of pain relief during treatment is a major motivator for exercise ad-
herence. 
 “As soon as I notice my back, I know exactly which exercises I have to do to abolish 
my pain.” (Patient 7, MC) 
“It is good to quickly do the exercises, as soon as I feel the first signs of pain.” 
(Patient 54, MC) 
Some patients reported a very limited, short term effect of the treatment on their pain. 
“The exercises helped for a very short time only.” (Patient 14, MC) 
“Good during the therapy sessions, but no remarkable long-term effect.” (Patient 
18, GE) 
Two patients directly connected the limited effect to their non-adherence to exercise. 
“Unfortunately not much effect, because I don’t remember the exercises.” (Pa-
tient 56, MC) 
The perception of no effect on their pain was reported by three patients. They discontin-
ued the exercises but kept in mind some advice from the therapy sessions. 
“Did not help at all. If my back pain gets worse, I move more consciously as my 
physiotherapist recommended.” (Patient 15, GE) 
“Didn’t help, pain still the same. I improved my posture.” (Patient 49, MC) 
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Discussion 
More information on patients’ perceptions of their experiences with exercise pro-
grammes for NSLBP may help to focus future physiotherapy treatments on factors which 
support long-term adherence to exercise. The results of this study point to gained confi-
dence and a self-directed strategy as being the most successful. 
Confidence about the exercises and their performance is important 
If increased knowledge and perceived effects lead to self-empowerment and raised con-
fidence in their own abilities, these steps would subsequently explain the high adherence 
rate in this study. The patient group gained confidence on several levels of perception: 
firstly, they highly valued the introduction to new exercises, the corrections and the con-
trol by their physiotherapist; secondly, their confidence increased due to the perceived 
effects of the exercises - the main perceived effects were physical gains, such as increased 
muscle power, flexibility, relaxation and general physical fitness; thirdly, patients noticed 
an association between the regular performance of exercises and less back pain; and 
lastly, confidence and security in the performance of their daily tasks was also increased. 
Lack of confidence about the correct performance of exercises has been described 
previously as a main barrier to successful adherence (3, 4, 12-14). This study supports 
these findings. Patients need confidence about how to correctly perform exercises and, 
therefore, require the support of trained instructors (4, 8, 12, 13). Easily-learned exer-
cises were also easier to perform at home. As soon as the performance of exercises was 
connected to a perceived positive effect, our patients developed strategies to adhere to 
the programme. The same pattern applies to the knowledge of aggravating factors and 
the performance of the activities of daily life. Knowledge and individual successful expe-
riences lead to behavioural change. A recent study with a protocol similar to the present 
study, rated the effect of performance in everyday life even higher than the applied ex-
ercises (15). This raises the question as to whether an additional behavioural approach 
would be beneficial. We agree with O’Keefe (2016), who compared the effects of physical 
interventions with behavioural/psychological informed interventions and combined in-
terventions in a meta-analysis. They found no clinically important difference and com-
mented that “the decision to choose a combined intervention should be balanced against 
the time and resources available” (16). Patients in the present study were able to suc-
cessfully develop strategies to confidently change their performance in daily life after fol-
lowing simple instructions and experiencing the benefits. We recommend that exercise 
programmes should include easy, supervised training until the patients feel confident to 
continue by themselves. Additional behavioural treatment modalities may in that case 
not be necessary. 
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Individualised approach counts 
Patients perceived the exercises as individualised to their life situation and targeted to 
their back pain problem. These factors help to improve adherence to exercise (3-5, 12, 
14, 17, 18). The fact that patients in both groups reported perceived individualisation, 
when in reality the GE group followed a pre-set programme, gives rise to the speculation 
that patients and physiotherapists have different concepts of individualisation. Patients 
describe a certain pride in being able to perform their exercises correctly, regularly and 
with discipline, and also relating their new behaviour and their recognition of the aggra-
vating factors. But it seems that which kind of exercises they should be doing are of no 
importance. It is the professional physiotherapist who makes this decision. It may be the 
way how the instructions to do the exercises are imparted which leaves an individualised 
impression, rather than the choice of exercises itself. The often overlooked therapist-pa-
tient relationship and communications skills can make a difference to successful adher-
ence (19, 20). 
Self-organised training helps 
Strategies to overcome barriers to adherence, such as a perceived lack of self-discipline, 
lack of time or forgotten exercises, vary. Unexpectedly, many patients mentioned the 
inclusion of the exercises into a self-organised physical training format. Some trained in 
groups, some in individual fitness sessions and others in regular sports activities, such as 
jogging or walking. This need for further support has been described before (4, 12). 
Coaching patients at the end of physiotherapy training to find an appropriate and feasible 
long-term commitment to physical training is helping patients to adhere to their pre-
scribed exercises. Furthermore, a good coaching process initiates self-efficacy and inde-
pendence from the medical interventions which have been associated with positive treat-
ment outcome (21). 
Strength and limitations 
The present study provides insight into long-term exercise programmes. However, pa-
tients received additional support through the procedures of the RCT. Phone calls, which 
were mainly aimed at optimising data collection, may have given additional encourage-
ment to continue with the exercise instructions. Furthermore, we can only report the 
results of participants who finished the RCT and our results may be prone to some selec-
tion bias. Lastly, our results are based on self-reported written data which did not allow 
further elaboration. In terms of generalisability, this data applies to patients with NSLBP 
who were motivated enough to actively participate in an RCT focusing on exercise. It 
could be of interest for future research to explore whether the reported factors also apply 
to other conditions which require regular exercise and to populations who are not par-
ticularly interested in exercising. 
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Embedding qualitative research into RCTs generates considerable evidence on the ef-
fectiveness of health interventions (22). The present study provides the means for inter-
pretation of the results and describes contextual findings which can be of use in exercise 
treatments and future trials.  
Conclusion 
The results of this study indicate that gaining the confidence to exercise correctly has a 
high impact on long-term adherence to exercise. Easily-performed exercises brought no-
ticeable benefits and supported; firstly, adherence to exercise; and, secondly, influenced 
performance in everyday life on a long-term basis. A successful adherence to long-term 
exercise appears to be best achieved by the inclusion of the exercises into a self-initiated 
organised training regimen.Future therapies should include coaching towards this strat-
egy. 
These insights enhance interpretation of the quantitative results and may be valuable in 
developing future long-term strategies which are of importance for patients with low 
back pain. 
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Main findings 
The findings of this thesis endorse those of previous reports, which state that exercise is 
a highly effective treatment to increase function and activity, as well as to decrease pain. 
Exercise is highly relevant to patients with subacute and chronic low back pain complaints 
(1-3). A recently classified subgroup of NSLBP patients has been identified, as patients 
with movement control impairment (MCI). Patients within this subgroup showed signifi-
cant improvements in disability and activity restriction following four to eight weeks of 
physiotherapeutic exercise treatment, with these improvements still remaining after one 
year (see Chapter 4). However, our study was unable to find significant differences be-
tween two compared exercises programs (see Chapter 3) – one a specific program di-
rected at the MCI-classified patients (4), the other, a general strengthening program. The 
latter had shown good results in previous studies (5, 6). The differences found were not 
significant, except the secondary outcome RMDQ, for which results showed a significant 
difference at the short-term follow-up. The reasons for these results (presented in Chap-
ters 3 and 4) were: a) treatment designs were too similar, resulting in both approaches 
targeting the diagnosed problem; and b) other confounding influences, such as changes 
in lifestyle and psychosocial issues, might have diluted the treatment effect. Hence, we 
were unable to answer the question as to which type of exercise is most applicable to the 
MCI subgroup.  
Experience gained during our RCT (e.g. relevance of chosen activities and the high 
number of missing values), as well as theoretical considerations, led to an additional clin-
imetrical analysis of the primary outcome measure used in the RCT. The Patient-Specific 
Functional Scale (PSFS) had previously been shown to have high responsivity in patients 
with moderate low back pain (7, 8). It measures a patient’s progress, based on restrictions 
both relevant to and chosen by the individual himself, and which are also highly relevant 
to clinical practice. In Chapter 5, we analyse the psychometric properties of the PSFS and 
report our findings. Content validity and validity to change were inadequate when corre-
lated to condition-specific outcome measures, such as the Roland Morris Disability Ques-
tionnaire (RMDQ). However, since the RMDQ showed similar results to the PSFS in this 
RCT, the finding on the theoretical construct did not influence the actual outcome of the 
RCT. Thus, we conclude in Chapter 5, that the PSFS, although a clinically useful outcome 
measure, is difficult to apply and analyse from a research perspective. 
The long term benefit of a self-directed exercise program is largely dependent on the 
adherence to home exercise (9). For this reason, a qualitative evaluation of strategies for, 
and barriers to, adherence to home exercise (Chapter 6) was embedded in the quantita-
tive RCT. The participants in the study showed a high self-reported adherence rate in both 
the MCI and general exercise groups (10). From the patients’ perspective, they gained 
the confidence to perform the exercises correctly during the individual therapy sessions, 
they attributed the improvement in their complaints to the performance of these exer-
cises, and they integrated the exercises into a self-initiated form of regular training. The 
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choice of exercises and knowledge of the diagnosis were of more minor importance. The 
qualitative data showed comparable patient experience in both treatment groups. Both 
exercise programs were equally accepted and self-initiated and adherence strategies did 
not differ. Of the confounding variables which could have influenced the results of the 
RCT, adherence to exercise does not appear to explain the difference. The findings of this 
study provide further evidence on applied educational and therapeutic interventions that 
are already used in physiotherapy. It adds arguments in support of an individualised ap-
proach to patients in this population, rather than simply the provision of standardised 
information through written documents (leaflets) (11-13). In addition, it provides sub-
stantial information on improving the theoretical concepts of adherence and self-effi-
cacy.  
Context of recent evidence 
Classifications and building subgroups of patients with NSLBP 
Non-specific low back pain includes a wide-ranging category of patients’ complaints for 
which no specific cause of the symptoms can be found. Radiographic findings are often 
suggestive of specific causes, but their correlation with symptoms are debatable (14). The 
state of degenerative or traumatic processes in the spine alone cannot predict the symp-
toms of the patient (15). However, a recent study reports that many degenerative find-
ings in the spine region, such as disc bulging, spondylolysis and pathological changes in 
the vertebrae, have a higher prevalence in individuals 50 years of age or younger with 
self-reported low back pain, compared to asymptomatic individuals (16). Moreover, the 
authors point out that although these radiographic findings may be used as biomarkers 
for further research, they do not prove that degeneration causes LBP. The non-specific 
aspect of pain in this population often leads to untargeted treatments, such as ineffective 
surgery, medication and exercises. Therefore, classifications, as introduced in Chapter 1, 
may be the key to a more targeted physiotherapy treatment. 
A recent review confirmed the positive effects of exercise on patients with NSLBP (17). 
It also evaluated which kind of exercises had a beneficial effect on pain for patients with 
chronic NSLBP when compared with non-exercise treatments. The 39 studies included in 
the review analysed different treatment groups and the results showed a small, but sig-
nificant, positive observed effect for strength/resistance exercises and coordination/sta-
bilisation exercises. Viewed in this context, it is clear that we used the most promising 
exercise interventions in our RCT for a defined target subgroup of NSLBP patients with 
MCI. Although our results confirm the findings of the mentioned review, that the two 
exercise procedures are effective, we were unable to identify additional benefits from 
either one of the two recommended exercise treatments.  
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Karayannis et al. (18) selected the five most recognised classifications of NSLBP with 
mainly biomechanical aspects: Mechanical Diagnosis and Therapy (MDT), Pathoanatom-
ical Classifications (PAC), Treatment Based Classifications (TBC), Movement System Im-
pairment (MSI), O’Sullivan Classifications (OSC); and analysed each representation during 
a clinical examination. We have previously made a brief introduction to four of these sub-
groups (Chapter 1). TBC, together with PAC and MDT, follow a loading strategy with re-
peated movements to the spine. MSI and OSC follow a movement modification strategy, 
as described extensively in this thesis. The assessment and treatment of NSLBP by means 
of movements and postural changes is common to all five classifications and treatments 
in this study. One experienced physiotherapist examined and classified 102 patients into 
one or more classification systems. They found overlap and discordance between the 
classifications. It was suggested that an integrated assessment could widen intervention 
options. In our trial, we attempted to fill this gap between classifications, with a combi-
nation of tests which allowed the definition of a subgroup with MCI. Furthermore, we 
integrated several treatment approaches for these MCI patients. We initially included pa-
tients who presented with pain behaviour related to movement and body positions – a 
behaviour which is included in all classifications. Secondly, as further inclusion criteria, 
patients had to fulfil minimum requirements, as tested with the MCI test battery. This 
includes selected tests described in MSI. And thirdly, the sub-classification of MCI for the 
specific treatment was based on the principles of the O’Sullivan classification system. 
However, based on our results, drawing conclusions on exercise interventions from this 
new assessment is not possible. 
A 2016 published Cochrane Review analysed 29 articles focused on stabilisation exer-
cises, including restoration of specific muscle activity (i.e. m. transversus abdominis, mm. 
multifidi) and active training, which they called ‘motor control exercise (MCE) (19). Our 
RCT was excluded from this review because we did not follow the initial muscle reactiva-
tion concept; in addition, both of our two interventions included aspects of MCE, such as 
strengthening exercises. Nevertheless, the findings of the review clearly confirmed the 
results of our RCT. For disability, they reported that there is a small, but clinically unim-
portant, effect of MCE exercises in the short term but no effect at the long-term follow-
up, when compared with other exercises. Furthermore, the authors of the review noted 
that future studies should include adequate sample sizes, long-term follow-ups and fur-
ther subgrouping; all these suggestions have been fulfilled in our study.  
It can be concluded, that all these recent studies on NSLBP included the recommen-
dation to classify subgroups with the objective that future studies should identify more 
targeted exercise treatments. The question remains unanswered as to which exercises 
are most relevant for which subgroup. Based on our clinical experience and our experi-
ences during the RCT, we see two directions for future research projects concerning sub-
groups. Firstly, we conclude that psychosocial factors, such as behavioural aspects, or the 
therapist/patient relationship, may have influenced our results more than the purely me-
chanical exercise protocol. Future trials should place focus on these factors. Secondly, 
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our trial was not designed to investigate the further sub-classification (flexion, extension, 
unilateral impairment) of MCI. However, for clinical practice it is important to know 
whether the further differentiation of the subgroup would bring benefits, due to even 
more targeted specific exercises. Future research projects should gain insight into the 
effects, differences and difficulties of applying specific and individually-tailored exercises 
to even smaller, differentiated subgroups. At this individual level research could require 
alternative research designs, such as replicated single case studies. 
Subgroup-specific exercise studies 
As described above, NSLBP patients differ in presentation and disability. For this reason, 
subgrouping and the subsequent analysis of these differentiated subgroups is proposed.  
The identified subgroup of MCI studied in our RCT included patients with specific com-
plaints (pain in static positions) and aberrant movements, assessed using an MCI test bat-
tery (2 positive tests out of a set of 6 tests). The main contrast between treatments was 
the approach of specific-exercises focused on improving these impaired movements, ver-
sus a non-specific generic strengthening approach. 
It is interesting to note, that there is one study that followed the same treatment 
protocol for patients with subacute NSLBP (20, 21). In this study and our RCT, the patients 
in both treatment groups improved to a higher level of functioning, with this improve-
ment being maintained for over one year. These results underline the importance of ex-
ercise for this MCI subgroup of patients. However, the other research group reported a 
significantly greater reduction in disability and pain due to the specific exercises versus 
general exercises, both in the short term and at the one-year follow-up. This difference 
might be explained by the following divergences between protocols: our study excluded 
patients with high psychosocial risk, while the other study excluded patients with motor 
learning difficulties; we included chronic patients, while they excluded them; we used a 
multicentre design, while they used a single location; finally, different statistical analysis 
was performed and the choice of primary outcome was different (PSFS vs. RMDQ).  
A recently reported RCT, following a protocol with similarities to this RCT, examined 
the effect of specifically-tailored exercises compared with deadlift exercises on patients 
with NSLBP (22, 23). Patients were included when they demonstrated pain during certain 
movements. The specific intervention applied was aimed at the individual movements 
reported as painful. The exercises were specifically selected and designed to normalise 
the movement impairment for each patient. Patients in the control group performed 
deadlifts under therapeutic supervision. This was to ensure that the spine was in the neu-
tral position, the appropriate weight was chosen and to advise on the rate (slow) of pro-
gression. Unlike our RCT, no subgroup was formed prior to inclusion and no sub-classifi-
cation determined the individual treatment. The first published study of this research 
group used the PSFS as the primary outcome. It reported a significant inter-group differ-
ence in activity restriction in favour of specific exercises, both in the short term and long 
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term (1 year). Additionally, the participants in this group showed significant improvement 
on the movement control test battery, which was selected as the secondary outcome 
(24). No differences were found for pain or other physical measures. The second study of 
this research group, using the same exercise programs as in their first study, revealed no 
differences in disability (Roland Morris), pain intensity and health-related quality of life, 
either in the short term or at the 1 and 2 year follow-ups. The first study was similar to 
our RCT in the choice of PSFS as the primary outcome and the use of the test battery. 
However, with our reservations towards PSFS, which we have explained in Chapter 5, we 
should treat the results with caution. This would be even more the case where the PSFS 
(activities with difficulties) and physical examination (movements with difficulties) and 
specific treatment (exercise for movement difficulties) are too related. In this case the 
results would represent the quality of treatment rather than any difference in treatment 
effects. The fact that PSFS and the test battery improved simultaneously may imply that 
the specific treatment and the two tests belong to the same construct. We did not find 
the same association. With regard to the second study, the results endorsed those of our 
study. An advantage in the design of the two described studies was their choice of treat-
ment alternatives, which were distinctively different from each other but well recognised 
in rehabilitation therapy. However, neither of the studies of this research group assessed 
the participants for a classification into subgroups. The most positive conclusion that can 
be made is that patients with NSLBP respond better to low-load than to high-load exer-
cise. For future projects, we should also consider that subgrouping may be of less im-
portance than a clear contrast between the types of exercises. 
Van Dillan et al. (2016) reported results of an RCT which treated NSLBP with exercise 
treatment, according to the classification of Movement System Impairment (MSI) de-
scribed by Sahrman. This subgroup is similar to our MCI, but includes additional biome-
chanical aspects, such as combined impaired movement varieties. In this trial, a specific 
impairment-driven exercise program was compared to a general-exercise program, sim-
ilar to the one in our trial. They also found no differences in pain or disability in the short 
or long term. Interestingly, both treatment groups received instructions on how to inte-
grate their movements into daily activities in addition to their exercise training; these 
they refer to as performance training. This performance training was classification-spe-
cific or generic, according to the treatment alternative. The authors found that, irrespec-
tive of the treatment group, adherence to the performance training correlated with the 
Oswestry Disability Index. They discussed, firstly, whether adherence to performance is 
more important than adherence to exercise and, secondly, whether adherence to perfor-
mance is related to the good improvement in disability seen in both groups. According to 
the protocol of our RCT, only the experimental group received advice on how to include 
the new movements into daily life. However, in our qualitative analysis, patients in both 
groups commented on this issue. We cannot exclude that in our pragmatic, multicentre 
trial that some sort of advice was given to all participants, but to distinguish between 
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adherence to exercise and adherence to performance may be an interesting element for 
future research. 
To conclude this paragraph, out of the large number of ‘stabilisation’ exercises, the 
most recent studies confirm the findings of the 2016 Cochrane Review (19, 25). Addition-
ally, the inter-group differences may be larger for patients in a subacute state than those 
in a chronic state. Current literature supports the idea that patients with impaired move-
ments become a significant benefit from performance of exercise. The benefits of form-
ing a subgroup are still inconclusive, whether it is on the basis of a test battery or on an 
individual physical diagnosis. Some authors prefer a multidimensional analysis (adding 
psychological, social, lifestyle, comorbid health or non-modifiable factors), especially for 
patients with chronic LBP (26). The individual physical exercise treatment would then be 
complemented with individual behavioural, educational or interpersonal aspects. How-
ever, whether this would add a (cost efficient) benefit remains to be evaluated. The ques-
tion, “which exercise is best for which subgroup” has still not been answered conclusively.  
Specific exercises combined with technical support 
Technical devices have been developed in recent years to improve subgroup-specific as-
sessment, monitor outcomes and enhance treatment.  
The subgroup identification in our trial relies on assessment by therapist observation. 
Although our test battery has shown good reliability in previous studies (24), today we 
can evaluate the validity of the test battery with the aid of technical support. Likewise, 
treatment progress following exercise training can be monitored, and even improved, 
through technical assistance. At the time of designing our trial the technical devices de-
scribed below were still in a state of development. These devices could have an impact 
on future assessments and therapy procedures and may provide insight into the under-
lying mechanisms. Therefore, they are introduced below. 
The evaluation of movement assessment (used in the clinic and research) by means 
of wireless movement analysis systems using body-worn sensors (e.g. Valedo® from Ho-
coma AG, ViMove from dorsaVi) is proving most promising.  
Bauer et al. developed and analysed the Valedo® system, which measures trunk 
movements with a wireless inertial measurement device using surface sensors (27-29). 
In a comparison, they reported that the system is a valid alternative to an optoelectronic 
camera system (video-based measures) and allows monitoring of longitudinal results of 
movement performance. Secondly, with a multiple testing design, they used the system 
to analyse the reliability of the MCI test battery in healthy persons and patients complain-
ing of chronic LBP. The results regarding the various MCI tests varied. While the reliability 
tests for ‘waiters bow’, ‘pelvic tilt’ and ‘prone knee bend’ showed high reliability, those 
for ‘sitting knee extension’, ‘rocking backwards’ and ‘rocking forwards’ showed low-to-
moderate reliability. The results contradicted the previous observation-based interrater 
reliability results, which had a moderate-to-excellent value (24). The authors commented 
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that a comparison may be difficult due to different quantification approaches. The same 
research group further utilised the Valedo® system to assess movement patterns in par-
ticipants with different pain levels (NRS 0-7)(28). They found no significant effect of pain 
on the performance of two selected MCI tests (‘waiter’s bow’, ‘sitting knee extension’). 
However, they found greater variability of movement patterns in LBP participants when 
repetitively picking up a box at a predetermined, fast speed. The authors conclude that 
there is a connection between pain and altered movement patterns, even though they 
could not link the two MCI tests to pain levels. The study reveals that pain and uncon-
trolled movements coexist, although cause and effect are still unsolved. 
In hindsight, our RCT could have benefitted from more accurate assessment and sub-
sequent classification supported by technical devices, provided the devices had delivered 
valid and reliable measures. This could have had an effect on study inclusion (2/6 tests 
positive) and on sub-classification, as well as the specific treatment. The more accurate 
the assessment, the more target-specific the treatment can be. Future research to vali-
date the remaining MCI tests, or even the combination of several tests as we performed 
in the test battery, may bring further insight into our assessment procedures.  
The application of technical devices to physiotherapy treatment was reported in a 
pilot study by Kent et al. (30). In patients with subacute and chronic LBP, this study com-
pared a movement-specific individually-targeted exercise treatment supported by a port-
able biofeedback device (ViMove) to a guideline-oriented treatment accompanied by a 
sham device. The ViMove device was used to analyse movement patterns during the as-
sessment, to collect movement data and data concerning movement changes, as well as 
to provide patient-specific feedback alerts by audio and vibration function during activi-
ties of daily living. Data was collected over a period of ten weeks, with a follow-up after 
one year. The outcomes for disability (Roland-Morris), activity limitation (PSFS) and pain 
(VAS) significantly favoured the biofeedback group in all inter-group comparisons, includ-
ing the rate of change over time. The authors concluded that, based on their results, 
movement training combined with biofeedback can result in long-lasting improvements 
of the measured outcomes and that future fully powered studies using the biofeedback 
system are justified. The main focus of this study was to investigate the application of the 
new technology and was not designed primarily to compare the two treatment alterna-
tives. It remains to be seen whether the added biofeedback system provides additional 
benefits when the exercise treatment is identical. However, the fact that the same out-
comes as in our study differed so much with the use of a biofeedback system is surprising. 
It supports our suggestion that not only cognitive factors and adherence to exercise, but 
also changes in the activities of daily living, may result in the long sought-after effect 
(Chapter 6). The introduction of a portable biofeedback could be a valuable treatment 
addition for patients with MCI. 
Other electronic assessments, such as electromyography (EMG), centre of pressure 
(COP) on a force platform and video-based analysis of kinematics, have been applied as 
outcome measures after exercise therapy.  
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Lomond et al. (31, 32) applied surface EMG to evaluate muscle activity in the legs and 
trunk during voluntarily lifting of one leg in the lying supine position. Participants with 
LBP (n=15) showed an earlier and higher amplitude activation in most muscles than par-
ticipants without LBP (n=15). The same measurement protocol revealed no normalisation 
of the activation pattern after 6 weeks of exercise treatment in patients with chronic LBP 
(≥12months). The study compared MCE stabilisation exercises (n=12) (motor control ex-
ercise, deep abdominal, strengthening trunk, educational booklet) with movement sys-
tem impairment (n=21) (MSI: modifies trunk movements and postures relevant to pa-
tients’ symptoms). Both groups improved significantly following treatment, with no dif-
ference between the groups for function (measured using the Modiﬁed Oswestry Disa-
bility Index (ODI)) or pain (Numeric Pain Rating (NPR)). 
The same research group compared the effects of MCE treatment (n=29) with that of 
general strengthening exercises (n=29) on an EMG of trunk and leg muscles (31). For this 
study, patients with chronic NSLBP stood on a perturbed surface. In order to assess pos-
tural adjustments, they also analysed the centre of pressure (COP) displacement during 
platform perturbations. Function (ODI) and pain (NPR) improved significantly with no in-
ter-group differences after 11 weeks and 6 months. However, baseline and activation 
amplitude of the EMG responded differently to the treatments. Patients showed an in-
creased baseline abdominal activity after MCE treatment and an increase in baseline ac-
tivity of all muscles in the control group. Both showed a decrease in activation incidence 
in the post-perturbation phase. The authors point out that neither treatment promotes 
an automatic, healthy postural response, since both treatments promote stiff and rigid 
movement behaviour when automatic muscle reactions are preferred. 
This insight derived from the EMG results raises the question as to when and whether 
our treatment strategies to encourage motor/movement control of the lumbar spine un-
der static and dynamic conditions are indicated. Firstly, from a clinical point of view, the 
short-term results of Lomond’s study for the baseline muscle activation patterns of either 
treatment are not surprising. This reaction is strived for in clinical practice to prevent 
tissue overload, with the objective, however, that the altered behaviour becomes auto-
matic and leads to normalised long-term muscular activity. Secondly, the protocol of both 
experiments allowed practise of the measurement procedures. This allows an anticipa-
tion and, subsequently, early muscular activation. In addition, it has been suggested that 
this stiffening is a protective behaviour driven by pain and experience (33, 34). In conse-
quence, this process could promote potential negative effects, such as reduced move-
ment and variability of movements. Based on the fact that all treatments benefitted the 
patients in terms of function and pain, the unchanged, or even supposed disadvanta-
geous, muscular effects remain unclear. We must consider that the progression of the 
exercise strategies should be varied according to the healing phase, behavioural progress 
and personal needs. This reasoning supports the formation of subgroups. The MCI treat-
ment in our RCT is based on specific sub-classification and treatment.  
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Recently, one study employed a MCI sub-classification (n=32) of patients with pain in 
lumbar extension and increased lordosis to test the effect of MCE versus an MCI program. 
Outcome variables ODI and NRS showed an improvement in function and pain for both 
treatments, with no significant difference between the groups after 4 weeks of treatment 
(35). Using EMG, a flexion relaxation rate was measured on the lumbar extensor muscles 
during full flexion in standing. The MCI treatment showed a partial normalisation of the 
relaxation pattern, especially in the thoracic part of the lumbar iliocostalis. This may be a 
first step towards using EMG on a subgroup level. However, we must take into account 
that relaxation of the extensors is part of a specific MCI training and the results support 
only the validity of the treatment. 
Ng et al. measured regional lumbar kinematics during sitting and during 15 minutes 
of rowing on an ergometer using a video-based laboratory system (36). This measure-
ment served as a secondary outcome and followed after 8 weeks of treatment in adoles-
cent male rowers suffering from LBP related to rowing. The study compared an individu-
ally-targeted, cognitive, functional treatment (based on the O’Sullivan classification, 
treated with movement control plus cognitive treatment approach), with a control group 
who were free to seek treatment from healthcare providers external to the project. The 
intervention group reported significantly less pain during rowing (NRS), disability (RMDQ) 
and activity restriction (PSFS) when compared to the control group. The improvement 
remained for 12 weeks. The video-system measured an increased angle in the lower lum-
bar region during static sitting in the intervention group; however, it found no significant 
difference in the kinematic measurements during rowing between the groups. The au-
thors suggested that factors other than kinematics were responsible for the positive ef-
fect on pain. They proposed that the cognitive approach positively influenced perception 
in daily life and the pain tolerance during rowing. This study supports the previously de-
scribed model, that not only mechanical causes are responsible for the development of 
pain (37). Including the behavioural aspects of daily life into our treatment procedures 
and addressing the biopsychosocial influencers, may affect pain perception, even during 
mechanically challenging tasks; this could be a valuable addition to our MCI treatments 
used in the RCT. 
The application of the described technical devices in the clinical care of patients with 
LBP is a potential positive addition. It cannot replace individual assessment and treat-
ment, but it may support the clinician through providing additional information. How-
ever, their usage comes with some constraints: clinicians need to be trained in the use of 
the systems; all systems are associated with considerable costs; and they are often loca-
tion dependent. Nevertheless, further developments in portable, wireless devices for 
home-based use as biofeedback would be of value.  
In the context of research in the field of MCI, technical support could enhance the 
quality of a research protocol. Inertial wireless devices, especially, could increase the va-
lidity of inclusion criteria, classification and sub-classification and, at best, measure out-
comes. All the described devices have added insight into the mechanisms behind MCI. It 
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remains to be seen whether these devices combined with new developments, such as 
brain scans and behavioural assessments, will lead to further models of the mechanisms 
behind exercise for MCI. (38, 39). 
Adherence to exercise 
Adherence is generally defined as “the extent to which a person’s behaviour …corre-
sponds with agreed recommendations from a health care provider” (40). Non-adherence 
to exercise may have a negative impact on treatment effects (41, 42). There is moderate 
evidence that strategies to improve adherence to exercise have a positive effect on pain 
and function (9). Adherence to exercise in patients with low back pain is reported to be 
low, with some 50 to 70 % of patients non-adherent to prescribed exercises (43). In our 
study, it was essential to monitor the adherence level for the two treatment alternatives, 
since it could have had a substantial effect on outcomes.  
According to recent literature, the lack of adequate tools to measure adherence is a 
major hindrance to its evaluation. In a review by Hall et al. in 2015, it was reported that 
no studies assessing adherence used the same assessment tool (44). The identified tools 
varied in their format (diary, single question, or multi-item questionnaire), specific ques-
tion(s) and methods of scoring. The results were confirmed by an extended review in 
2017, which pointed out that of seven clearly described and reproducible tools, all had 
essential inadequacies (42). 
Self-reported adherence to exercise measured with single questions, which was used 
in our RCT, should be regarded with caution because of detection bias ( systematic dif-
ferences between groups in how outcomes are determined) (45). We asked “How often 
were you able to do your exercises which were recommended in the physiotherapy”, and 
allowed categorical answers, “daily, 2x per week, rarely, never”. Twice per week was the 
recommended frequency. We reported 46% (42 patients) in the trial who still did their 
exercises twice per week or more after one year and regarded the adherence as high in 
relation to previous studies (Chapter 3). We found no differences between treatment 
groups and concluded that adherence was not confounding our outcomes. 
With the additional qualitative analysis, we learned more about the strategies to re-
main adherent to exercise. Even if we acknowledge an overestimation due to self-report-
ing, the adherence rate found in our RCT was relatively high. This result can be explained 
by inclusion of the coaching strategy to improve confidence and self-efficacy, as pre-
sented in Chapter 6. 
Self-efficacy may have a major impact on outcomes in the treatment of low back pain 
(46, 47). Self-efficacy describes a person's own belief that he/she can successfully execute 
a program to meet a desired outcome (48). Improvement of self-efficacy is of importance 
in clinical practice (42). The new findings, described in Chapter 6, where patients re-
garded self-initiated training as a helpful tool for adherence, may add evidence to support 
this treatment concept. 
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Additional support to our findings from the qualitative study comes from the most 
recent literature review, which listed the factors that influence adherence to home-based 
exercise for all diseases (49). The barriers listed, amongst others, were low social support, 
lack of adequate feedback, large number of exercises, low self-motivation, low self-effi-
cacy, lack of time, previous non-adherent behaviour and worsening of pain. All these fac-
tors were discussed in our patient groups with low back pain. We can conclude that our 
participants may have had a higher self-motivation and efficacy simply from the fact that 
they had chosen to participate in a long-lasting exercise study. Additionally, they were 
screened for their psychosocial status prior to inclusion, which had an influence on the 
selection. Nevertheless, the new insights from our qualitative study, explaining how to 
maintain motivation and efficacy, are valuable additions to our knowledge and have clin-
ical implications. 
Furthermore, as described above (subgroup-specific paragraph), future study designs 
to evaluate adherence to exercise should pay special attention to the rate of exercise 
performance (acceptance of how often and how long the exercises should be performed), 
adherence to performance in daily life (acceptance of advice on how to integrate exercise 
into daily life) and adherence to lifestyle changes in general (acceptance of behavioural 
changes). 
Methodological reflection 
In our reflection on the methodological issues of our randomised controlled trial, we 
should first mention that we followed the CONSORT statement when reporting our study 
design and data (50). The RCT was designed according to quality standards to reduce the 
risk of bias (51). As it is essentially a pragmatic design, we could not blind therapists and 
patients to the intervention. 
During the trial design, we anticipated insufficient recruitment of patients because, 
as a teaching and research institute, we did not have direct access to patients. For re-
cruitment, we chose to contact eight private practices and five hospital outpatient de-
partments in three cantons in Switzerland. Logistically, this was followed by three differ-
ent ethics applications and procedures, instruction of assessment and treatment to per-
sonnel in each facility, and the formation of a central administration office. Despite these 
actions, recruitment remained slow and we decided to send out an electronic advertise-
ment to staff and students of the ZHAW. We also instructed additional physiotherapists 
who provided in-house treatments to 30 participants. The ZHAW participants had to fulfil 
the same inclusion criteria, as described in the protocol, and followed the same random-
isation and treatment procedures. Through all these efforts, we managed to reach the 
calculated number of 106 included patients. The connection with the ZHAW may have 
influenced the social distribution and the voluntary step to get in contact (rather than 
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being recommended by a doctor) shows a pre-existing self-motivation. However, no in-
fluence of the recruitment procedure on the final results was found. 
The multicentre design of the study also implied that we had to expect location-spe-
cific factors which could potentially influence results. For example, recruitment could 
have been influenced by logistical problems of the patients and the clinics (selection bias).  
Although we provided training for the physiotherapists, there was no detailed compari-
son of the treatment procedures. All these factors were controlled through randomisa-
tion of the patients. 
The expected variability of the patient group itself needs attention during the design 
of an RCT. These variables were assumed to be equally distributed across both treatment 
groups due to the randomisation procedure. Regression analysis showed no effects of 
these variables on outcome. However, for logistical reasons we decided not to assess for 
quality of life, medication or behavioural strategies (to name just a few) which could have 
had an influence on our results. Results of a well-controlled RCT are rated high in evi-
dence, but do not give much insight into the influence of confounders. Alternative de-
signs, such as replicated single case studies, may give more in-depth interpretation of the 
data by directly reflecting what is important to individual patients. Including MCI patients 
with different sub-classifications of replications may add clinically valuable information 
and eventually achieve generalizable results. 
The choice of the relevant primary outcome was given considerable thought in the 
design phase. The choice of the outcome PSFS, as opposed to the RMDQ, was based on 
study results at the time and on clinical decision-making. The PSFS had been reported as 
being more responsive to moderate pain situations, which was the expectation in our 
patient group (8). It also reflected the reporting in clinical practice of patients’ signs and 
symptoms. In hindsight, and with the knowledge of our results (Chapter 5), we consider 
that other outcomes, such as the RMDQ or ODI for disability, would have been more re-
flective of long-term improvement. 
The limited contrast between treatment arms transpired to be a major problem in the 
design of the study. From a clinical point of view, the choice of exercises based on sub-
grouping plus additional classification, represents a distinctly tailored treatment pro-
gram. A generic exercise program, which has been shown to be effective, represents a 
credible control group. Our interpretation of the quantitative long-term data concludes 
that, given the many influencing factors over the course of one year, the contrast be-
tween the exercise programs was not sufficient to produce a difference. Moreover, while 
the two treatment programs were initially very different (MCI-control movements; GE – 
generic exercises), during the progression of the MCI group, once control was reached, 
the training included similar exercises. 
A long-term follow-up after one year is important considering the long-term course of 
subacute and chronic pain. The expected difficulty in this RCT was long-term accessibility 
to the patient. For primary and secondary outcome measures, using direct telephone con-
tact and postal questionnaires, we reached a very good rate of access. Only four patients 
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did not respond. But it was not feasible (time, finances, independent assessors) to invite 
all participants for physical examinations at the long-term follow-up. With the results of 
the MCI test battery, we could have made further conclusions regarding the subgroup. In 
conclusion, the logistics and costs of an RCT are extremely high. 
Embedding qualitative research into an RCT adds considerable evidence to the effec-
tiveness of health interventions (52). The qualitative study presented in Chapter 6 pro-
vides a means of interpreting the RCT results and describes contextual features of poten-
tial use in exercise treatments and future trials. 
The qualitative evaluation revealed that patients were equally supported by the pro-
grams in both groups; they increased their general physical activity and performance in 
daily living. The importance of a patient-perceived individual treatment and a self-driven 
long-term strategy may have had a higher impact on the results than the choice of exer-
cises. Clinicians’ decisions on individual exercises are dependent on professional experi-
ence and patients’ perception and/or acceptance. These requirements are major moti-
vational factors to the patient. 
From a research perspective, we can say that patients in the subgroup MCI will have 
a high chance of improvement over the short and longer term through continued exer-
cise. This statement is particularly important in NSLBP, since it is initially a relatively short-
term problem, but needs special management to avoid/treat a longer term problem. Fur-
ther exploration of these factors, which became apparent in the qualitative part of this 
thesis, may eventually lead to symptom-effective and cost-effective treatments. 
Theoretical implications 
The concept of assessment and treatment of movement control impairment needs a crit-
ical reconsideration. Assessment of aberrant movements in patients with low back pain, 
as applied in this RCT, is clinically very useful. The test battery is easily applied by both 
novice and expert physiotherapists. However, not all sub-classifications (i.e. flexion, ex-
tension, unilateral, multidirectional) of the MCI group can be reliably detected with this 
battery. Additionally, treatment of all possible combinations of sub-classifications may 
need an even higher variation of specific-exercises than allowed for in the experimental 
protocol of this RCT. Multidirectional impairments, especially, may need a long-term ad-
justment of the exercises. The treatment described in the protocol may still not be spe-
cific enough to produce differences in outcomes. Limitation of the RCT inclusion criteria 
to the most common sub-classifications (flexion, extension) may result in the selection of 
an even more specific subgroup. Exercises could then address MCI signs in a standardised 
manner during treatment. Although it would make standardisation of treatment easier, 
it would come at the cost of even greater recruitment problems for a fully powered RCT. 
A possible solution may be the alternative research methods discussed above. 
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Our studies could not prove a connection between the MCI subgroup specific-exer-
cises and the outcomes of function, activity and pain. Only if the MCI specific treatment 
had resulted in a benefit, could we have concluded that aberrant movements had a direct 
connection to these outcomes. This connection could be a cause or effect of NSLBP. All 
we can say in this study is that the MCI subgroup was certainly most receptive to exercise 
treatment, whether it was movement-specific exercises or non-specific strength exer-
cises. In the large group of subacute and chronic NSLBP patients this classification is highly 
valuable. 
What this research adds 
The studies presented in this thesis have added knowledge to the field of exercise treat-
ment for patients with low back pain. The subgroup of patients presenting with move-
ment control impairment had excellent outcomes when treated with exercise. 
Our results do not indicate a preference for any specific type of exercise for this sub-
group; it still relies on the individual decision of the therapist as to which exercise is most 
applicable. We were able to show that exercise, supported by consistent coaching of the 
patient, achieves long-term, lasting beneficial effects on function, activity and pain. This 
in turn improves the confidence and self-efficacy of the patient and should be included 
in clinical treatments. In our analysis of the outcome measure (PSFS), we critically ques-
tioned the application of the measure for long-term data sets. 
Recommendations for clinical practice 
Exercises are highly beneficial to patients classified into one of the MCI subcategories. 
Over the long term the positive effects are maintained. The choice between specific MCI 
exercises and generic strengthening exercises remains unclear. Patients value a correct 
instruction and supervision higher than the choice of exercise. For clinical practice, we 
can recommend an assessment of MCI. However it may be more beneficial for treatment 
if the therapist chooses exercises which, firstly, he/she is personally best at instructing 
and, secondly, which he/she tailors to the individual needs of the patient.  
Long-term adherence to a recommended exercise program is increased through pa-
tient education and coaching. The main motivator is the perceived direct effect between 
exercise and pain by the patient, as well as the individual approach. Information on diag-
nosis and theory may be introduced for interested patients. Coaching for long-term ad-
herence to the recommended exercises should include a positive binding to self-initiated 
physical activities on an individual basis.  
The patient specific functional scale (PSFS) is a useful tool for short-term evaluation. 
Impaired activities change during long-term treatments. Therefore, data on the activities 
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must be adjusted. This comes with the cost that long-term analysis using this measure is 
fraught with complications.  
Recommendations for future research 
The RCT of our group, as well as recent publications investigating exercise treatment sub-
groups, have found no clear beneficial treatment procedures. To date, the consistent 
positive results cannot be explained. Based on this thesis, we recommend the following 
research: firstly, a further exploration of the sub-classifications of MCI, which may reveal 
more detailed results. Alternative study designs, such as replicated single case studies, 
which may provide insights based on individual patient patterns. Secondly, we strongly 
recommend a comparison of treatments with sufficient contrast in future experiments, 
since there is a strong tendency in the case of exercise programs to overlap treatment 
aims and performance of movements. Thirdly, exercise in combination with non-mechan-
ical influences, such as psychological and social factors, should be explored. Lastly, the 
effects of patient education and exercise adherence, as explained above, need further 
investigation. 
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This dissertation addresses the assessment and treatment of the widespread complaint 
of non-specific low back pain. Active physiotherapy treatment of a defined subgroup, 
known as movement control impairment, was evaluated. Related topics that were re-
viewed are the clinimetric properties of one of the outcome measures and adherence to 
home exercise. 
Chapter 1 provides background information on the current state of research concerning 
the impacts of low back pain on society and the individual patient. Furthermore, it de-
scribes active treatments using exercise, previous research regarding the search for sub-
groups within the non-specific low back pain patient group and the historical aspects of 
exercise methods. 
The high prevalence rate of low back pain has been internationally documented. It is 
generally recognised that in the majority of cases complaints are temporary. However, 
there is a strong tendency towards recurrent episodes. The small number of chronic cases 
is responsible for immense costs in society. To find an effective method of preventing 
recurrences and chronification is very desirable. 
Worldwide, clinical guidelines for the treatment of low back pain recommend ther-
apy-based and home-based exercise. There is substantial evidence that exercise is effec-
tive in the prevention of low back pain. However, to date, no study has shown which 
exercise, or exercise combination, is most effective. The formation of subgroups and clas-
sifications within the non-specific low back pain group is widely recommended, with the 
aim of further tailoring effective treatments. 
Movement control impairment is one subgroup of the non-specific low back pain 
group. Previous studies have established the clinical assessment and the classification of 
this subgroup. The most important clinical criteria are pain, combined with impaired con-
trol of the lumbar spine, both in static postures and during movement. These were as-
sessed using a movement test battery. The treatment of this clinical presentation has 
shown most promising results in preliminary studies. However, there had been no study 
comparing an individually-targeted exercise program with a general, non-specific exer-
cise program. The question of which exercises should be recommended for this subgroup 
is of great importance to clinical application. 
Chapter 2 presents the protocol of our randomised controlled trial (RCT), in which two 
exercise programs for patients with subacute and chronic non-specific low back pain are 
compared (one exercise program specifically tailored for the movement control impair-
ment, the other a non-specific general strengthening program). It contains detailed de-
scriptions of the criteria and tests for the subgroup classification (illustrations are shown 
in the Appendix). Procedures, outcome measures and data analysis are described and 
conform to CONSORT criteria. Additionally, the rational for the research question is dis-
cussed. 
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Chapter 3 reports the short-term results of the RCT, describing the methodological pro-
cedures, data analysis and outcomes pre- and post-treatment. The appendix (Chapter 3a) 
presents illustrations of the exercise programs. One hundred and six patients diagnosed 
with movement control impairment were included in the study and randomly assigned 
to one of two exercise programs. This multicentre trial was performed in 14 clinics and 
private practices in Switzerland. A total of 28 physiotherapists provided treatment. Addi-
tional personnel performed the measurements. Patients were instructed on the exercises 
in individual physiotherapy sessions and also received a home exercise program, which 
they were advised to follow for a period of one year. Both programs, the individually-
tailored exercises to improve movement control impairment and the general strengthen-
ing program, reduced activity limitation and functional restriction significantly. We did 
not identify differences in outcomes between the two exercise programs in the short 
term. One explanation of this result could be a lack of contrast between the exercise pro-
grams. Initially the exercises between the groups differed distinctively. However, as soon 
as the patients in the experimental group had mastered the control exercises, they pro-
ceeded to exercises with higher demands. This led to an increasing convergence of the 
two exercise programs. 
Chapter 4 presents the results of our RCT at the 6-month follow-up and one year after 
enrolment. Long-term follow-ups and data analysis are described.  
The study shows that specifically-tailored exercises as a treatment for movement con-
trol impairment and non-specific general exercises in this patient group produced similar 
effects. Outcomes in both exercise groups showed significant improvements over one 
year. Therefore, both exercise programs can be recommended for patients with move-
ment control impairment. Several explanations for these results are possible: firstly, the 
exercise programs were too similar, especially over the long term course of the treat-
ment; secondly, other factors in the therapy, such as the therapeutic alliance between 
therapist and patient, may play a bigger role than the purely mechanical approach of ex-
ercise; and thirdly, multidimensional biopsychosocial aspects could have influenced the 
effects. We also showed that patients and therapists in both treatment groups performed 
with good adherence to the study protocol. 
Chapter 5 reports a study in which we analysed the validity (construct validity, validity to 
change) of the patient-specific functional scale (PSFS), which was used as an outcome 
measure in the RCT. With data from our RCT, together with results from a similar study 
on patients with shoulder pain, the correlation between PSFS and well-established ‘con-
dition-specific’ outcomes (Roland Morris Disability Questionnaire for back pain; Shoulder 
Pain and Disability Index for shoulder pain) was calculated. Our hypothesis of the ex-
pected correlation rate between the two outcomes at different time points was not con-
firmed. 
We concluded that the application of PSFS as an outcome measure on a group level 
and in long term comparisons is not to be recommended. The well-established, condition-
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specific outcome measures are instead recommended. However, in every day clinical use 
the PSFS shows advantages and its results are very useful in monitoring short-term 
changes. 
Chapter 6 presents the results of a qualitative study which was embedded into the quan-
titative design of the RCT. It evaluated the long-term adherence to home-based exercise. 
Forty-four participants were asked in written, open questions about their experiences 
regarding the exercise program over the course of one year. Participants pointed out sev-
eral explanations for their good adherence to exercise: firstly, the role of improved self-
confidence through specific and individual instructions by the therapist; secondly, the 
perceived direct association between exercise and pain reduction; and thirdly, a lower 
restriction of daily live activities resulted in an increase in self-efficacy. Several partici-
pants mentioned the combination of the recommended exercises with a self-initiated 
training as a useful strategy to overcome barriers of “not enough time”. We found no 
substantial differences between the two exercise programs. These insights into the per-
ception of the participants are useful findings for future patient education information 
and for the support of self-efficacy in patients. 
Chapter 7 discusses the results of this thesis in the context of recent evidence. Consider-
ation is given to methodological reflections, theoretical implications, recommendations 
for clinical use and for future research. 
The main results of this thesis endorse the importance of exercise in patients with low 
back pain and movement control impairment. Contrary to our expectations, we could not 
show any additional benefits of specific movement control exercises. Although current lit-
erature recommends subgrouping non-specific low back pain patients, no additional ben-
eficial effect of specific treatment for this subgroup was detected. 
We demonstrated that continuous functional improvement is supported by adher-
ence to exercise. Participants highly valued their increase in confidence and self-efficacy 
and perceived these as supporting factors in their adherence to exercise. 
In the clinical practise of exercise physiotherapy, the active training for long-term use 
in patients with MCI should be applied individually. Patients report that they benefit most 
from tailor-made treatment. Awareness of the association between pain and exercise is 
important. Coaching, aimed at combining therapeutic exercises with self-initiated train-
ing, supports adherence to exercise. 
Assessment with the patient-specific functional scale is useful in a clinical context to 
document the short-term results of complaints. It cannot be recommended as a meas-
urement at group level, or over the long term for research purposes. 
Recommendations for future research include: methodological adjustments to the 
design of studies; incorporation of the influence of non-mechanical aspects in physiother-
apy; and further studies into adherence to exercise.  
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Diese Doktorarbeit befasst sich mit der weitverbreiteten Krankheit von nichtspezifischen 
lumbalen Rückenschmerzen, ihrer Untersuchung und ihrer Behandlung. Für die beschrie-
bene Subgruppe – Bewegungskontrolleinschränkung / movement control impairment- 
wird die aktive Physiotherapie evaluiert. Weitere Themen sind die angewendeten Test-
verfahren und die Adhärenz zu Heimübungsprogrammen. 
Kapitel 1 vermittelt Informationen über die aktuellen Auswirkungen von lumbalen Rü-
ckenschmerzen auf die Gesellschaft und auf den Patienten. Des Weiteren werden die ak-
tive Behandlung mittels Übungen, die Einführung von Subgruppen mit lumbalen Rücken-
schmerzen und die historischen Zusammenhänge von Übungsmethoden aufgezeigt. 
Die hohe Rate des Auftretens von lumbalen Rückenschmerzen im Laufe des Lebens 
ist international gut dokumentiert. In den meisten Fällen sind diese Beschwerden vo-
rübergehend. Es besteht aber eine deutliche Tendenz zu rezidivierenden Schmerzepiso-
den. Trotzdem verursachen die wenigen chronischen Verläufe der Krankheit immense 
Kosten für die Gesellschaft. Eine wirksame Prävention zur Vermeidung von Rezidiven und 
von Chronifizierung ist deshalb anzustreben. 
Die Behandlung mit therapiebasierten und heimbasierten Übungsprogrammen bei 
Rückenschmerzen wird basierend auf einer hohen Evidenzrate weltweit von allen klini-
schen Leitlinien empfohlen. Übungsprogramme sind wirksam gegen Rückenschmerzen. 
Trotzdem konnte bisher noch keine Studie die optimal wirksame Übung oder Übungsab-
folge aufzeigen. Die Bildung von Subgruppen und Klassifikationen des Krankheitsbildes 
wird empfohlen und soll eine wissenschaftliche Erforschung und eine effektive Behand-
lung ermöglichen.  
Movement control impairment (Bewegungskontrolleinschränkung) ist eine Sub-
gruppe von nichtspezifischen lumbalen Rückenschmerzen. Die klinische Untersuchung 
und anschliessende Klassifizierung wurde vorgängig erforscht. Wichtigste klinische Krite-
rien sind Schmerzen und mangelnde Kontrolle von lumbalen Wirbelsegmenten bei 
statischen Positionen und Bewegungen, welche mittels einer Bewegungstestbatterie er-
hoben werden. Die Behandlung dieser klinischen Präsentation erwies sich in Vorstudien 
als sehr vielversprechend. Es fehlte aber der Vergleich eines individuellen, testbasierten 
Übungsprogramms mit generellen unspezifischen Übungen. Die Frage, welche Übungen  
für diese Subgruppe zu empfehlen sind, entspricht einem grossen klinischen Bedarf. 
Zusätzlich könnten andere Faktoren, wie die Adhärenz zu Übungsprogrammen, die Re-
sultate deutlich beeinflussen. 
Kapitel 2 enthält das Protokoll der quantitativen, randomisierten, kontrollierten Studie 
(RCT engl: randomised controlled trial) zur Erforschung von zwei Übungsprogrammen für 
Patienten mit subakuten und chronischen lumbalen Rückenschmerzen (ein Übungspro-
gramm spezifisch gegen das movement control impairment und ein unspezifisches allge-
meines Krafttraining). Detailliert werden die Kriterien und Tests zur Einteilung in die Sub-
gruppe beschrieben und bildlich (siehe Anhang) dargestellt. Deutlich beschrieben sind 
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der Ablauf der geplanten Studie, die geplanten Messverfahren und die Auswertungsme-
thodik. Erläutert wird die Argumentation zur Forschungsfrage.  
Kapitel 3 präsentiert die kurzfristigen Forschungsresultate des RCT. Die detaillierten Ab-
läufe der Studie, die Datenanalyse und die Resultate aller Messwerte vor und anschlies-
send an die physiotherapeutische Behandlung sind in diesem Artikel beschrieben. Im An-
hang (Kapitel 3a) sind die vorgegebenen Übungen genau beschrieben. Einhundertsechs 
Patienten mit einer Bewegungskontrolleinschränkung wurden nach dem Zufallsprinzip in 
zwei Übungsgruppen eingeteilt. In 14 Kliniken und Privatpraxen wurden sie behandelt 
und erhielten ein Heimübungsprogramm, welches sie über ein weiteres Jahr anwenden 
sollten. Total 28 Physiotherapeuten erbrachten die Behandlungen und weitere Personen 
führten die Messungen durch. Sowohl die individuell angepassten Übungen zur Verbes-
serung der Bewegungskontrolle wie auch die generellen Kräftigungsübungen reduzierten 
die Aktivitäts- und Funktionseinschränkungen signifikant. Wir konnten kurzfristig keine 
Differenz der Verbesserungen zwischen den beiden Übungsprogrammen messen. Als ein 
Grund für dieses Resultat eruierten wir den fehlenden Kontrast zwischen den Übungs-
programmen. Zu Beginn des Trainings unterschieden sich die Übungen der zwei Gruppen 
sehr deutlich. Sobald aber die Patienten in der Experimentalgruppe die Kontrollübungen 
beherrschten, konnten sie auch zunehmende, belastende Übungen anwenden. Dies 
führte zu einer Angleichung der Übungsprotokolle.  
Kapitel 4 präsentiert die Resultate des oben vorgestellten RCT mit nachfolgenden Mes-
sungen nach 6 Monaten und einem Jahr. Detailliert beschrieben sind der langfristige Ver-
lauf der Studie und die verwendeten Datenanalysen.  
Die Studie zeigt, dass die spezifischen Übungen zur Behandlung von Movement Con-
trol Impairment und die unspezifischen generellen Übungen in dieser Patientengruppe 
gleich effektiv sind. Nochmals haben sich die Resultate in beiden Übungsgruppen über 
den ganzen Zeitverlauf signifikant verbessert. Für Patienten mit einem Movement Con-
trol Impairment können beide Übungsprotokolle empfohlen werden. Verschiedene Er-
klärung für diese Resultate sind denkbar: Erstens, die Übungsprogramme sind zu ähnlich, 
vor allem im Langzeitverlauf der Behandlung; zweitens, andere Faktoren der Therapie 
wie die therapeutische Allianz zwischen Physiotherapeut und Patienten könnten eine 
grössere Rolle spielen, als die rein mechanischen Einflüsse eines Übungsprogrammes; 
und drittens, könnten multidimensionale bio-psycho-soziale Aspekte der Behandlung den 
Effekt der Behandlung relevant beeinflusst haben. Abschliessend können wir sagen, dass 
sowohl Patienten wie Therapeuten in beiden Übungsgruppen eine gute Adhärenz zum 
Studienprotokoll aufwiesen. 
Kapitel 5 beinhaltet eine Studie, welche die Validität (construct validity, validity to change) 
des in der Studie verwendeten Messverfahrens „patient specific functional score“ (PSFS) 
analysiert. Mit Daten aus dem oben beschriebenen RCT an Patienten mit lumbalen Rü-
ckenschmerzen und den Resultaten einer entsprechenden Studie an Patienten mit 
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Schulterschmerzen wurden die Korrelationen zwischen PSFS und bereits evaluierten 
„condition-specific“ Messresultaten (Roland-Morris Disability Score für Rückenschmer-
zen; Shoulder Pain and Disability Index für Schulterschmerzen) gemessen. Unsere Hypo-
these einer erwarteten Korrelationsrate zwischen den Messverfahren zu verschiedenen 
Zeitpunkten konnte nicht bestätigt werden.  
Wir konnten daraus schliessen, dass der PSFS für Messungen auf Gruppenstufe und 
im Langzeitvergleich nicht mehr zu empfehlen ist. Vorzugsweise sollten die etablierten 
Messungen verwendet werden. Im klinischen Alltag bringt der PSFS Vorteile und die Re-
sultate sind als Verlaufskontrolle kurzfristig sehr gut anwendbar.  
Kapitel 6 präsentiert die Resultate einer qualitativen, in das quantitative Design eingebet-
teten Studie zur Langzeitadhärenz in den Heimübungsprogrammen. Vierundvierzig Teil-
nehmer des RCT wurden schriftlich zu ihren Erkenntnissen während der Übungspro-
grammdauer von einem Jahr befragt. Die Teilnehmer der Studie haben mehrere Gründe 
für die gute Adhärenz zu den Übungen hervorgehoben: Erstens, den Wert der gestärkten 
Selbstsicherheit durch genaue individuelle Instruktion durch den Therapeuten; zweitens, 
den verspürten direkten Zusammenhang zwischen Übung und Nachlassen des Schmer-
zes; und drittens, weniger Einschränkungen im täglichen Leben wegen erhöhter Selbst-
effizienz. Als eine wertvolle Strategie zur Überwindung von Hinderungsgründen wie „zu 
wenig Zeit“ erwähnten mehrere Teilnehmer das Einbinden der Rückenübungen in ein 
Training der eigenen Wahl. Zwischen den beiden Übungsgruppen gab es keine deutlichen 
Unterschiede über angegebene Themen und Strategien. Diese Einsichten in das Erleben 
der Studienteilnehmer sind wertvolle Erkenntnisse für zukünftige Patienteninformatio-
nen und für die Unterstützung der Selbsteffizienz der Patienten. 
Kapitel 7 präsentiert die wichtigsten Resultate und diskutiert diese im Kontext zur neues-
ten Evidenzlage. Ebenfalls werden methodologische Reflexionen, theoretische Implikati-
onen, Empfehlungen für die klinische Praxis und für weitere Forschungsthemen abgege-
ben.  
Die Hauptresultate dieser Thesis unterstreichen die Wichtigkeit von Übungsprogram-
men bei Patienten mit lumbalen Rückenproblemen und movement control impairment. 
Anders als erwartet konnten wir den Zusatznutzen von spezifischen movement control-
Übungen nicht nachweisen. Obwohl die aktuelle Literatur die Anforderung von Subgrup-
pierungen von nichtspezifischen Rückenschmerzen immer wieder betont, können wir mit 
diesem Verfahren, mit dieser Subgruppe, keinen Unterschied zwischen den Übungspro-
grammen feststellen.  
Wir konnten zeigen, dass anhaltende Effekte durch Übungsadhärenz unterstützt wer-
den. Die Teilnehmer der Studie erachteten die zunehmende Selbstsicherheit und die 
Selbsteffizienz als wichtigen Faktor zur Adhärenz zu den Übungsprogrammen.  
Im klinischen Alltag der Physiotherapie sollten aktive Langzeitübungen bei Patienten 
mit MCI individuell angepasst werden. Die Patienten möchten genaue Instruktionen. Das 
Erkennen des Zusammenspiels von Schmerz und Übungen ist wichtig. Eine Verbindung 
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der Übungen mit einer selbstinitiierten regelmässigen Aktivität erleichtert die Adhärenz 
zu den Übungen. 
Die Untersuchung mittels dem patient specific functional scale (PSFS) ist sehr gut ge-
eignet, um den kurzfristigen Verlauf der Beschwerden zu dokumentieren. Als Gruppen-
vergleich oder als Langzeitverlaufsmessung würden wir in Zukunft davon absehen. 
Die Forschungsempfehlungen beinhalten Themen wie: Methodologische Anpassun-
gen im Design der Studie, den Einfluss von nicht-mechanischen Aspekten in der Physio-
therapie und weitere Entwicklungen im Bereich der Adhärenz von Übungen. 
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This thesis provides us with additional knowledge on exercise interventions for patients 
with subacute and chronic low back pain. Earlier chapters addressed the scientific and 
clinical aspects of both our quantitative and qualitative investigations. This valorisation 
section will discuss further insights gained from the thesis, such as innovation, the social 
and economic relevance of the findings, proposed potential target group and description 
of the issues associated with knowledge transfer.  
INNOVATION 
Exercises for the treatment of low back pain (LBP) are widely prescribed in clinical practice 
and are recommended in many guidelines (1-3). These guidelines refer to the high quality 
evidence on exercise therapy. However, it is also noted that the particular types of exer-
cise which are most effective are still largely unknown. 
The data outlined in this thesis provide clinicians with the relevant arguments to make 
an evidence-based clinical decision (4, 5). When deciding on exercise therapy for patients 
with LBP, physiotherapists base their choice of exercises on various assessments and clin-
ical decisions. The decision on which type of exercise intervention to apply is based both 
on the physical presentation of the patient and on the psychological and social aspects of 
the patient’s situation. This has led to heterogeneous exercises for the treatment of low 
back pain, with effects on: firstly, the evaluation of the individual treatment; secondly, 
the comparison between treatments; and lastly, the scientific analysis of treatment out-
comes. The results of this thesis have defined standardised exercise treatments and ana-
lysed outcomes for a new subgroup of patients with LBP and movement control impair-
ment (6, 7). 
The main focus of this thesis is on the long-term effects of exercise, since it is known 
that the chronic progression of low back pain is responsible for major social and personal 
problems (8). We expected to gain new insights through focusing on a specific subgroup 
of patients with LBP (9, 10). In this randomised, controlled, multicentre study, the se-
lected subgroup of patients with low back pain and movement control impairment (MCI) 
presented with a measurable mechanical movement control problem (11-13). We hy-
pothesised that this subgroup would respond more favourably to a specific tailored exer-
cise program compared to a general non-specific programme. Our results revealed, how-
ever, that this subgroup benefitted equally from both types of exercise programme. Pa-
tients improved in function and activity restriction following both types of exercise pro-
gramme, as long as there was adherence to the programme. The improvement was main-
tained over the course of one year for both programmes. Thus, both exercise programs 
can be recommended for this patient group, with the expectation that they bring im-
proved function and less pain in the short and long terms. It seems that adherence is 
more important than the specificity of the exercise programme. 
The duration of physiotherapy treatment and exercise instruction to prevent or im-
prove LBP is usually restricted. Following intervention, patients are usually recommended 
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to adhere to their exercise programme over the long term. We know from previous stud-
ies that adherence to an exercise program decreases substantially over the long term (14, 
15). In the main study of this thesis, the adherence rate to exercise, of at least twice a 
week for both exercise programmes, was high at 60% after 6 months and 48% after one 
year. The results of the qualitative evaluation of this one-year, self-treatment phase indi-
cated that patients felt reassured that they were exercising correctly and, as a result, 
chose to include the recommended programme into their regular, self-initiated physical 
activity programme. For clinicians, these results provide important insights into improv-
ing exercise adherence when advising patients on specific exercise strategies. Strategies 
for long-term exercise adherence help patients to commit over the long term, support 
their self-management capabilities and adapt to individual demands (16). 
SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC RELEVANCE 
Low back pain is ranked as the greatest contributor to global disability, measured in terms 
of Years lived with Disability (YLD) (17). A single episode of back pain usually runs its 
course with a favourable outcome in the majority of patients and has no significant social 
or economic impact. However, in those populations with subacute and chronic low back 
pain, work absenteeism or long-term disability are drivers of unfavourable social and eco-
nomic costs (18). The need for cost-effective and evidence-based treatments for these 
patient groups, in order to restore their function and allow their renewed contribution to 
the work force, is clear. 
In addition to confirming previously published results on the beneficial effects of ex-
ercise, this thesis also provides evidence of the continuing favourable effects over the 
course of one year (1, 2). Regular exercise is particularly effective in patients with sub-
acute and chronic low back pain and movement control impairment. We recommended 
that physiotherapists guide patients through the learning process with patient-centred 
instruction until the patient has developed sufficient confidence in the exercise routine 
and its outcomes (16). 
The long-term improvement in health, as described above, could have positive effects 
on both the social and economic costs. However, this thesis did not assess the costs of 
treatments against their impact on the economic burden. Neither was a social cost-ben-
efit analysis of alternative therapeutic options for patients with low back pain performed. 
TARGET GROUP 
The studies in this thesis are of relevance to the large group of patients who suffer from 
longer-term low back pain and, in particular, to patients who present with signs of move-
ment control impairment. This thesis has shown that adherence to a regular exercise pro-
gramme can measurably improve function and reduce activity restriction due to pain.  
The results also aid medical decision-makers who want to prescribe evidence-based 
treatments to their patients. In the context of physiotherapy treatment, the instruction, 
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motivation and coaching of patients to perform exercise, as recommended in the various 
studies of this thesis, is a safe and highly accepted treatment option.  
TRANSFER OF KNOWLEDGE 
The transfer of new knowledge into clinical practice has been described as difficult, par-
ticularly in the context that experimental study designs are not seen as reflective of the 
everyday needs of clinics (19, 20). Our multicentre study demanded high acceptance from 
the involved professionals. Fourteen clinics and over fifty physiotherapists provided as-
sessment, treatment and control support during the treatment phase of our project. The 
implementation of the two treatment arms faced no major difficulties, since both were 
already widely used in clinical practice. It became clear that the provided exercises, at 
least from the viewpoint of our participants, formed a feasible and adequate treatment 
option. 
Further results described in this thesis lead to recommendations to clinicians on mo-
tivational and coaching strategies to enable patients to stay adherent to exercise over the 
long term (16). The provision of knowledge on the positive prospects for patients who 
present with signs and symptoms of movement control impairment, if they follow either 
of the two treatments described in this thesis, should be an essential part of physiother-
apy treatment.  
Conclusion 
Exercise therapy is a well-accepted treatment option by clinicians and patients suffering 
from low back pain. Based on the results of our large, randomised, controlled, multicen-
tre trial, we were not able to find a final answer to the long sought-after question, “Which 
exercise is best for whom?”. 
We have shown that patients with LBP and movement control impairment benefit 
from two types of exercise programme. Both programmes can clearly be recommended 
for treatment of this patient group. This improvement not only increases functional abil-
ity, but may also have favourable impacts on their social and economic burdens. 
For future studies, an analysis of the costs and benefits of alternative therapeutic ex-
ercise treatments, which include clear recommendations and coaching on exercise ad-
herence, and their assumed impacts on the social and economic burdens may be of in-
terest. 
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